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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Covers City

Constructive Booster tor
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Dutch Take

MIAA

The News Has Been A

Play-

of the season,

ALLEGAN

Manager Gives

Brochures

Sewage Plant

(Special)—

On

the

stations and inundatingmotors and

a state Health Depart- controls.
ment survey disclosing “some Pumps, motors and controls
have been overhauled and in two
rather shocking facts” on Allestations,new controls installed,

heels of

Coming Soon
On Election

College’s basketball team gan’s sewage treatment plant,
according to Beauvais. He added
Manager P. H. Beauvais, Monday that heaters have been installed
i rolled over Kalamazoo College,
WRh 10 inches of snow in the
The Board of Education Monday
in these stations to prevent future
last 36 hours. Holland* was digging
83-55 here Wednesday night be. night told the city council that
freezing and that the sewage night discussed further plans for
itself out today, and hoping that
the survey contains some outj fore 900 fans in Tredway Gym.
plant operator. Don Foster is publicizing informationon the propredictionsfor continued snow
It
was
Hope's
ninth
straight standing errors based on assump- checking the station twice a day
would not bring too much more.
posed school bond program involtion rather than fact and I con- to note temperature and operat| MIAA victory this season and 12th
I'p to 5 p.m. Wednesday, Holving $3,638,000 on which property
sider it expedient that these be ing conditions.
(win in 16 starts. Kalamazoo is
land had six inches of snow — wet,
brought to your attention.”
Beauvais told the council he owners in the Holland district will
heavy snow coated with sleet]
now 8-8 and 3-6 in the league.
In a statement presentedto wanted to correct the survey’s vote Feb 23.
Hope will host Adrian College council members, Beauvais said
Temperaturesdropped and snow
figure of 65 houses served by the
An eight-pagebrochure containresumed Wednesday night, dumphere Saturdaynight in the Civic
said that a review of the situation three liftingstations. He said that
Center.
ing another four inches of snow,
ing
sketches and floor plans of
put the health departmentsurvey the one located on Marxhall St.
‘ We played our best game of
but of a light, dry, fluffy variety.
in a “somewhat less serious light.” serves two homes and a gas some of the buildingsin the unit
the season.” Coach Russ De Vette
Continued snowfall left all highHe said the health department station. The one in the flats on plan will be available later this
said after the surprisinglyeasy
ways in Western Michigan snow
survey assumes an average of one Lane St. serves 11 dwellings and week. These brochures will be disvictory.
The
boys
worked
tocovered and slippery and state
hundred gallons of sewage per the one in Pingree Park serves tributed by loca’ PTAs and through
gether real well and it was a
police urged utmost caution for
day from each user of the sewage
"Is it any wonder," he other methods so that the informafine team effort,”De Vette said.
those drivers who must travel.
system, which would give an aver- said, "considering the pollution tion will be availableto all perKalamazoo was reported to be age daily flow of 247,000 gallons
Smart motorists put on their
that reaches the Kalamazoo River sons concerned.
much stronger and scored the
lights as swirlingblizzards threatthrough the plant.
upstream from Allegan, we have
There was some discussion on
first six straight points to aid
ened to obscure vision this mornAs a basis for his figures, not been too alarmed about the millage which is not fixed in the
ing.
tinder to the statement. But Hope
Beauviasused an average of the shortcomingsin our own plant proposed 1960 program. It was exIJ scored the next eight on two bas- total gallons of water billed to and collection system?”
Several schools in the area replained that people are voting on
kets
each
by
Ray
Ritseraa
and
main closed today including Sauconsumers over a three month
He reminded the council that bonds totaling $3,638,000 and inDon Boyink and then Kalamazoo
gatuck, Douglas and Vriesland.
period. Last month's billing reach- revenue credited to the sewage
terest and principalare paid off
tied the score at 8-8 and 10-10 but
Street departmentpersonnel reed 220,968 gallons and he com- utility from sewage charges never
over a period of 30 years at a
that was it.
turned to work at 2 a m. today
ICE COVERS CITY
beautiful but
beautiful patterns, but on city streets and
mented that “no one could argue has been sufficient to maintain the
rate not to exceed 4.25 mills on
From then on Hope held the that more sewage should reach
after a 16-hour day Wednesday.
dangerous coating of ice covered Holland as
highways it is deadly, as roads in the area
treatment plant and collection sysequalizedvaluation. The 1953 bond
lead and the Hornets never threatWorkers experienced difficulty the aftermath of severe weather Wednesday.
the plant than the amount of tem, and also provide for the rewere reported slippery and driving conditions
issue which provided Thomas Jefened. Hope moved out to a 21-13
moving the freezing masses, but
water
that
is
billed
to
the
contirement of bonds and interest
Ice, hanging heavy on the trees in this night
hazardous.
ferson School and other improvemargin at the ten-minute mark
snow underneath the coat of sleet
sumers ”
payments
photo of Centennial Park forms a web of
ments called for 4.75 mills on state
and then increased the score to
(Sentinel photo)
remain fairly manageable.
In fact, it should be far less
Beauvais said the city’s failure
46-30 at half.
equalized valuation.
Sleet-coveredtrees creaked in
because the water used for car to abide by provisionscontained
The Dutch led 60-47 at the
Based on 1959 figures,the 4.25
today's winds, but there was no
washes,
manufacture
of
chemicals,
Chamber Secretary
in the ordinance authorizingthe
second half ten-minute mark and
mills maximum on state equalizgreat amount of snapped branches.
consumption in steam boilers, etc., sewage plant revenue bonds reAddresses Optimists
ed valuationwould amount to apby 30 points, 82-52, the biggest
Trouble calls on utilities were
would not enter the sewage col- sulted in refusal by the Munici•spread of the game with 2:35 left.
proximately $6.50 per $1,000 asonly normal today, both at the
lection system at all. . .”
pal Finance Commission to ap"Twenty-three new or expanded
Ritsema and Boyink paced the
sessed valuation.
telephone company and the Board
Answering
the
health
departprove revenue bonds for the adindustrieshave been brought to
opening Hope drive. Starter Jim
Other questionswhich arise will
of Public Works. However, the
ment's charge that at the time of dition to the diesel plant operHolland during the past ten years.”
Vander
Hill
picked
up
two
quick
be answered in the Sentinel's
telephone company had some difthe survey, three lifting stations ation.
William Vande Water said in
personals and Boyink was insertquestionand answer column on the
ficultywith toll lines down elsewere not operable and that they
In order to get approval of this
speaking to the Breakfast Optimed.
He
whipped
in
six
baskets
in
school election.
where.
served
65
sewers,
Beauvais
told
proposed issue, a transfer was
A case against LucilleHensley. ists Monday.
The largest amount of tax money the first half and turned in his
Purpose of Monday’s discussion
The storm was described as the 40. of 17Vi West 14th St., charged
Mr. Vande Water, secretary of in the history of Park Township best performance of the season. the council the pumping, or lift- made from the general fund rep- was to clear some confusionpeople
worst of the season in Michigan.
ing
stations
were
not
functioning
resenting all outstanding sewer
with assault and battery against the Holland Chamber of ComEven so, Holland was hit less her husband, was dismissedin merce, told about the history, totaling $360,000 has been collected He added another basket in the because the pumps froze up dur- bonds and interest and placed in have expressed on various subjects
second
half
and
two
free
shots
and to provide some uniformityin
hard than many other places. The
the past winter, flooding the escrow in the Allegan State Bank.
Municipal Court Tuesday on pay- character, and • functions of the from the 1959 tax roll, Township for a 16-point total.
informationpresented.
Traverse City-Pellston area had up
ment of $4 70 costs. Mrs. Hensley Chamber of Commerce organiza- Treasurer Harvey T inholt anHitting on nine of 12 shots in
Meeting with the board in the
to 14 inches of new snow this
had pleaded not guilty on arraign- tions throughoutthe world. He nounced today.
the first half. Ritsema led the Grand Haven Man, 88,
discussion were Harold Denig,
morning. Many areas in the state
ment Feb. 2 and her trial was set noted the fact that by 1870 there This figure is 89 per cent of Dutch attack and added a free
chairman of the publicity subcomhad a foot of new snow.
a week later. She was arrested were already 40 Chambers in the the tax roll total set at $404,000 shot for 19 points at half. He was Dies in Nursing Home
mittee of the Citizens Committee,
on complaint of her husband, United States. The Holland cham- and represents a record that
again the defensive gem and snagGeorge Lumsden" and a few others.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) Wilson, who charged she had ber was organized in 1908..
expected to stand unchallenged for ged most of the defensive re- Henry Domers. 88,
It was announcet that a large
former
beaten him with a child’s toy reMr. Vande Water also gave sta- some time, Tinholt said.
bounds.
colored sketch of the proposed new
Grand Haven Township resident,
sulting in scalp lacerationsneces- tistics on the impact one new inThe 1959 figure included taxes Early in the contest Bob Reid died Saturday ai the Sparta
high school ’WbUM" be on display
sitating 18 stitches.
dustry, employingabout 100 per.........
on property in the area of Lake- the little playmaking guard, set Nursing Home where he had been
A fine of $19.70 against John sons, has on a community,so far view, now a part of the city of up several fine Hope fast breaks
ill for several weeks
ALLEGAN (Special) - The anMaurits, 55, local hotel address, as expandedbusiness and services
Holland, and money was also col- with his passes with Boyink comHe was born in Lithuania and nual Allegan County Teacher InGRAND HAVEN (Special) was suspended on a disorderly- are concerned.
lected to start retiring the bond ing in for a couple of his buckets had lived for the past three years
Mrs. Sherwood Feted
After deliberatingless than a half
drunk charge on conditiondefenPresident Don Reek announced
stitute will be held Friday in
issue for the new high school and on fast breaks and Ritsema got in Tucson. Ariz. He was a former
hour, a Municipal Court jury FriOn Her 80th Birthday
dant leave town.
a meeting of the board at his swimming pool in the West Ottawa a few and Warren Vander Hill
Grand Haven Township school Griswold Auditoriumin Allegan.
day afternoon rendered a verdict
Donn Barney Carpenter, 25, home for Tuesday night.
made one bucket on the break. board member and worked as a William A. Sexton is superintendistrict.
Mrs.. Fred Sherwood Sr. of 496
of no cause for action in a case
Grand Rapids, charged with fictiDaryl Seidentop was inserted machinist at the Keller Tool Co.
Taxes
are
still
payable
to
the
West 22nd
St/ Ukk1 'gdest of honor
brought by George Zysk, 16, Grand
dent
of schools in Allegan
,
tious report of a crime, was put
township treasurer until March- 1 ipto the lineup and he did a good and was a foreman at the LinderHaven, represented by his mother,
on probation for six months. He
____________ ,
props®* arranged(or
with an additionalthree per cent job of feeding to Vander Hill, and ______________
man Tool Co. in Muskegon.
He
seeking $1,000 from the estate of
must pay $9.70 costs, may not
ol
screening
to
turn
Hope’s
top
fine. After the March deadline the
was a member of St. Patrick's (lay opcns aJ 9 45 a
Wlth num idren and greM'gthtfdchildrengathRonald Bruen, deceased, of Grand
and must pay $3 a month supertaxes will be paid to the county point maker loose. After hitting on Catholic
| bers by
the Fennville High School ered in celebhhlidf.’ ' of her 80th
Rapids.
vision fees.
treasurer with an increased levy three of eight in the first half,
Surviving are two sons. Joe of Girls’ Ensemble directed by Roy birthday anriiVeYSdfy
Young Zysk sought damages for
George Maynard Vander Hill, 17,
of four and one half per cent Vander Hill bombed nine times in Grand Rapids, and Henry of Schueneman, choral and band diGifts were ' Ye'deivedand a two
injuries received in a crash near
of 628 Lawn Ave., was put on prothrough March. An increase of one the second half and sank five.
course lunch WAs served. A large
Florida; one daughter, Mrs. RoStandale last March 12 involving
bation for six months on a simple
Hope hit 20 of 41 shots in the land Merrell of New York, and rector at Fennville.
half of one per cent will be added
decorated biKfifl'ay cake featured
cars driven by Bruen and Zysk’s
larceny charge. He must pay $9.70
first
half for 49 per cent and
At 10: 15 the Re* . David C. the table decorations.
at the beginning of each succeed
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
five grandchildren.
sister, Janice. 23, Spring Lake.
added 13 of 39 in the second half
costs, pay $3 monthly supervision After deliberating 45 minutes,a ing month.
Patton, pastor of the Episcopal
Present werfe Mr. and Mrs FreeBruen was thrown from his car in
fee and spend two days in jail.
Church of the Good Shepherd of man Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Olaf
Circuit Court jury Wednesday Tinholt also announced that dog for 33 of 80 and 41 per cent. The
the impact and was then hit by a
Albert John Glatz, Jr., 50. of 609 afternoon ruled in favor of the licenses in Park Township are Dutch made 17 of 27 free shots,
Allegan will conduct devotions.At Bye. Mrs. Don Sherwood, Mr. and
third car driven by William J.
North Prairie, Kalamazoo, paid plaintiffs granting a judgment of available without penalty until Kalamazoo hit 17 baskets in 65
10.20 Jack Elzay. superintendent Mrs. Fred SherwoodJr., and sons,
Klemple, 19, Grand Haven. The
fine and costs of $109.70 on a $2,000 in a civil case in which March 1 and all dogs over three tries, including 11 of 33 in the
of schools at Ann Arbor will speak Kenneth and Steven. Mrs. John
Zysk and Klemple cars were
charge of driving while under the Commercial U lion Fire Insurance months old must be licensed first half and only six of 32 in
on "The Thrill of Expectancy."
Schuiling and sons.. John Jr. and
headed for a tournamentbasketthe second half for 26 per cent.
influenceof liquor
The MEA banquet is scheduled Timmy, Mr. and Mrs. Ron HamilCo
and
14
other
companies
sought
Supervisors
of
Ottawa
County
have
ball game in Grand Rapids.
Brochures on the proposed new
Others appearing were Eduardo $3,095.98 damages from Lee Edson been instructed by th* Board of The Hornets made 21 of 30 free
from 11:30 a m. to 1 p.m. in ton and son. Lee.
Miss Zysk was acquitted of a
high school lor Hoiland were be- 1
chu;ch*;
Ramirez,of 244 Lincoln Ave., dis- of Edson and Sons Wholesale Supervisorsto make a special throws.
Unable to attend were Don Shercharge of negligent homicide in
Ritsema
hit two baskets in the jog distributedthroughout the city Thp proj,ram wU,
orderly-drunk,$29.70; Dallas Jay Meats.
effort to make a complete census
program will resume at wood. John Schuilingand Mr. and
Ottawa Circuit Oct. 28. She also
today
in preparationfor the special
second
half
in
five
tries
and
endDrost, route 5; speeding, $12 sus1:15 p.m. with Dr. Rolland Strolle. Mrs. Robert Sherwood and son,
The insurancecompanies, rep- of dogs. This list will be checked
is seeking damages in civil action.
ed with 24 points to be top man. election Feb. 23 when property head of the Department of Edu- Tommy, of Darien. Conn.
pended after traffic school; Calvin resenting Grand Rapids Plaster with the dog lice„ses issued.
He was helped in the rebounding owners in the school district will cation of Western Michigan UniJ Menken, route 1. speeding. $15 Co., sought damagers from Edson
departmentby Jim Vander Hill vote on bond issues involving$3.- versity, Kalamazoo, speakingon
Henry Van Hees, 70,
suspended; Raymond Fred Warren, after a driver of an Edson truck Groom Returns to Jail
and Bill Vander Bill along with 638.000.
of 201 120th Ave.. assured clear struck a company overpass at the
An Objective Analysis of the Re- Eaale Auxiliary
Succumbs in Florida
On the cover is an architect's
sub John Oosterbaan, who made
distance.$17: Nancy Boeve, of 37 industrial plant near Grand Rapids Right After Wedding
organization Problem." At 2 p m. yds Hobo Party
the 82nd point to put Hope 30 sketch of the proposed developGRAND HAVEN 'Special) - East 33rd St., expired operator's July 18. 19.58.
Philip Lovejoy, educator,inter°riy
A Holland couple was married points up
ment. Inside are a plot plan and
license.
$5.
Henry Van Hees, 70, died Monday
Defendent claimed that the overnational
figure
and
past
general
A
hobo
party
complete with hobo
in Grand Haven Probate Court
Vander Hill, the leading scorer floor plans for classroomuniLs.
Patrick Gleason Sherman,of 329 pass left insufficient clearance to
morning at his newly purchased
Tuesday afternoon but after the in the MIAA, added 22 to his Site for the new .chool is a 40- secretary of Rotary Internationalcostumes and a fire with kettle,
west 18th St., stop sign. $10; satisfy statutory requirements.
home in Bradenton. Fla.
from 1942 to 1952. will speak on cans and weeds, delighted memcouple kissed the bridegroom was total on eight makes in 17 tries. acre area in the vicinity of Van
Mr. and Mrs. Van Hees had James Paul Gamby, of 138 Fair- Plaintiff claimed this condition
"The Human Factor in Edu- bers of the Eagle AuxiliarySaturreturned to jail to await arraign- He hit six of eight free throws. Raalte Ave. and 24th St
moved to Florida from their home banks Ave., right of way, $17 sus- was due to raising the roadbed
cation.
day night In charge of arrangement on a nighttime breaking and He now has scored 248 points in
The Feb. 23 election will be
at 1021 Washington St., Grand pended after traffic school; Roger by public authorities.
ments were Esther Vander Weide.
entering charge.
nine games for a 27 2 MIAA two parts. $3,388,000 lor the new
Bronkhorst, route 1, assault and
Haven two months ago.
Out-of-townguesLs were from AlleThe
principalswere Robert average. This season, the Hope high school a"d other improve- Funer(]| Servjces Set
He was born In The Netherlands
gan. Grand fLven and Saugatuck.
Wayne Skinner, of 176 East 18th co-captain has now scored 427 ments plus refunding debt on Apand came to the United States in
S"
Refreshments included
stew
St., and Carol Moomey of 91 East points in 16 games for a 26.1 ple Ave. and Montello Park dis- For Mother, Daughter
1915. He moved to Grand Haven proper left turn, $5; Delwyn
neld lonight
served to the guests
17th St. They had received special average.
tricts,and $250,000 for a swimming
from South Dakota and was in the Huyser of 1618 South Shore Dr.,
GRAND RAPIDS -Special'
The showing of slides and motion
Between 250 and 275 reserva- permissionto waive the custoRitsema's total in league play pool at the high school.
celery business for 22 years.
expired operators license. $5;
Funeral
services for a Grand pictures featuredthe regular meettions have been made for tonight’s mary waiting period and were ks 195 in nine games for a 21.6
Survivingbesides t h
wife, Marjorie Miller, of 402 Wildwood,
Rapids mother and her daughterjng of the auxiliaryheld last FriLincoln Day Banquet for the Otta- married by Municipal Judge Jacob average, second in the league He
Police Attend Meet
Arika, ai* two sons. Henry and speeding. $7 suspendedafter trafwere held Saturdayat 1:30
day Pictures of the Dells of Wiswa County RepublicanParty at Ponstein in his court.
has scored 364 points this season
Frank, both of Grand Haven: and fic school; Eleanor Faulkner, of
In Grand Rapids
at the Jonkhoff 1* uneral Home in consm and New Mexico were shown
Van
Raalte’s in Zeeland. The
Serving as witnesses were for a 22.12 point average.
two sisters in The Netherlands.
15331 Quincy St., right of way to
Grand
by Ellsworth Rolfs while Mrs.
event is scheduled to start at Undersheriff Forrest Salisbury of
In getting the fine team effort.
, Holland Chief of Police Jacob
through traffic. $12 suspended 6:30 p.m.
Grand Haven and Melbadene on two occasions Hope scored six , Va„ Hof[ delectivesDennis Ende Miss Jane Houseman. 40. died Fannie Pardue showed views of a
after traffic school.
Check Writer Jailed
Speaker will be U. S. Rep. Baker of Holland. After the cere- straight points before the Hornets and Gn Tors and Ze(,land Policc Thursday and Mrs. Peter House- 1 Christmas party and scenes in the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Robert P. Griffin of Traverse mony the best man returned the scored and then two other times ('nie[ Lawrence Veldheerattend- man. 75. died Wednesday at their | United States and Alaska. Assisthome at 9 Parkview Dr Grand jng were Mrs. Geraldine Austin
Arthur Smith, 55, Grand Rapids, Members of the Hope College City, representing the ninth dis- bridegroomto jail.
they sank eight straight points Lj a spec|al conference in
pleaded guilty in Grand Haven French Society Miss Nella Meyer trict of Michigan. He is co-author ArraignedWednesday in Circuit
and Mrs Sales.
be"!re Kalamazoo countered Grand Rapids Tuesday dealing with
Municipal Court Tuesday to issuing and Mrs. Peter Prins, head of the of the new Landrum-Griffin labor
The Houseman family were for- Prize winners were the MesCourt. Skinner pleaded guilty to the
The final splurge was a 10-pointautomobi|e thcfts
a check without an account and Hope French department, will be reform bill.
breaking and entering charge and push in three minutes when the ^be conference js being held by mer residents of Holland and have dames Austin. Erma Looman.
was sentencedto pay $50 fine, guests of the St. Cecilia Society Dr. William Creason. former will return Feb. 19 for sentence. Dutch moved the score from 70- 1 ,he FB| at lhe Kcnt Colm|y sher. a summer home in Idlewood Marie Huizenga. Lunch was served
$6 10 cost and make restitution for of Grand Rapids Friday to hear mayor of Grand Haven, will be
Bond of $500 was not furnished. 51 to 80-51. Warren Vander Hill iffs Office AuditoriumPartici- Surviving are the husband and by Mrs_ .,anet Raffenaud,Mrs.
father. Peter; one son and brother.
the $18 check. Unable to pay fine a concert by the French pianist toastmaster. Music will be pro- The offense involves entering
Marie Slayer and Mrs. Harriet
and costs, he was committed to Philippe Entremont in the St. vided by the B Naturals, a Sweet Botsis Beverage Co. of Holland SpwtTo'rSnfh-Tcore
to^with panlS include ofncer*sfrom rural Maurice, and niece and cousin. Vander Bie.
I areas, metropolitanareas and state
Mrs. John De Vries of Holland.
the county jail for 20 days.
iCecilia auditorium.
Adelines quartet.
Nov. 5, 1958.
The next meeting is scheduled
3:35 left.
and federal agencies
for Feb 19 at 8 p.m. A district
Then De Vete beckoned to the
The purpose of the conference
meeting will be held Feb. ;14 at
bench and reserves played the is to bring about a better under- (One Person Slightly
2 p.m. in Grand Haven.
rest of the game.
standing of cooperative services uur* as far Ralls
Atis Grinbergs made 21 for available from all agencies comGRAND HAVEN (Special) -I .Circuit Court jury Jan. 26, was who pleaded guilty Jan. 19 to 25 to adultery charges, was sen- Kalamazoo including seven of
Three Holland subjectswere sentenced to serve 2 to 5 years larceny from a service station, tenced to serve 60 days in the eight free shots. Hope has scored batting the auto theft problem.
ZEELAND (Special-- One per- Former Holland
son was slightly injured Friday
sentenced to prison terms when at Southern Michigan Prison at was put on probationfor two county jail. Albert Thompson, 34,
847 points in nine league games
when a car driven by Vernon D. Succumbs at Age 65
they appeared before Circuit Jackson. Referring to previous years.
Semi-AnnualDollar Days
must make $300 Grand Haven, who pleaded guilty for a 94.1 average.
Karsten. 21, route 3. Zeeland, left
Judge Raymond L. Smith Mon- convictions, the court stated;“You restitution, pay $100 costs and re- to the same charge Jan. 19, was|
Funeral services for Gerrlt J.
Begin Today in Holland
the road and overturned on 64th
day.
haven’t changed your habits. Ap- frain from drinking. Station in- put on probation for 18 months.
Tibbee, 65, of Grant, former resiAve.
one-quarter
mile
south
of
RiHoward Dean Gibson, 22, living parently you are in the same old volved was the Texaco station on He must pay $100 costs and sup- Driver Reports Mishap
Wintry weather limitedthe shopdent of Holland, were held
at 99 West 10th St., Holland, who rut that you were in before. There Water St. operated by Don and port his family. Both Mrs. Newell
pers this morning for the opening ley St. at 8 a.m., according to Ot- Thrusday at 2 p.m. in Grant ReTo Police Wednesday
pleaded guilty Feb. 2 to larceny is something wrong. You are in Lewis Wessell.
of the semi-annualDollar Days tawa County deputies.
and Thompson were ordered to
formed ' Church. Burial was In
Harriet Bruggink, 21, also of
from a building, was sentenced to need of help but won't get it as
Richard Earl Thiell, 20. of 153 stay out of each other's comHillsideCemetery.
Mrs. Gay Hekman, 31, of 289 in Holland.
serve 2 to 4 years, and his bro- long as you are outside of an Central Ave., Holland, who plead- pany so long as both are legally
Participatingstores are mem- route 3. Zeeland, a passenger in
East 11th St„ identifiedherself
Mr. Tibbee who operated a large
Karsten s car. was taken to a lother, Paul, Jr., 25, same address, institution.”
ed guilty Jan. 21 to carrying a married to others.
onion and muck farm near Grant,
Wednesday evening as the driver bers of the Retail MerchantsDivical
physician
for
treatment
of
a
who pleaded guilty Jan. 26 to John Zuidema, 35, of 174 East concealedweapon, was assessed Warren Karl Olson, 19, Grand of the car which struck 12-year- sion of the Holland Chamber of
died Friday while visiting in
bruised arm. Karsten was not innighttime breaking and entering, Seventh St., Holland, who pleaded $50 costs or 30 days in jail, and Haven, who was found guilty by a
California. The Tibbes had been in
old Jerry Rragt of 139 East 21st Commerce. They are identified by
was sentenced to serve 2 to 15 guilty Jan. 19 to charges of im- arranged to pay the costs. In jury Jan. 25 of nighttime break- St. Tuesday afternoon while he Dollar Day posterc in their win- jured in the crash, deputies said. the west visiting a daughter. Mrs.
Deputies charged Karsten with
years.
personating an officer and for both Zuidema and Thiell cases ing and entering,was put on proLawrence Reinink of North Hollywas deliveringnewspapers on 11th dows.
excessivespeed and failure to have
The brothers had been arrested carrying a concealed weapon, was which involvedconcealed weapons, bation two years. He must pay St. near the
Stores
have
slashed
prices
for.iiBBM
, . «
& O railroad
wood, since October. Mr. Tibbe
this
in connection with a breakin at put on probation two years on the court said, "This is just a $100 costs and make restitution of
tracks, according to Holland the sale and had put on additional J b,s car un(*er conlrol Deputies died in a Van Nuys, Calif., hospiVat U-Hall in Holland last Sept. 1L each charge. He must pay $50 case of foolishness.”
$47.70 fot damage to the building police.
clerks to assist the shoppers. Thejsa,J.
1955 model car w“ de- tal.
Both currently are on parole. costs and serve 30 days in jail.
James Nauta, 44, Grand Rapids, and articleshe removed, as well
Suniving besides the daughter
Mrs. Hekman said that she had sale will continue through Satur- 1 mo‘lsaed
In sentencing Howard, the court Since he already has been in jail who was found guilty by a jury as paying for hospital and doctor
~
and his wife, Jennie,are five eons,
slowed down to crass the tracks day. Some Dollar Day
said drinking was probably a large 30 days awaiting sentence, he will Jan. 19 of failureto support his bills which resulted when his comJohn and Adrian of Grant. Gerald
when the boy, who had been push- appear in ads in The Sentinel Ticketed After Crash
factor in committingthe offense. receive credit for this period. five minor children, was put on panion, Robert Erickson of Grand
Holland police charged Dallas W. ! of Bailey, Donald of Odar Springs
ing his bicycle,suddenly got on
"You have had experience in Condition are that he refrain probation three years and ordered Haven, struck a caretaker on the his bike and rode in front of her
' Cook, 20. of South Haven, with and Gordon of Grand Rapids; 25
prison and here you were confront- from drinking.On New Year's eve to pay $32 a week for support of head with two full beer bottles.
A total of 100 are enrolledin the disobeying a stop sign after the grandchildrenand two great
car. She said she offeredto drive
ed with temptation,but you chose Zuidema forced a Holland car off his family. He also must pay $100 Erickson currently is serving a 10
the boy home, but he said he was Teachers Training School conduct- car he was driving collided with a grandchildren,
the temptation.”Judge Smith said. the road and approached with a costs during the term of his pro- to 15-year prison term The ofed by the Classis of Holland in j car driven by Lloyd E. Slooten, 32, Among the survivors who ri
alright
No recommendationswere given. gun. He was scared off the scene bation and must leave intoxicating fense took place Aug. 24 at Tip-J The boy’s father notified police i Third ReformedChurch on Monday i of 16 West Seventh St., at 10:30 in Holland are a sister, lira. John
George Van Til. 38. of 121 Man- ; when another car came over the liquors alone.
A-Few Tavern. Olson may not of the mhhap Wednesday morning evenings. School continuesuntil a m. today at the intersection of Van Dyke: a sister-in-law,
ley Ave., Holland, who was con ] hill.
Mrs. Beverly Newell, 25, Grand leave the state without permission after the boy complainedof a ! Monday evening. Feb. 29. Classes College Ave. anc Seventh St., i E. Westenbroek and several
victed of gross indecencyby
Calvin Newton, 18, Grand Haven, Haven, who pleaded guilty Jan. and must refrainfrom drinking, sore leg, police
' are held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. I police
1 and
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West Ottawa

Drops Contest
PARCHMENT

(Special)

-

West

Ottawa High'i

basketball team
missed four shots at the basket in
the last SO seconds here Friday
wight and dropped a 17-34 decision to Parchment for its fifth
setback in seven games this sea-

^At

the time West Ottawa took
3M4 with
Parchment in front Parchment
the shots, the score was

Maroons Win

52-50

for

4th Straight
Holland Christian’scage squad
mntinupri thpir winning ways Fri-

was

forced to foul. With IS seconds

left. Parchment

made a

free shot

for the three-pointwin.
Parchment led at the end of the
first quarter, 12-6

and at

day night on the Civic Center
court as they edged a potent
Portage outfit, 52-50 in a hard
fought contest. The win was

fourth

half, Christian's

straight and

21-12. West Ottawa had a cold first gives them a 7-6 season mark.
half and hit only five of 30 shots
Portage came into the contest

for 16 per cent
The Panthers were breaking up
the Parchment tone defense and
were getting the shots but couldn’t
hit For the first five minutes of
the second quarter, West Ottawa
failed to score. The halftimescore
favored the winners, 21-11
West Ottawa came out strong in
the third quarter and held the winners to six points while picking up
14 and trailedat the end of the
third period by only one point,

with an 8-2 mark with an impressive list of victims including Kal-

amazoo Central The Mustangs
have their finest team in years,

WIN

KENEWA CROWN -

The Zeeland High

basketball team captured its third Kenewa
basketballtitle in four years Friday night with
a victory over Comstock Park. Coach Paul Van
Dort has handled the Chix during the four years
and last season his Chix finishedsecond ki the
Kenewa League. This is the last year for the
Kenewa League since the League has folded and

Zeeland is now a member of the four-team
Grand Valley League. Kneeling (left to right)
are: Bill Damstara, Larry Zolman, Bob Brower,
John Roe, Bill Hansen and Chuck Hansen.
Standing: Coach Van Dort, Herb Boersen, Ivan
Jekel, Harv Ten Broeke, Ken Baron, Ron Glass,
Ron Visser and Manager John Hartgerink.

under new coach Bob Burns, and
nearly pulled it out of the fire
in the last minute, which featured
a wild and wooly finish and a
violent dispute of a call by the
Portage coaching staff.
It was a nip and tuck thriller
COMSTOCK PARK (Special) three minutes and Ivan Jekel led
throughout with both clubs enjoyZeeland High's basketball team the subs with two baskets.
ing no more than seven point marwalloped Comstock Park, 79-56 Zeeland shot 45 per cent from
gins in the game. Christian's bulge
27-26.
here Friday night to capture out- the floor with 35 baskets in 78 tries
LeRoy Vedder, Duane Overbeek came in the pay off quarter,howright its third Kenewa League for its best shootingof the season.
and Marin us Dome each had two ever, as the Maroons held a 46crown in four years.
Comstock Park made 23 of 61 for
baskets in the third quarter. Hie 39 lead with four minutes left.
The game, played in Comstock 38 per cent. Zeeland hit on nine of
The
determined
Mustangs
fought
Panthers made 10 of 35 from the
Park’s new gym, was Zeeland’s 21 from the free throw line and
floor in the second half and ended back to a 50-46 deficit with 56
seventh straightleague win. They Comstock Park made 10 of 21.
seconds left. A hooker by Portage’s
with 15 of 65 for 23 per cent.
will close Kenewa League play at
The victory was Coach Van
West Ottawa also missed its first great center, Ken Schuring, then
Fremont on Feb. 19 and the Chix Dort’s 32nd in Kenewa League
narrowed
the
count
to
50-48.
Finalseven free shots in the game and
will host Grand Rapids Rogers next play. He has lost just three games,
ly with 22 seconds left and the
ended with four of 16.
Tuesday night.
two to Fremont and one to CoopDanley led the winners with 13 Maroons using a stall, Christian’s
Zeeland jumped off to a 25-11 ersville in four years.
points.Parchment now has a 3-9 Vern Wedeven was fouled by the
first quarter lead with Bob Brower
Bob Brower led Zeeland with 16
record. Vedder was high for the pressing Mustangs. Burns protesthitting four baskets,Larry Zolman points while Roe had 11 Dick
losers with 13 while Marinus Dome ed loudly on the official's call ol
and Bill Hansen, three baskets and Peless had 18 for Comstock Park.
followed with seven. Parchment a deliberatefoul which gave two
John
Roe, two baskets.
Zeeland (79)
stopped West Ottawa, 42-41 in shots. Wedeven made the first and
The Chix hit 55 per cent of their
FG FT PF TP
missed
the
second
making
it 51-48.
Holland.
shots in the first quarter on 12 Brower, f .........
1 16
Although West Ottawa was the Schuring again connected with 10
baskets in 22 tries. Coach Paul Zolman, f .........
2
11
seconds
to
narrow
the
bulge
to
taller team Friday night, ParchVan
Dort
inserted
his
reserves
for
Roe,
c
............
3
14
ment outscrapped tjie Panthers and 51-50. Windemuller was then delibthe last six minutes of the first W. Hansen, g ......
2
13
erately
fouled
again
and
he
also
got most of the rebounds.
half and they kept the margin at C. Hansen, g ......
8
West Ottawa will conclude the made one out of two. This was
14 points as Zeeland led, 40-26 at Ten Broeke, f .....
0
the
end
of
the
ball
game,
but
not
regular season on Feb. 19 against
half. Ron Glass paced the re- Visser, f ..........
the
protests.
Sand Lake in the Holland Armory.
Boersen.g ........
Both clubs played tense basket- serves with three jump shots.
The Panthers defeated Sand Lake,
Comstock was fired up in the Glass, f ...........
6
ball.
missing shots which they
51-49 in the first meeting.
third quarter and with three min- Jekel, f ...........
4
shouldn't
have,
and
making
a
few
West Ottawa (34)
others that were not expected. utes to go the score was 46-39. But

(Sentinel photo)

•

WIN A LEAGUE BASKETBALL TITLE - The

Zeeland Beats Comstock Park to Grab Title

Christ Memorial Reformed Church basketball
team won the Recreation A League basketball
crown this season with a record of 9-L The team
will also compete in the A League tournament
scheduled to begin Feb. 10 in the Holland
Armory. Kneeling (left to right) are: Hal

-

Little

Maroons

Win

Record

Molenaar, Tom Carey, Ken Weller and Den
Pierema. Standing: Coach Norm Japmga, Don
Van Lente, Ken Etterbeek, Dale Schoon, Bill
Norlin and Dirk Bloemendaal. Ken Bauman
and the Rev. Ed Mulder were missing from the
picture.
(Sentinelphoto)

Muskegon’sstalling

Holland Christian'sLittle Ma-

Full

tactics in the
final period, made 15 points, including seven straightfree shots
in the last period. Dave Nelson
also bad 15.

Court

roons posted their 12th win of the
season against one defeat Friday

Press Halts

night on the Civic Center court

when they whipped the Portage
reserves, 67-41. The game was

Godwin Wins
Over Dutch

Holland (65)

Dutch,

78-65

Naber,

FG FT PF TP

f

Wrestlers

3 13
....... 5
3
GODWIN HEIGHTS (Special)
closer however than the final score
MUSKEGON (Special)— A com- Van Wieren, f .. .. 5 5 4 15
Holland
High’s wrestling team re9
Loncki,
c
........
1
1
..
4
would indicateas the losers gave bination of a full-court press and
3
2
7 ceived a walloping53-3 setback
Wiersma, g
.. 2
it a battle all the way.
some fine shooting in the fourth Buurma, g ...... .. 0 1 0 1
Portage was the toughest refrom Godwin Heights here in an
quarter
here Friday night gave Maat, g ......... .. 4 7 1 15
bounding club that the locals had
unofficial exhibition match Friday
4
2
1
faced all season, and it wasn’t Muskegon High's basketball team Farabee, f ...... .. 1
afternoon.
a
78-65 decision over Holland be- Dykstra, g ...... .. 0
0
0
1
until the final half that the MaIt was the second match for the
0 0
0
roons gained superiorityon the fore 1,900 fans in the Central De Vries, f ..... .. 0
0
0 Dutch after tying Wyoming Park,
Alderink, f ...... .. 0
1
boards. Portage scored the first Campus gym.
25-25 last week in the Jefferson
The Big Reds used the full Dirkse, g
0
1
1
four points, before the locals took
court press so effectivelyin the
21 23 14 65 School gym. This is the first year
Totals ;
over, never to trail again. The Mathat Holland has had a wrestling
Muskegon (78)
roons led 16-11 at the end of the final eight minutes that they comFG FT PF TP team.
first quarter and then moved out pletely dominated the play and
Coach Bob Weber said the “boys
had good opportunity for shots. Pendell,
2
2
.... .. 0
1
to a 33-25 buldge at the half.
The Maroons looked their best The Big Reds fired 13 times in Krumweide, f ... .. 0 1 0 1 looked green" but "benefiteda lot
4
15 from the match” against a more
3
Nelson, c .......... 6
in the third period, as they start- the fourth period and hit seven.
FG FT PF TP
experienced team. The match will
Zeeland didn’t allow Comstock
Frequently in the final quarter, Nichols, g .......... 4
Totals ...... 35 9 13 79 ed to pull away. By the end of the
Again
it
was
a
fine
Maroon
de6
1
Overbeek,f ..
not be officially recorded in HolPark
another point while Zeeland
Muskegon
gained
possession
of
the
Comstock
Park
(56)
Pedler,
g
..........
8
fense
which
did
a
good
job
of
stanza, they led 51-39. The Dutch
4
2
Koop. f ......
land’s won-loss record.
picked up eight to give the Chix
ball on the press and then would Moore, f ...........8
FG
FT
PF
TP
containing
the
multiple
patterns
really
turned
it
on
in
the
final
13
1
1
Vedder, c .........
a 54-39 lead.
Holland'slone varsity winner was
work
the
ball
around,
waiting
for
Peless,
f
........
4
18
Strong,
f
...........
5
that
paved
the
way
for
the
Marperiod with reserves finishing the
7
2
1
M. Donze, g .. .....
Jim Dykstra in. the 127-pound
John Roe, who did another fine Barton, f ..........
9 game to outscore the Mustangs one man to break loose for the
oon win. However some great re3
4
G. Donze, g ..
job on the boards, made five points Terpstra, c .......
layup or to be fouled.
0 12 16-2. .< .t
31 16 21 78 class. Wally Grinsby emerged as
0 0 0 bounding by the Christianforward
Bosman. g .........
in the third quarter.
Holland committed eight fouls in
Hankinson. g ......
Officials: Marv Bylsma, Grand Holland'ssingle winner in an
wall
of
Wedeven,
Frank
Visser
Balanced
scoring
again
featured
0
0
0
Helder, f .........
exhibitionmatch for 180-pounders.
The Hansen brothers, Bill and Douser, g .........
8 the Maroon attack with the two the final quarter trying to get the Rapids; John Maddox, Midland.
and reserve Ben Bonselaar kept
1
1
1
De Graaf, f .. .....
Weber said Grinsby looked "the
9 guards, Paul Tuls and Jim Fred- ball after having been charged
the heralded /Mustangfast break Chuck, paced the Zeeland fourth Beigler, g .........
best he has all season" in the
quarter drive. Chuck Hansen hit
only
six
times
in
the
first
three
at
a
minimum.
Schuring,
in
addiricks each getting 17 points,folTotals ..... 15 4 11 34
match.
tion
to
leading
his
club
with
19 six points on three jump shots
Totals
...... 23 10 14 56 lowed by Clare Van Wieren with 11, quarters, four in the first half.
Parchment (IT)
' Also competing for Holland In
from just outside the circle while Officials:- Jack Van Duin and Paul Stegenga with 10, Don Klaas- The eight violationsgave MusFG FT PF TP points, was the top rebounder for
Bill Hansen had five points.
the various weight classes were
kegon 15 pecks at the hoop from
the
losers.
Frank
Bracato,
both
from
Grand
en
with
eight,
Dan
Joldersma
with
5
The Home Economics Club met
1
1
Gahide, f ..........
Mel
Bride, 102-pound:Ned
the
charity
line
and
they
made
The Chix reservesplayed the last Rapids.
Not
enough
can
be
said
of
the
two and Gerard Vender Wall with
3 13
at the home of Mrs. Ronald
Danley. f ....
Gonzales, 120-pound: Jim Crozier,
14. The 15th shot was also made
play
of
Christian’s
“three’*
fine
two.
Dowell
led
Portage
with
18.
2
4
Koetsier Tuesday evening with 16
Rolft, c ......
133-pound;Ned Mulder, 138-pound;
but was ruled void because a
0
4 guards, Tom Bouman, Ken Wal- oons with 15, followed by Bonselmembers present. The lesson on
Flamm, g ....
Jim Van Fleet, 140-pound;Rog
member
of
each
team
stepped
on
ters and Doug Windemuller. They
4
7
“Furniture Arrangement’’ was
aar with 11. Schuring’s 19 points
Laroy, g ......
Mulder, 154-pound: Gary Smith,
the line. Muskegon bad only six
played heads up aggressivebasket0
2
brought Jo the class by the lead0
Deering, f .... .....
was
followed
by
Art
Kramer's
11
160-pound; Don Kievit, 180-pound;
other
free
shots
in
the
first
three
baD
and kept the Mustang offense
0 0
0
ers, Mrs. Horace Maatman and
Conrad, g .... ....
Dirk Van Raalte, heavyweight.
quarters,four of which were missoff balance a good share of the for the losers.
3
2
Mrs. John W. Nienhuis.
Lesterbouse, c ....
0
ed.
Others competingin the exhibitime. The two scrappy workmen
Holland Chr. (52)
0 0
0
They pointed out the essentials
Bussema, g .. ....
Holland High’s ninth grade team
tion bouts included Rolland Swank
The
28-pointfourth period outof the Portage quint were John
FG FT PF TP
for making an attractive living
led all the way Friday afternoon, burst was the best offensivespurt
and Jerry Dabrowski,138-pound;
Kramer who fouled out in the Wedeven, f .... .... 6 3 3 15
Totals .... 13 11 13 37
gon High’s reserve basketballset
room, and emphasized that comas
the local frosh trounced Mus- the Big Reds have had this seaJohn Carlson,154-pound; Larry
final period and Art Kramer.
Smits,
.......... 0
0
0
0 a scoring record and Holland had
Officials: Kallaward and Aldrich
kegon Heights’freshman team, son. It started when Ben Strong fort, convenience and charm Cramer, 165 pounds and Jim AtPortage held the upper hand Visser, c ......
0
1
8
should be considered rather than
its coldestnight of the season and 41-24 at the Holland High gym.
wood, 180
r
throughout much of the first quar- Bouman, g .....
sank a basket right at the third
7
7
0
1
the cost of furnishings.
It
was
the
sixth
straight
victory
ter mainly on the strength of some
Weber said Holland's wrestling
quarter buzzer to put the winners
Walters,
... .... 3
3
3
9 the result was 72-57 win for MuskeHostesses were Mrs. Bill Fockler
for Holland, against no defeats.
in front, 50-49.
schedule has not been completed,
fine driving by Jon Vanderberg. Bonselaar, f ...
1
3 11 gon here Friday night.
.... 5
and Mrs. Minser Jongekrijg.
Holland
jumped
off
to
an
11-6
The Maroons knotted the count at Windemuller, g .... 2 1 2
Holland managed to tie the
but hoped the Dutch would have
The
72-point
total
was
the
new
5
Mr. and Mrs. Corie Vanden enough meets this year to award
lead at the first quarter horn and score a couple minutes later, 537-7 and held a brief 11-10 margin
Disselkoen,f ... ... 1
0
0
2 Muskegon second team record and
Bosch
are the grandparents of a
at the quarter, but trailed 12-11
was achievedas the Little Reds extendedit to 21-13 at halftime. all and then trailed 55-54 but with girl, Diane Lynn, born Thursday varsity letters.
Heights staged a comeback in the 5:35 left the Big Reds had jumpat
the horn.
Totals ...... 21 10 13 52 made 28 shots in 57 tries for 49
HUDSONVILLE (Special)
at Zeeland Hospital to Mr. and
third quarter, to trail by six^20- ed to a 60-54 lead and were on
Using balanced scoring the inper
cent.
Portage
(50)
Leading all the way, Hudsonville vaders twice held seven point leads
26, but Holland poured it on in the way to avenging the 72-66 loss Mrs. James Kooman.
FG FT PF TP
Holland made nine of 41 in the
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Risselada
Unity Christian’sbasketball team in the quarter before the Maroons
the final period and won going in Holland last month.
Kramer, J., f . ... 1
1
5
3 first half and nine of 35 in the
whipped Grand Rapids South again knotted the count at 26-26. Johnson, f ..... ... 4 0 3 8 second half for 24 per cent, its away.
The Dutch got 13 shots too. In and family of Holland, were visiCarl Walters led Holland with the fourth quarter,but hit on only tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Christian,75-55 here Friday night Then a fine steal off a Portage Schuring, c
3
.... 8
4 19 poorest shouting this season.
"one
shot
stall’’
just
before
the
15
points. Other scorers for Hol- four and didn’t have the aggres- Jack Nieboer Sunday afternoon.
for its fourth •€ League win in
Kramer, A., g . .... 3 5 2 11 Muskegon had halves of 12-27 and
half
gave
the
locals
a
23-26
interland
were Tom Essenburg,6; siveness that was evident earlier Jackie Whitlock,3^, son of Mrs.
five starts.
Vanderberg,g .... 3 2 2 8 16-30.
Edward Whiltock,caught his arm
mission bulge.
Mike
De
Vries, 7; Chuck De Witt, in the game or in other games
The Crusaders took over undisTerpstra,
... .... 0
0
But despite the fine Muskegon
2
0
in a wringer. He was taken to the
It
was
a
matter
of
changing
7;
Tom
De
Puydt,
3;
Harvey
this
season.
puted first place in the league as
McAllister,c .. ... 0
shooting Holland was within four
1
0
1
FENNVILLE
Fennville’s
Stremler,2 and Roger Ten Broeke,
In a wild first quarter, Muske- Zeeland hospital where X-rays
Muskegon Christian knocked off leads throughoutmuch of the
showed
a fractured bone. His arm Blackhawks had a cold second
third
period
with
the
Maroons
1.
Thomas,
with
16
points,
led
gon took the lead 17-15 as the
Kalamazoo (Kristian,63-53. KalaTotals ... 19 12 18 50 third quarter. But a late spurt
was placed in a cast and he has quarter and ran out of time trying
mazoo now has a 3-2 league finally taking a 37-34 margin with Officials:Fred Brieve, North put Muskegon ahead 60-44 at the the Tiger frosh. The same teams lead changed hands three times
to make up for it, as Covert edged
returned to his home.
three
minutes
left.
Neither
club
square
off
again
next
Friday
afterand was tied three times. Holland,
mark.
Muskegon and Tom Van Wingen, third period’s close.
Fennville 63-61 here Friday night.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Nagelkerk
paced by six points each from
Unity concludes its 4-C League could do much scoring in the lat- Grand Rapids.
Muskegon led 32-27 at half and noon at Muskegon Heights.
and daughter, have moved into The game broke a tie for second
Glenn Van Wieren and Ron Maat,
play here next Friday night ter stages of the period, which
20-10 at the end of the first quartheir newly-built home on 120th place in the Al-Van League.
saw
the
Dutch
on
top
39-35.
took
the
upper
hand
midway
in
against Muskegon Christian.
ter.
Ticketed After Crash
Car Hits Tree
Fennville led, 12-8 at the end
Ave. They formerly made their
The Crusadersled 17-9 at the With Ken Walters leading the
Dick Hilbink and Dan Koop led
Ottawa County deputies charged the period and moved out 29-25 and home in Hudsonville.
of the first quarter,but the Tigers
way
in
the
finale,
the
Maroons
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
then
33-27,
Holland’s
biggest
lead,
end of the first quarter and 35Holland with 11 points each while Janice .E. Hayes, 17, of 242
The Mother’s Club held a pot- got hot in the second frame and
startedtheir victory drive immed- Burton Chittenden, 36, route 2,
23 at half. The third period score
Conrad (Skip) Nienhuis, who show- Franklin St., with failing to yield followedby the halftime 35-31
luck supper for its members at hit for 23 points, holding the
iately. Playing deliberateball and Spring Lake, lost control of his
count.
Van
Wieren
had
three
of
was 54-35. Rog tergman had 20
ed a lot of aggressiveness,follow- the right of way to through traffic
the school Monday evening. About Blackhawks to 10. Covert led at
for the winners and Ron Schuite- waiting for the good shot, the 1950 car and struck a tree on ed with 10.
after the car she was driving Holland’s four fouls at half.
25 women were present when plans the half, 31-22.
Maroons
upped
their
lead
to
46- 152nd Ave. in Spring Lake TownHolland
made
only
three
basma followed with 19.
Terry Nyland picked up nine collided with
car driven by
Fennville began its steady
Rog Rozema had 20 for Grand 39 before the Mustangs made their ship at 11:30 p.m. Thursday. Al- and Bruce Masselink had four and Garland Reed of 340 West 13th kets in 21 tries in the third quar- were made for a Valentine party
to be held at the school Feb. 12. advance in the third quarter, pulled
determined
bid which fell short though his car was demolished,
ter
but
midway
in
the
period
had
Rapids South Christian. Unity now
Jim Bouwman. two. Mel Pierce St., at 6 p.m. Friday on North
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nykamp to within one point, then slipped
in the final hectic minute.
the driver received only minor inhas an overall 9-4 record.
had 26 for the winners and Dennis River Ave. near Manley Ave., de- its biggest lead of the game. The
from
Holland spent Sunday eve- to trail 40-36 at. the horn. Time ran
Shootingwise,the Maroons hit on juries which did not requiretreatscore
was
tied
38-all
with
4:48
left
McPherson followed with 18. Hol- puties said. Damage was estimat21 out of 55 for 38 per cent ment. Sheriff's officers investining
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack out in the last quarter, with two
land now has a 7-5 reserve record. ed by deputies at $125 to the 1959 and then Muskegon took a 40-38
points separating the teams.
Nieboer.
and Portage connected on 19 out gated.
lead.
Hayes car and at $250 to Reed's
Dave Turner scored 22 for the
of 55 for 35 per cent. At the free
The
annual
polio
drive
is
in
full
But Holland then scored seven
America’s total 1958 milk pro- 1957 model car.
Blackhawks,and Ron Chase had
throw lane, the locals hit on 10
Hills
The southern and southwestern duction of more than 126 billion
straight points on three shots (two swing in Olive Township. The proout of 22 and Portage on nine coasts of Greenland have been pounds would make a river more
ceeds from the sale of baked goods 13 to lead Fennvillescorers. Coach
Pocahontas belonged to the by Van Wieren and one by Maat)
HUDSONVILLE(Special)-Hud- out of 19.
known since the 10th century than 3,000 miles long, 40 feet wide Wahun-Sona-Cook tribe of which and one basket each by Ed Loncki and other merchandise at the Ray Feher got good rebounding
sonville High’s basketball team
Wedeven was high for the Mar- when Norse settlers appeared.
and Van Wieren to make the Borculo Community Hall netted performancesfrom John Damaaand three feet deep.
her father was chief.
skas, who also scored 8 points,
moved into second place in the
score, 45-40. But then the Big Reds $64. A house-to-house canvass is
and Gene Luna who tallied 9.
OK League here Friday night with
being
made
with
Julius
Kamphuis
began to move with sophomores
Bernard Abrams led Coach Bill
an easy 64-37 victoryover Grand
Ben Strong and Sam Moore, regu- and Howard Bouwman as co-chairBriskie’s
Tigers with 21, followed
men.
Rapids Forest Hills.
lars who didn’t start, leading the
The winners led 17-4 at the end
They are being assistedby Mrs. by Jerry Selvidge with 17 and
way. Moore made four baskets in

-

6 4
5 1
6 2
6 1
4 0 0

0 0 2
2 115

10 12

f

3 0 0
2 0 1

6
3

8
2
6
0

0
0

2
5 3
0

0

Totals

10

4 0 3
3 3 3

0
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North Holland

2

Me

Little

1
0
1
0

Drop

Dutch

Holland Frosh

Game

Take 6th Win

.

f

pounds.

g

Takes
League Lead
Unity

-

Covert Edges
Fennville

Out

.

g

of

Second
—

-

a

Hudsonville Wins

Over Forest

of the first quarter and pushed
the margin to 37-15 at halftime.
The third period score was 51-27.
Coach Ken Bauman's team now
has a 5-3 OK record and are
7-5 overall.

Ken Visser paced the winners
with 19 points and Ken Brandt
picked up 10. Hudsonvillewill host
Grand Rapids Rogers next Friday
night in an OK League game.
The Hudsonvillereserves also won
its

game.

Cml

•

Suits Filed

GRAND HAVEN

-

(Special)
Wolverine Solvents of Grand Rapids is seeking judgment of 1665
including interest from Donald
Cook who operates Whetstone and
Meuller Co. of Zeeland.The amount
represents balance due on account
from Oct. 4, 1957, to May 28, 1958.
Lappo Lumber Co. b seeking $750
from Otto Fricke, representing
amount due for goods and mer
chandiie. Both suits are in Otta-

wa

Circuit Court.

There are 42 manufacturers of
glass containersin the United
States. They chipped 20.1 billion
units in 1958.
I

Julius Bartels, Gerald Geertman, John Calhoun with 11.
Charles Bartels, Harvey The game put Covert in second
Knoll, Dan Dekker, Junior Hop, spot in the ALVan League with
Egbert Bauwman, Hollis Brower, an 8-2 league record. Fennville is
Gordon Raak, Mrs. Ronald Kiel, 7-3 in League play and 9-3 over-

the third quarter and Strong three
as the winners hit nine of 25 in
the canto.
Holland shot 42 per cent, which
is good enough to win most games
on 21 of 58 shots. But their lack
of aggressiveness and lack of rebounding in key spots prevented
them from getting more shots.
The Big Reds had 87 shots in

Mrs.

Mrs. Bert Zimmer and Mrs. Peter
Bouwman. '

undefeated league leaders,and entertain Gobles Friday night.
Lowell Winnie scored with three
the game. They hit 31 for 35 Defeat Parchment, 37-36
per cent with quarters of 8-25: | PARCHMENT (Special)- West seconds remaining in the reserve
game, to give Fennvilk a 33-31
7-24; 9-25 and 7-1$ while Holland
ted •15; 8-16; S-14 and 4-13. Mus- Ottawa’s reserve basketball team win. ’•
kegon made 16 of 21 free shots nipped Parchment. 37-36 for its
and Holland 23 of 35.
third win in seven games this sea- Marriage Licenses
Maat, who didn’t play the first son here Friday night.
Ottawa County
giartar. and Van Wieren led HoiThe winners led 10-5 at the end
Laveme
Haak. 19. and Barbara
land with 15 poinU. Van Wieren
ted five of 12 and Maat five of of the first quarter and 2211 at VU. 19, both of Zeeland; William
•even. Van Wieren hit five of half. The third period count was Richard Arendi, 19. Conklin, and
Nancy Holulander, 19. Sparta;
eight free shots and Maat seven 37’B.
Charle.
Branum. 19. Oak Harbor.
of
Jack Nafaer. who looked Tom Vitfibum had 14 for the
test on tho boards, followed with winners and Bob Eilander follow- Ohio, and Mary Elizabeth Cook.
W. Holland. Robert W. De Jonge.
It. He htt five for 11 whiio Loncki
od
n(no. Rog Borgman made
kad lour for nine from the floor five and Terry Boeve sank four 8. route 2. Holland, and Edna
McKall, ». Holland;
and nine points Wierama hit 1 of BUI Phelps had three and Lloyd
r Godfrey. 28 and June
II; Rog Buurtna. <54 and Ben DrUcofi two to round out
•
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The Blackhawks travel to
Lawton Tuesday night to play the

West Ottawa Reserves

]

iPPLNti ('ENTER - Construction will begin coon on a
new shopping center locatedon River Ave., near Douglas Ave. The
developmentwifi be called Northgate Plaza and wifi be buiH on
a site now occupied by the De Leeuw Umber Co. The area is
being developed by Warner and Gerrtt De Leeuw. The area wifi
contain 60,000 square fe«<t of retail sales area and wifi accom*
modate 12 different tenants. The am is befog designed to

all.
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1960
————————
Landscape Design Study

Awards

For Handicap,

Set for Spring
Prof. Walter

Chambers, and environment, Charles W.
chairman qf Landscape Architec- Cares, landscapearchitect;landture at the University of Michi- scape architectual design and
gan. presented the topical pro- theory, William J. Johnson, landgram for the first of four study scape architect;paintings I like
courses in landscape design at a and how I see them, Guy J.
meeting in Ann Arbor Friday. Palazzola,artist; planting design,
Mrs. Carl S. Cook of the Holland Cares; professionalpractice and
Garden Club attended the meet- procedure, Walter L. Chambers,
ing held in Dr. Alfred Storey’s’ chairman of the department,dioffice in the extensionservice rector of Nichols Arboretum and

Actual Scores
Plans were revealed today for
the 1960 Holland City Association

Bowling tournament to be held
Feb. 29-March i\ with the team
events

at the Holland

Bowling

Lanes and the doubles and singles
at the Northland Lanes.

building.

consulting landscape architect; urThis course is offered by the U ban design, Clare A. Gunn, asof
in cooperationwith the sociate professor, MSU Tourist
FederatedGarden Clubs of Michi- and
structures and

Clare Walker and John Schreur
are co-managers of the event and
the deadline for the ABC sanctioned tournament is Feb. 20 at 9 p.m.
Awards will be given on the
handicapand actual scores. The
awards are donated by the Holland
Bowling Lanes, NorthlandLanes
and the Holland Bowling Associa-

M

Resort

gan and is open to anyone in- grounds.
terested la improving his knowPersons interested in attending
ledge of design of public and the April meeting in Ann Arbor
domesticproperties.Garden Club may prepare themselves for the
members and nurserymenare course by reading: The Book of
especiallyinvitedto attend.
Landscape Design, Ortloff and
This is Michigan’spart in a Raymore; Reading the Lantecape,
national educational program to Watts; The Things We See— Gar-

tion.

Winners will be crowned in' the
team events, doubles, singlesand
all events. Any bowler entered in
team, doubles and singles may
submit actual game score for
awards.

Other awards in handicap play
include high individualgame with
handicap during team event; high
individual seres with handicap
during team event; high individual
single game with handicap during
doubles event and high individual
single game with handicap during
singles event.
A bowler may win only one of the
awards. In case of ties, a single
game roll off will be held. Rulings
of the tournamentmanagers will
be final in a matters concerning
awards.
Members of unsanctioned leagues
are ineligible to bowl and only
members of the Holland Bowling
Associationare eligible to bowl in
this tournament.
Entries may bowl more than once
in the team event, subject to following rules. 1. to be eligible and
bowl with more than one five-man
team, a contestant must have
completed 18 games in each of the
leagues from which he is entered
prior to the closing date for entries
in the tournament.
2. Not more than three players
can compete together more than
once in the five-man team event.
3. A bowler who is a member of
more than one five-man team shall
count his first score in the fiveman team event toward his allevents score.
No bowler may enter or participate more than once in the twoman or individual event. Averages
will be taken as of Jan. 31, 1960
and the highest average (minimum
18 games) must be used if a bowler rolls in more than one league.
Tardy players will start in frame
being bowled with zero given for
every frame missed.
The handicap is 75 per cent,
based on 200 scratch. The all
events champion will be determined on a handicap basis with 75
per cent based on 200 scratch.
ABC chevronswill be awarded
on a handicap basis. All rules and
regulationsconcerning conduct of
this tournament shall be governed
by ABC

rules.

Entry fees may be left at either
twwling establishment. The team
lineup is $15 per team while the
doubles is $6 per team and the
singlesis $3 per bowler. The allevents is optional at $1 per man.

Helen Cnossen Has Party

On Her 6th Birthday
A birthday party was given Saturday afternoon for Helen Rae
Cnossen in celebrationof her sixth
birthday anniversary.

The

party

was given by her mother! Mrs.
William Cnossen. at their home,
730 Riley St. Assistingwere Mrs.

Ray Vander Hulst and Mrs. Jake
Vander Hulst.
Games were played with prizes
awarded to Laurie Daniels,Debra
Kars, Laurel Meengs, Warren Van
Der Hulst and Ronald Leeuw.
Other guests were Linda Aalderink, Kathy Cogbill, Dawn Caauwe,
Vicky Schaafsma,Lorraine Sabin,
Debbie Windemuller, Diane Veldheer, Debbie and Patty Vander
Hulst, John Van Fleeren, Kim
Naber, Eric Kaser, Lonny Van
Dyke Frank Pirin, Billy Cnossen
and the guest of honor. ,
Unable to attend were Lori and
Randy Van Der Hulst, Kenneth
Me Millan, Kathy and Susan De
Vries.

atUofM

L.

raise the standards of land*.naoing. dens. These books, prescribed by
There will be four courses, cix the National Council of State Gar-

200 PLUS AVERAGES — These five Holland bowlers
have 200-plusaverages in the Classic League this season. Seated
(left to right) are : Walt Wlodarczykof Holland and Bob Buitenwert of Grand Haven. Standing are: John Peoples of Grand
Haven, Joe Farrah of Holland and Chuck Loo man of Holland.
A sixth member, Dick Carmichael, is also a member of the club
but missed the picture. The Classic League rolls on Thursday

CHECK

months apart, progressing

from
elementary principles to actual appraisal of public and home landscape. All Hie instructorsare professors or associate instructorsand
have professionalstatus.
The program at MichiganUnion
for April 12 and 13 will be: Design
and people, Aarre K. Lahti, industrialdesigner; developmentof
landscape architectureand ecology

TWO CENTURIES OF SERVICE — These Scout
leaders and coommltteemen of Troop 6 and
Explorer Post 2006 of the First Reformed
Church have given more than 200 combined
years to Scouting. This week is the 50th anniversary of Scouting in the United States. Seated
(left to right) are: Fred Zeerip. Ben Poll,
Elmore (Lefty) Van Lente, Andrew Stekeete,

den Clubs as background study,

Ben

Mulder, Albert Bielefeld,Elmer Northuts
and Lawrence Zwemer. Standing are: George
Swierenga, Bill Fortney, Max. Flowerday,
Marinus Rozeboom, Chester Raak, Russ Jonker
and Vem Barkel. Jeff Padnos and Jack Meurer,
the youngest tenderfoot Scouts in Troop 6, are
holding the American and troop flags.
(Sentinelphoto)

are availableat the Holland Public L.'brary.

Members who have attended
other landscape courses at Michigan State University and may be
contacted for further information, More than 200 years of Scouting
nights at Northland
(Sentinelphoto)
fees and housing are: Mrs. Earle is a record set by the leaders
Wright, Mrs. J. J. Brower, Mrs. and committeemen of Troop 6
fit
Fred Pickel, Mrs. Edward Herpoland Explorer Post 2006 of the
sheimer and Mrs. Cook.
First Reformed Church.
This represents the combined
service the group has given to
the two units.
The philosophy of why the men
stick with the program year after
The Classic League is Holland's
Is
year is best summed up by one
classiest bowling league this year
committeeman who says “if you
Annual reports featured a gathwith a combined team average of
would ask the oldtimers why they
920.
have not retired,they would tell
Admitted to Holland Hospital ering of the Holland Hospital AuxHolland Bowling Lanes' team
you it is pretty hard to tell a
Tuesday were Terri Caperton,route iliary Board Monday afternoon in
has the top average of 964 while
group of happy ScouLs you are
1, Fennville; Nicholas L Jonker, the conference room of Holland
Tripp and Weavers of Grand
going to quit."
route 2; Paul Vander Wilk, 284 Hospital.All 15 auxiliaries except
Haven is second with 963. The
Senior member of the group is
The
Guild for Christian Service
East 11th St.; Mrs. Elizabeth
lowest team average is 871 by
two were represented.Mrs. Louis had their monthly meeting at the Andrew Steketee, who has served
Bekkering. 775 West ( 26th St.;
SuburbanWashmobile.
J. Hohmann presided as president. Bethel Reformed Church on Wed- on the committee for 35 years.
For individual averages,t h e Adrian Vander Sluis. 139 West 18th For the year ended July 1, 1959, nesday evening at 7:30 p.m.
He joined the group two years
St.; James Dale Doolittle, 333 Butleague carriesa combinedaverage
Mrs.
Gerald
Reinink
conducted after the troop was organized in
auxiliary
members
had
donated
a
ternut Dr.; Phyllis Nykerk, route
of 184 per man and has been
total of 10,445 hours in service at the business meeting and Mrs. 1923.
3; Mrs. Charles Vander Ven, 307
averaging slightly more ttfn
Still active and a faithful comthe hospital. This figure does not Stanley Sprick was the pianist.
seven series a week of 600 or College Ave.; Allen Bosma, route reflectwork done at guild meet- Mrs. Randall Kamerling led the mitteeman,Steketee often takes
1, Zeeland; Bert Kimber, 109 West
better.
part in troop activities along with
ings or the many hours spent on devotions.
There are 24 bowlers in the 19th St.; John Vinkemulder,185 the telephone scheduling volunSpecial music for the meeting the Scouts.
league with a 180 average or East Eighth St.; Pamela Rithamel, teers.
was a guest soloist, Mrs. George Ben Mulder, a 32-year veteran,
154 South 160th Ave.; Luke Lambetter and five of these are averX
During the same period, gifts to Moes from the Fourth Reformed become Scoutmasterof the troop
aging 200-plusand a sixth bowler bers, 42 Graves PI.; Ricky Ver the hospitalfrom auxiliarygroups Church, who was accompaniedby in 1928 and served four years.
Hey, 97 Spruce Ave.
is just a shade under 200.
totaled $8,741.44. These gifts all Mrs. Myron Becksvoort. She sang He was largely responsiblefor the
Discharged Tuesday were Henry
Joe Farrah of Holland has the
went for hospitalequipment. Hos- two numbers,entitled“Overshad- organizationof the first Explorer
season’s high series of 723 while Czypranski, route 3: Mrs. John pital Director Fred Burd reported owed" and “Over the Sunset Post in Holland, which is still
Dick Carmichael of Holland fol- McKenney, 164 Highland; Guada- on the Remembrance Fund and Mountains."
active as Post 2006.
lows with a 719. Bob Buitenwert lupe Magallen,182 East Seventh the board authorized him to buy
Mulder acted as Scoutmaster
The
Girls League for Service
of Grand Haven has a 705 and St.; Mrs. John Beukema and baby, two dresser desks and 23 bedside joined the Guild for Christian for the Chippewa District JamJohn Hoffman of Holland an even 428 West 22nd St.; Mrs. Glen cabinets.The group also voted to Service group for the program.
boree troop which went to Valley
700. Three men are tied for the Boeve and baby, 244 West 17th provide a new sewing machine for
The speaker for the evening was Forge, Pa., in 1957 and he holds
high single game at 278. They St.: Mrs. Alvin Folkert and baby, the hospital committee of the Miss Wilma Kats, missionary to the Scoutma-sterKey and Silver
are Ken McBride, of Grand route 3; Mrs. James Kiekintveld Woman’s LiteraryClub and to Africa, who wa. introducedby her Beaver awards.
Haven, Chuck Looman and Cec and baby, 982 BluebellAve.; Mrs. purchase needed equipmentfor sister, Mrs. Peter Sterk. Miss Kats
Elmore (Lefty)Van Lente. a 30WHIZ — This group is sailingdown one of the three 1,200-foot
Robert Zeh and baby, 223 Scotts
Serier,of Holland.
year
veteran,
was
a
charter
memconcrete toboggan /uns at the Goshorn Hills area, located one
has
been
teaching
in
a
girls
school
isolatedpatients.
Looman has 5,690 pins in 27 Dr.; Marilyn Joane Guilford,246 Mrs. W. A. Butler reported on and doing evangelismwork for ber of Troop 6, which is the old- and one-half miles northeast of Saugatuck, and a mile north of
games for a 210 average while Howard: Austin Walker. 512 North hospitalityshop fanctions for the about 12 years and told of her est active troop in the district. of US-31. The run was described as “excellent" and tobogganing
is being held only at night at the present time. The Goshorn Hills
Buitenwert has 10,395 total pins Shore Dr.: Myron Veldheer. route year, explaining it had been in work and many interesting exper- He became assistantScoutmaster
area, the same spot used by the Goshorn Lake Dune Scooters in
in 1932 and Senior Scoutmaster in
in 51 games for a 203 average. 2; Mrs. Harold Eding, route 5;
iences.
operation 305 days involving 2,897
the summer, is operated by Ron Jousma. Toboggans are furJohn Peoples of Grand Haven has Martin Mildrum. route 1, FennMembers of the Guild gave re- 1933, a positionhe still holds.
hours of service by workers. Durnished and the runs are served with a rope tow. Ice skating was
Lefty attended the First National
a 202 average with 10,943 pins in ville; Harry Croft. 205 River Ave. ing its three years of operation, ports of various activities and Mrs.
A son, Steven LaVerne, was born
described as “fair" this
(Sentinelphoto)
Jamboree
in 1937 held in Washing54 games.
the hospitalityshop has filled a Arthur Schipper gave a stewardFarrah has recorded 10.201 total in Holland HospitalTuesday to Mr. real need for the persons seeking ship thought which was followed ton, D C., as a leader. He also
holds the Scoutmaster’s Key and
pins in 54 games for a 201 aver- and Mrs. Laverne Onken, 666 Midlight refreshmeats, or for those by a season of prayer.
Silver Beaver awards. Mulder and
age and Walt Wlodarczykof Hol- way Ave.
Hostesses were the Mesdames
just wanting a cup of coffee. There
Van Lente have been responsible
land has bowled 10,201 total pins
has been a steadilyrising volume Myron Becksvoort, Joe Beasley,
for the fine Indian pageants put
in 51 games for a 200 average. Members of Builders
of business as well as income. The Jerry Kruithoff, Marvin Freeon in Holland.
Carmichael has 10,219 pins in 51
shop
was
newly
redecorated
early
stone
and
Miss
Judy
Balder
and
Class Make Bandages
LawrenceZwemer. a 25-year vetThe fifth grades from Lincoln
games for a 200 average.
Miss Brenda Hamelink.
Ten persons paid fines in the
Members of the Builders Class this year.
eran, was a Scout for four years
Flip Johnson has rolled 10,781 in
School are leaving on Monday
Mrs. Butler said Mrs. Leonard
of the First Methodist Church
in Troop 6 and then served as Justice Court of Wilbu. E. Kouw
54 games for a 199 average.
for one week at the Clear Lake
Zick L«> the new treasurer for the Bridal Shower Given
assistantScoutmaster and troop last week.
In the team series,Blatz Beer rolled bandagesfor mission areas
hospitalityshop, succeeding Mrs.
Camp near Battle Creek.
and
made
quilt
blocks
for
the
Red
committeeman.
also
is high with a 3,173 count while
Allen Piersma, 37, of 47 Lynden
Ward Hansen who has competently For Miss M. Van Dyke
This outdoor school camp is
Cross
at
the
regular
meeting
Frihelped
organize
a
troop
at
VirTripp and Weaver’s has a 3,118
Rd., paid a fine of $5 and $3.10
served *the organizationfor three
A miscellaneourshower was held ginia Park.
and the Holland Bowling Lanes, day evening.
costs
for
running
a
red
light; under the supervisionof the Battle
years.
Saturday evening honoring Mies
Mrs. Elizabeth Miles of 38 East
Albert Bielefeld, a 20-year vet- Robert C. Tofferi, 22, of Grand Creek Public Schools and under
3,093.
Mrs. Vernon D. Ten Cate, chair- Marlene Van Dyke of Kalamazooat
eran, served his entire term as Rapids, paid $20 and $4.30 costs
The high team game' honors list 18th St. was the hostess and the
the direction of Don Randall. The
man of the gift shop, cited in- the home of Mrs. Len Steketee of to committeeman He has also been
Tripp and Weaver's at 1,133 while president Mrs. William Padgett
for speeding: Dale D. Nichols,24. camp was a gift from the Kellogg
creases in income from gifts which 190 West 17th St.
committee chairman for more than Grand Rapids, simple larceny. $5
Blatz Beer is second with 1,129 gave a devotional message and
Foundation.
have a remarkablywide selection.
Hostesses for the evening were ten years.
and Pfeiffer'sBeer is third with closed with prayer.
and $4.30; Barbara J. Altena. 26,
The boys and girls school exShe explained she tries to vary the
Mrs.
Ben
Smeenge,
Mrs.
John
The travelingbasket went to
Fred Zeerip. another 20 - year of 255 West 15th St., failingto
a 1,122 count.
periences will be out-of-doors and
stock so that there is “something Beukema and Mrs. Steketee.They
veteran and committeeman, has maintain an assured clear disMrs. Ethel Knutson and \^rs.
under the guidance of qualified
for everyone."
served a two course buffet supper been treasurer of the troop for tance, $10 and $3 10; Howard D.
Marvin Rotman received the sunSurpise Party Given
teachers.
Mrs. Ten Cate also announced at 6:30 p.m. after fohich games the last 15 years. Ben Poll, who
shine package.
Brink. 36. of Benton Harbor, speedThe followingfifth grade pupils
For Angie Rozema
the Annual Hostess Day downtown
were played. Duplicate prizes were also has served 20 years, has al- ing. $10 and $3.10.
plan
to attend: Carolyn Borr,
on
March
24,
sponsored
by
the
Miss Angie Rozema, route 2.
awarded to Mrs. Andrew Smeenge, ways been willing to aid the
Feliberto Valderas. 37. of 176 Cheryl Bowen, Daryl Bruischat.
Duets Club Hears Talk
Frances Browning guild. Several Mrs. Frank Swift, Miss Esther troop and he has been admired
was honored at a surprisebirthday
merchants will jooperate. turning Smeenge, Miss Ann Piper and Mrs. by the Scoutmasters for his abili- West Eighth St., speeding, $15 Charles Brondyke. Kirk Butler,
party Friday night. The party was By Dr. Van Heukelom
and $3.10: Marvin F. Geerlings, Richard Dalman, Ronald Dalman,
in observance of her 18th birthday
ty to help. He is a member of 53. route 5, Holland, allowing unThe Duets Club of the First over a percentage of profits on Ronald Smeenge.
Lois De Vries.
certain
items
that
day
to
the
Hosanniversary which was Saturday, Reformed Church met Thursdayin
Miss Van Dyke will become the the committee.
licensed person to drive. $2 and
Kathleen Drost. Gregory Hewitt,
pital Auxiliary.Hotel Warm Friend bride of Roger Smeenge Feb. 26.
Feb. 6/
the Ladies Aid room of the church.
Elmer Northuis. a 12-year vet- $3 10; Harold D. Stevens. 19. Ham- Linda Hibma. Paul Hightower,
again
will
stage
a
smorgasbord.
Games were played and prizes Dr. Raymond Van Heukelom
Those present were Mrs. Ryan eran, acted as C ub m a s t e r of j|ton interfering with through trafawarded to the winners. A two- was the speaker of the evening. Since this is a big project in- Van Dyke and Miss Ann Piper of Pack 3 Froebel School for two fiCi $10 and $3 10; Samuel Brad- Steven Jacobus.se, Dennis Johnson.
Tammie Meyer, Sue Morgan. Bill
course lunch was served by her He discussed “Infant Baptism". volving auxiliary membership on Kalamazoo,Mrs. Marvin Steketee yeam. He was adviser of the fordi 58i of 280 North River Ave
mother, Mrs. Kenneth Rozema. Mr. and Mrs. Alvern Kapenga a wide scale, guilds cooperating and Mrs. Gerald Smeenge of Explorer Post 2006 for nine years interfering with through traffic, Nuismer. Cheryl Oliver. Glenn
who was assisted by Mrs. Hollis had charge of the devotions using were asked to name a contact Grand Rapids, Mrs. Carl Wester- and is now a member of the troop $10 and $3. 10; Kenneth Brondyke. Pomp, Arlene Price, Linda Price,
Carol Raymond. Robert Smith,
Brouwer.
a “Vessel of Clay" by Henry Van member to meet with the Brown- lund of Zeeland Mrs. Thomas
17. of 161 West 27th St., reckless Jim Spoors,Judy Terpsma,Steven
ing
guild
committee,
and
in
turn
Those attending were Barb Dyke as their topic.
Smeenge, Mrs Andrew Smeenge, Max Flowerday.eGorge Switr- driving J25 and $3 ,0 costSi
Vande Vusse, Merry Van Voorst,
Assink.Art Gerrits, Joyce Wolters,
The group discussed sponsoring relay the information to the var- Mrs. Ronald Smeenge. Mrs. Don- enga, Russ Jonker, Elmer Van
Patty Van Voorst. Doug Von Ins.
ious
guilds.
Jim Morren, Marie Haasevoort, an all church family skating party
ald Smeenge, M r
Charles Dyke. Chester Raak and Marinus
Susan Walker. Dennis Wenzel and
Car
Hits
Tree
Mrs.
Clarence
Jalving
reported
Gene Spoelman, Terry and Arlene to be held this spring. Mr. and
Smeenge, Mrs. Frank Swift. Mrs. Rozeboom are the most recent
GRAND HAVEN (Special' - Robert Wolters.
Foss. Nancy White, Gene Wabeke, Mrs. Robert Van Eerden and Mr. on a tea given by the Abraham Donald Steketee, Miss Esther additionsas leaders and commitLeenhouts
guild
for
the
new
pracJohn
Francis Doornbos, 18. ComGloria Driesenga,Jack Wabeke. and Mrs. Harvey Laman were on
Smeenge and
Marilyn teemen to assure the continued
growth and success of Scouting ot stock Park, is in fair condition Receives Award
Kel Wabeke, and Larry and Bobby the social cor..mittee for the even- tical nurses currently in training Smeenge, all of Holland.
in the hospital in January. Director
in St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand | EAST LANSING (Special) - Eli
the First Reformed Church.
Rozema.
ing.
Burd announced another group
Rapids with head and internal in- I Nykamp of route 2, Zeeland rewould arrive the latter part of Dr. H. Voogd Speaks
Sat- ceived a farm management award
Lightningexperts claim that juries received at 11 50 p
.....
June.
To Ministers' Circle
Benjamin Franklin courted death urday when he lost control of in labor efficiency, Friday at the
IPf
Mrs. I. H. Marsilje was welDr. Henry Voogd ol the Bible when he proved that electro his car and struck a tree on M-50 1960 Farmers Week held at Mich.
comed into the board as a repre- Departmentof Hope College, spoke and lightning are the same in Tallmadge Township His 1954 igan State University.Some 50,000
sentativeof the newest guild. The to the Holland Ministers' Social through his feat with a kite and car was demolished. Sheriff's offi- visitors attended the five-day
next board meeting will be held in Circle of the Reformed Church on a
cers investigated.
event.

Lanes.

Troop 6 Scouters Have Given Long Service

m

Holland's Classic Bowling

League Boasts 920 Average Local Hospital Auxiliary
a Busy Organization
Hospital Notes

Guild

Members

Hear Miss Kats
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week.

Ten Fined

In

Justice Court

Lincoln Pupils

To Attend

Camp

Zwemer

s

Miss

m
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_
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key.

March.

the subject “The Place of Christianity in Higher Education" Monday afternoon,at Christ Memorial
Church. Music was provided by a
string quartetfrom the Hope music

Relatives Attend Party
Given by M. De Vries

Mr. and Mrs. Morris De Vries department composed '

:\-

M

- f

of

h

the
Sfi

entertained Misses. Norma Houtman. Judith
Thursday evening with a family Tysse, Marilyn Vander Wilt and
of 382

Howard Ave.

Diane

party.

p 8

t*>

<-

Sluyter

New members of the group are
The group watched slides of 16
member* of the family in Yakima, the Rev. and Mrs. H. Fikse.
Wash, taken during a Christmas The meeting was called to order
party.
by the president,the Rev. Elton
Attending were Mrs. A. E. Be- Van Pernis, and devotions were
mem, Mr. and Mrs. Wflbur Wierda conducted by the Rev. Edwin Muland daughters, Roberta and der. Refreshments were served by
Lauralee, and Mr. and Mrs. Don Rev. and Mrs Paul Hinkamp and
Stevens of Allendale. Mr. and Dr. and Mrs. R Vanden Berg, the
Mrs Gilbert Headley of Grand tha Rev. and Mrs. Edwin Mulder
Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Naber of Holland A brother of Band Parents in West
Mrs. De Vries living in Water
N.Y. was unable to attend. Ottawa Area Organize
Parents of band member* ot the
Watt Ottawa School Diitrictmet
Mrs. Slanders, 70, Diet
Tuoaday evemni to argamxe the
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Engaged

Sunday School North Blendon

Hamilton

Members of the Junior CE

Lesson

m

Sunday, February14
Meeting OrganizedOpposition
Acts 19; 8-iO, 23-28 ; 20:14

By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines

Society attended the
rally at the Forest

CE

1960

Chamber

The “Mothers March” Polio fund
was benefitedby the approximate
sum of $400. Giving their time for

Union

Grove Reform-

this worthy project were Mrs. Dale

ed Church on Sunday afternoon.
The speaker was the Frank Love,
an Omaha Indian who is a student
at Hope College.The Sunday
evening meeting was omitted.
Last week Tuesday evening the
Women’s Missionary Society met
at the Reformed Church basement
with Mrs. Joanne Berghorstand
Mrs. Jessie Biesbrockin charge
of the program. In keeping with
Foreign Missions month the program "A Chain of Memories” was
presented. Bible Verses were on
joy and th<» hnstpaftps were-Mrs.
Ella Martinieand Mrs. Gladys

Maatman. Mrs. Hacvey

of

Banquet Speaker
Dr. Ralph L. Lee,

Jamestown

Commerce

Mrs.. John Posma who has been
visiting her children, Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Posma to Zeeland for
the past couple of weeks is now
visiting in Lansing with William
Hieftje and his daughter,Mrs.

Named

nationally

Folkert, known speaker and author of the
Mis. Donald Koops, Mrs. Lawrence book "Man to Man on the Job,"
Sal, Mrs. Harvey Sprick, Mrs. will be the' guest speaker at the

Marion Stone.

Paul Slotman, Mrs.

Mrs. Jennie Barense who accomproduced by the Divisionof Chrispanied Mr. and Mrs. John Hop
tian Education,National Council
on a trip to Florida have returned
of the Churchesof Christ in the
to their homes on Saturday.
U. S. A. and used by permission, i
The name of Douglas Berens
In last week’s lesson we studied
was omitted in last week's item
Paul's ministry in Corinth, a city
of the group of C. E. members
The Home of the
in Europe; in today's lesson we
Holland City New*
who took part in the evening worHarold Schipper is the local chair- ment of General Motors is well
Published every consider Paul at work in Ephesus,
ship service on Jan. 31, Douglas
man, assistedby Mrs. Schipper. versed in the fields- of pnblie reIP h u r s d a y by the
a
city
in
Asia
Minor.
With
Acts
tnllnel Printing Co.
presented the meaning of the
Mrs;
George Lampen has re lations and has had wide exOffice 54 - 56 We* 18.-22. the story of Paul’s thin!
ChristianEndeavor.
turned to her home after being perience in engineering,sales and
Eighth Street, Holland, missionary journey begins. His
Bowman
Michigan.
_
gone
for five weeks for a visit industrial research.
Entered as second class matter ministry in Ephesus belongs to
__
Holland
were
Saturday
supper
with
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Donald
HouseA native of Dayton, Ohio, he is
at the poet office at Holland. that journey. Paul worked longer
Moll. Plans are being formulated
guests with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mich., unaer the Act of Congress,
man
and children of Gallup, New a son of the late Charles L. Lee
in Ephesus than in any other city for the Women’s Annual Worlds
March 3, 1879.
Mexico. She also visited Tucson who was a member of Charles E
Bowman.
and there he met with much suc- Day of Prayer which will be oband Phoenix. Ariz. and some of Kettering’sofficial staff in the reMrs. G. Gitchelof Forest Grove
W. A. BUTLER
cess and strong opposition.
________
Editor and Publisher
served on March 4. Mrs. Joanne
the Indian Mission Stationsin New search laboratories division of
and Mrs. Hubert Heyboer of
I. Bold preaching is always Berghorst and Mrs. Mary Vander
Miss Noomi Jones
Vriesland spent Tuesday afternoon
Mexico, sponsoredby the Chris- General Motors.
Telephone— News Items EX 2*2314 needed. From Corinth Paul went
Mr. anr* Mrs. James L. Jones tian Reformed Church.
Molen attended a delegate meetAdvertising-Subscriptions
EX 2-23U
with
their sister,Mrs. Lea lie
As an inventor,Dr. Lee has a
to Ephesus and preached in the ing for the same held at the of route 4. Holland, announcethe
#
The publishershall not be liable synagogue, and although he was
Activities for this week at Haven washing machine and a vacuum
home of the presidentof the engagement of their daughter,
for any error, or errors in printing
lllr. and Mrs. Sherwin HungerDr. Ralph L. Lee
any advertisingunless a proof of asked to stay longer,he left and Allendale-Blendon Prayer League Naomi, to Harold Diemer, son of Reformed Church included a co- cleaner to his credit. These inink, Karen and Craig, were visisuch advertisementshall have been came to Caesarea, then to Jeruoperative supper for ushers and ventions early in life led to bigger gation instruments.
Mrs. John Huff at Bauer on Tues Mr. and Mrs. Abe Diemer of route
obtainedby advertiser and returned
wives
at the parsonage fellowship opportunitiesand he went from Perhaps reflecting a heritage from tors with Mr. and Mrs. Gerben
salem.
and
then
to
Antioch
where
by him In time for corrections with
day afternoon.All women of this 2. Zeeland.
room on Monday evening, the mid- the National Cash Register Co. to his grandfather who was in the Kuyers and daughters to Borculo
such errors or correctionsnoted he spent some time. Paul promised
area are urged to reserve this
plainly thereon; and in such ceise if
week prayer service this evening the Delco Light Co. and finally to foundry business,Lee is a recog- on Wednesday evening.
any error so noted is not corrected, the people in Ephesus to return date to join in this sepcial prayer
Frank Shearer, middler student
nized authority on foundries.
and regular meetingsof Bible General Motors.
publishers liabilityshall not exceed and this he did. Ephesus was the
at
Western* Seminary, conducted
such a proportion of the entire capital of the Roman province of service.
Carrying
out
the
family
tradition
classes and teachers group. LeadThe speaker is a person of
Mrs. John C. Huizenga will
cost of such advertisementas the
of working with molten metal, he the services in the Reformed
er
of
the
Christian
Endeavor
sermany
interests
and
hobbies.
He
Asia
and
the
seat
of
the
proconspace occupied by the error bears
celebrate her 93rd birthday annito the whole space occupied by sular government.
vlet on Sunday evening was Norlan has held a private pilot’s license operatesa comparativelysmall Church last Sunday. Dr. M.
versary on Friday. Feb. 12. Mrs.
such advertisement
Kaper, discussing the topic, "My for many years and has owned but complete foundry, forge and Eugene Oosterhaven, pcofessor of
The city was called. “The mag- Huizenga. a shutin only because
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Church-*Christ’s Church.” Devo- two planes. His flying log shows pattern shop at the rear, of his Systematic Theology at Western
nificentof the magnificent cities
of the winter weather, enjoys comOne year, J3.00; Six months.
tions were in charge of David over 1,000 hours in the air. He home in Birmingham. Here he Seminary,will conduct the servof
Asia.”
It
was
the
meeting
place
12.00; three months. J1.00; single
parativelygood health and is still
Bakker.
The Cub Scouts attended also is a veteran glider pilot and also writes for various magazines ices next Sunday.
copy, 10c. Subscriptionspayable In of some of the greatest roads of
advance and will be promptly those times and hence it was a able to be up and about her home
David Vereeke led devotions in
the
evening church service as the inventor of several air navi- and papers.
discontinuedif not renewed.
with her family.
the ChristiairEndeavor meeting
special guest with Den Mothers,
Subscriberswill confer a favor commercialcenter and was called.
Mrs. Marvin Elzinga, together
by reportingpromptly any Irregu- '"Hie Treasure House of Asia”
last Sunday and Miss Peggy
Mrs. Donald Veidhoff,Mrs. Lester
The Refc. Anthony Rozendal, paswith Mr. and Mrs. Olert Garvellarity in delivery. Write or Phone
Sale and Mrs. John Barkel, Jr.
and "The Vanity Fair of Asia ink. enjoyed a weekend trip to
EX 2-2311.
tor of First Christian Reformed Huyser was in charge of the topic.
This was monthly consecration
Other den mothers unable to be
Minor. It was a free city and Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. where
Church, used for his Sunday topOn Tuesday, Feb. 2, the FFA ics: "The Image of God” and "The meeting.
present are Mrs. Hollis Spaman
OUR SCIENTIFIC KNOW HOW self-governing.The Pan-I o n i a n they visited the former's husband,
The Tuesday evening prayer
and Mrs. Leonard Kreuger. Cub of Zeeland High school took a trip Living Water.” •
More and more our scientific games were held there in the who is in training there. His admeeting was led by Rev. Dirk
Scout Master is Ivan Johnson.
know how comes in for no end of month of May. The greatest glory dress is Pvt. Marvin Elzinga.
to Michigan State University in
Mulder of Holland.
of the city was the Temple of BR 1661. '>846, Medical Detachment
Mr. Blauw father of Mrs. Floyd
critical talk. This is as it should
East Lansing to attend the annual
The • monthly meeting of the
Diana, considered one of the sevKaper.
was
a
guest
in
the
Kaper
be. we think, because many of the
5017, L ASH, Fort Leonard Wood.
Farmers’ Week. They attended
Ladies Aid will be held Thursday
en
wonders
of the ancient world.
home
the
past
weekend.
researchers find that they are
Mo.
afternoon.Mrs. Jim Klynstra and
differentmeetings throughout the
at times far ahead of our ability Today no one lives where this
large Crowd attended the
At a recent meeting of the HamMrs. Harvey Loedema are hostproud
city
once
stood
and
the
to digest all of the many new
Hymn Sing held at the Reformed
ilton Rod and Gun Club, election day with other farmers from the
esses.
site of the temple cannot be found.
surrounding
areas.
scientificways to accomplish some
Church following the evening serof officers took places and chosen
The annual Golden Chain InspirThe ministryof Paul in Ephesus vice on Sunday. The songleader
Linda De Witt and Beverly
of our daily tasks.
to serve are president, Herman
A glimpse into the daily duties ational Meeting will be held ThursMiss
Betty
Vicha
Post
were
the
two
students
chosen
We are going to need to spend can be divided into two parts., He was John E. Zwyghuizen of ZeeNyhof; vice president, Lawrence
day evening at 8 p.m. in First
more of our time in learning how began as be always did in the land. Mr. and Mrs. Art Bauw- Mr-aod Mrs. Louis J. Vicha of Sal; secretary, Jarvis Brink; from the six who entered the ora- of a missionary was provided for
Reformed church of Zeeland. The
synagogue and preached there for
tion
run-off
held
Friday,
Jan.
29,
to adjust our ways of life to all
kamp favored with duets and a -Normal, 111., announce the engage- treasurer,Richard Van Ljere; sermembers of Trinity's Guild for
speaker will be Dr. Clyde Meadthree months to Jews and proselof the new technologicalchanges
boys quartet composed of Harvey ment of their daughter. Betty, to geant at arms, George Reiminfc; to represent Zeeland High in the ChristianService Monday night as
ows, president of InternationalC.
ytes. The bold preaching of Paul
district
oration
contest.
that are fast being developed.Just
Biesbrock.Harold Biesbrock,
board members, Julius Kempkers
hardened some hearts and so he David and Russell Wolbers also Paul Van Wyk. son of Dr. and
Army Pvt. Henry C. Everts, son Mrs. Bert Arendsen presented the E. Song director will be A1 Kessel
last week Mr. Charles Conrad,
Mrs.
Herbert
Van
Wyk
of Kala- and Robert Timm for three years.
left the synagogueand hired a
of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. dramatic monologue "From a of Grand Rapids and special
in talking to the Rotary club, exsang. Misses Marilyn Wolbers and mazoo.
James Hoover for two years and
music will be furnishedby the
lecture
room
and
preached
there
plained growth of their company.
Marilyn Lamer were in charge of
Miss Vicha is a junior at Hope Don Van Doornik for one year. Everts, route 1, Zeeland, is re- Missionary Window.”
Holland Christian quartet.
He showed some of the equipment with marked results, "so that all devotions.Sharon Meeuwsen spoke College and Mr. Van Wyk a senior. Regular meetings are scheduled ceiving eight weeks of advanced
The program, written by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank De Boer
they
which
dwelt
in Asia heard
they are making for many of the
briefly about Christian Endeavor.
for the fourth Tuesday of each individualtraininght the Artillery J. Robert Swart, depicted typical
Jr. were Sunday evening visitors
the word of the Lord Jesus, both
and
Missile
Center,
Fort
Sill,
Okla.
scientific operations of both our
Melvin Biesbrock presided and
month at the Hamilton auditorAfrican characters dhd described
ium.
The training is scheduled to end the challengespresentedby ancient with Mr. and Mrs. Ray Oppengovernment and defense depart- Jews and Greeks." Some converts Rev. Duven offered the closing
huizen and family of South Blenburned their books of magic "and
prayer.
ments. Many of our large indusRev. Norman Van Heukelom Feb. 19. Everts entered the Army superstitions. Appearingas mem- don after the evening service.
they
counted the price of them,
in September of 1959 and com- bers of the Murle tribe, in colorful
tries are now also using the
Members of the Young Peoples
used as his sermon Iheme Sunday
The young men and young ladies
and found k fifty thousand pieces Society of the Christian Reformed
pleted basic training at Fort Hood, costume,were the Mesdames C.
Conrad equipment for many of the
morning
at the Hamilton Reformed
societies met Monday evening. Afof silver." They showed that they
scientific tests they are making
Texas. He attended Zeeland High Neal Steketee, Vernon Schipper,
Church have been invited to meet
Church. "Fear Not, Only Believe”
ter the business matters were conwere through with the old sinful
school.
of products that are being used
with the Young Peoples group at
Frank Van Alsburg, Gus Ritterby, cluded Mr. Vanden Brink told
and
special
music
was
contributed
life.
It
cost
them
something
to
today.
the Drenthe Christian Reformed
by the Junior Choir. Holy. Baptism The Rev. William Hilmert of Dale Brower, Alton Kooyers,Jr. about his recent trip to Mexico
We have also read about another become Christians,but they felt Church next Sunday evening when
Holland was guest minister at and Joe Otting.
was
administered to two infants.
and he also showed colored picit was worth the price.
one of our industries who have a
First Reformed Church at the
Willis Timmer will speak and
Appropriate prayers for each tures. The school circle also met
Bret
Alan,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
II. The Dospel meets with oppoplant here in Holland, General
show slides.
Eugene Lubbers and Jeanie Kath- morning service. His sermon topic window scene were given by the with them to hear Mr. Vanden
sition. For two years Paul
Electric, who have a process called
The Holland - Zeeland Deacon’s
leen.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. was: "Religion in a Major Key” Mesdames William Koop. W. Rus- Brink, who is the operator of the
thermoplasticrecording,that preached in the heart of Ephesus Conference will be held at the
ahd the choir sang the anthem: sell Hornbaker, Gus De Vries,
Wayne
Wolters. Installed as elder
and it was telling in the life of Holland.Heights ChristianReform''could in principlerecord all 24
"All Hail the Power of Jesus’ Raymond Brondyke, La Verne Mexican Migrant Work.
was
Alfred
Douma
and
as
deacon,
volumes of the Encyclopedia on a the people. One of the biggest ed Church on Feb. 18 at 7:45 p.m.
Name”— Ellor. Dr. Eugene Ooster- Slenk, Jack Tietsema and Miss On Thursday evening local deleMarvin Kaper.
businesses of the city was the
gates will attend the Young Calreel the size of a spool of thread,
The speaker is to be the Rev. H.
haven was in charge of the evemaking of little replicas of the Dekker who will use as his subThe Senior High Christian En- ning service and his sermon topic Margaret Schurman.
vinist delegate board meeting held
taking only a minute to record
Handmade articlesfrom Africa
deavor service featured a question
each volume.” The process also temple. Pilgrims from far and ject "The Relationshipof the Diawas: "Living Abundantly.”The and a miniature native village in the Borculo ChristianReformed
box with Robert Kaper. Sally Cub Scouts and their leaders were
Church.
is capable of storing and repro- near would buy them as sounven- conate to the Mission ResponsibilHaakma. Mrs.,M. Boerigter and present at the evening service. The were arranged in a display by John Schutte, son of Mr. and
ducing photographs either in irs. The sale of these shrines was ities of the Church".
Mrs. Clifford Marcus.
Floyd Kaper in change and Rev.
falling off and the manufacturers
Mrs. Gerald Schutte. and Sandra
black-and-whiteor in color.
The delegate board meeting of
anthem was "Battle Hymn of the
Miss Helen Kuite, devotional Sytsma, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
were
getting
concerned.
DemetVan
Heukelom
as
moderator.
The
We have many problemstoday.
the Ypung Calvinist League will
Republic” — Wilhousky.
leader,used excerpts from Paul’s
Junior High C.E. group considered
The technologicalknow how rius, a leader, called his fellow- be held on Thursday evening at 8
The Annual Golden Chain Inspir- missionary letters to open the George Sytsma. were united in
craftsmen
together
and
told* about
the
topic.
"My
Church-Christ's
marriage Friday evening by the
should help us find the answers
ational meeting will be held Thurs- meeting. Guest soloist was Mrs.
at the Borculo Christian ReformChurch” with Sandra Sprick and
Miss Dolores Moy Moomey
to a great many of them. This is the work of Paul and how he ed Church at which time plans
day evening at 8 p.m. in First John Boeve of Zeeland who sang Rev. W. Hekman.
Marilyn Johnson
Mrs. Sherley Hop was taken to
--------- as
as leaders
leaders and Reformed Church. Dr. Clyde
another good reason why we need was persuading people to stop wor- for the annual banquet will be
"In Times Like These,” accom- Zeeland Community hospital last
Mr and Mrs. Jack Moomey of .Bonnie Lohman in charge of devogood schools. We also need to shipping the goddess and as a discussed
Meadows, president of the Inter- panied by Mrs. Ted Boeve.
1185 Beach Dr. announce the en-itions.Song leader and pianist for
make plans for continued educa- result the trade was fallingoff The
Beute exchanged gagement of their daughter, the month of February are Mary nationalC. E. will be the speaker. Mrs. Marcus and Mrs. Boeve Saturday afternopn because of illtion of our people. So remember in an alarming fashion.
pulpitswith Rev. J. Kenbeek of
A1 Kessel of Grand Rapids will were program chairmen. Hostesses ness due to the flu.
Dolores May, to, John Richard Elenbaas and Sharon Folkert At
Demetrius mixed religion and
A male quartet and Susie Heythis is a good time to give some
the Drenthe Christian Reformed
be the song director. Special were members of the Mary Geegh
Wingard, son of Mr. and Mrs. the evening church service the
denburg
from the Grace Bible
of your spare time to becoming patriotism,but his speech showed Church for the afternoon service
music will be furnishedby the circle who served refreshments
Ernest
of 244 West ChristianEndeavor society officers
Church of Grandvillefurnished
acquainted with our school prob- that he was most interested in the past Sunday. During the
Holland
Christian
Quartet.
Ninth St.
from a gay table decorated with a
business.The speech got his hearassisted in the opening numbers,
the special music and the song
lems.
course of the week Rev Beute
At the morning worship service valentinetree.
ers
excited,
their
income
was
at
Ronnie
Reeves
in
charge
of
the
service in the Sunday evening
It is well to remember that we
attended the mission board meetin Second Reformed Church, Rev.
Circle meetings preceded the
song service. Delwin Redder, givSorority Holds Debate
are going to need to have the stake and the confused crowd ings held at Grand Rapids.
Raymond Beckering preachedthe program with the study of Psalms service in the Reformed church.
ing the offertoryprayer and Carol
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Reister of
know how so that we can be able poured into the huge amphitheater. Mrs. Nick Elzinga cared for the For Cultural Meeting
sermon "The Invitation to a MarPaul
wanted
to
go
there
and
face
Nyhof, reading Scripture. The riage Feast.” The choir sang the begun under the directionof Mrs. Grandville were Thursday evening
to properly use all of the many
Garvelink children at their home
Harland Steele. Mrs. Lincoln Sen- visitors with Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
The Theta Alpha Chapter of Beta Girls’ choir sang a special selec- anthems "Come, Ye Blessed”
new scientfic instruments that are the crowd but the disciplesand here during their parents’ absence
nett conducted the business meettion.
BoHl.
being developed for our use. We the Asiarchs. some of the lead- the past week.
Sigma Phf held its culturalmeetScott and "Hold Thou My Hand” ing.
Mr. ad Mrs. Frank De Boer
Meetings for the week include —Briggs. His evening sermon was:
cannot afford to make costly ing men in the city, whose funcConstructionof the new home ing at the home of Mrs. Mark
Jr. spent Sunday afternoon with
mistakes. A well informed public tion it was to preside over sacred on the William Boersema farm
consistory group on Monday and "The Gospel Word for the 20th
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Weaver
should come up with the proper things and public games kept him here is progressingnicely. The Briggs. 11 Analint Ave„ Monday j also the GirLs League at the home Century World.” The anthem was Methodist Circles
in Borculo.
answers at least a great part of back. In a smooth speech the town house is being built on the corner
AT | of Sharon Rigterink.with the topic "O God of Youth”
Schroth.
To Meet Thursday
A debate m^eraled by Mrs , • All Aboard for Africa.” Tonight On Tuesday evening the MubeshMr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman,
the time. Feburary 23 is the day clerk calmed the crowd and sent of Taylor and 88th Sts.
that we will vote on the bonding them home. Paul left the city
The Rev. and Mrs. Matt J. vision Is Beneficialto the United 'h*
WeiS! is scheduled eraat Society met in Fellowship The Women’s Society for Chris- Laurie and Mark were Sunday
tor the raising of money for our after this event.
as guest speaker for the Raise Hall. Mrs. Don De Bruyn con- tian Service of the First Methodist evening visitors at the home of
Duven of this place and Mre. Family Life.” was given.
This story tells us that the gosand Prayer service.
schools We think that it is very
Fannie Beltman of South Blendon
ducted the opening study in the Church has announced the follow- Mr’ an<1 Mr8, Howart Hulsema
The two negative speakers were
pel when it is faithfully preached
and children in Overisel.
important to be informed.
The Woman's Study Club met Psalms. Hostesses were Mrs. R.
accompaniedMr. and Mrs. H. H.
ing circle meetingsfor Thursday:
meets with opposition especially Vander Molen to Grand Rapids Mrs. Joseph Lang and Mrs. George at the home of Mrs. Fred Billet on
On Saturday evening, Dr. and
Ruch
and Mrs. J. Heuvelhorst.
when it hurts business and lessens last Thursday afternoon where Josef and the two affirmativeMonday evening of this week for
Lojs Stucky circle at 9 a m.- in Mrs. Howard Yeakey and daughTonight the K. Y. B. class will
speakers were Mrs. Briggs and
income. There are types of busto
the annual Valentine party with enjoy a dinner and program at the social i;oom; at 1:30 p.m. the ter. Mary Linda, of Kalamazoo
they visited Ralph Vinkemulder
Mrs. Steven Sanger.
iness in our land which do much
were visitors with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. Hansen as program leader.
at Pine Rest.
A short business meeting was Roll call response was "What I Do Second Reformed Church at 6:30. Arlene Peterson circle at the home Reuben Bohl.
evil and harnv Some make much
Mrs. Garritt Dalman returned to
Miss
Barbara
Vis
and
Laverne
of Mrs. Ted Elhart, Kathryn
money by selling narcotics, ob- her home here Thursday after a conductedby the president.Mrs. When I Do As I Please."
Haak will be united in marriage Boeye Ward Circle at home of
Mrs Lee Pratt and Mrs. Robert
Cunningham. The couple'sbowling
scene literature, and in gambling.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Brower in second Reformed Church on Mrs. Guy Bell.
visit at the home of her children.
Wiles, co-chairmen of the Silver Although the liquor business is
party will be held Saturday Feb. 20
announcedthe birth of a son, Paul Friday. Feb. 12 at 8 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Bartel Mulder at
The 7:30 p.m. circle meetings
and the next meeting will he held
Skates Carnival announced at a legal it can t be denied that it
Jay, at Holland Hospital on JanHolland.
At 2 p.m. on Thursday the include Mildred Drescher at home Last Tuesday
Feb.
22
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Fred
Vivii
meeting of th$ Junior Welfare I * deceiving many by its subtie The Rev. and Mrs. Mollema of
uary 20.
Ladies’ Aid of Second Reformed of Mrs. Leon Murray; Bethel
Petroelje and Joel Vander Ko
League Tuesday night that lhe { advertisingand that it is contrib- Holland were Tuesday afternoon! Davis.
Mrs. James Kleinheksel spent Church W’H hold their regular Fleming at home of Mrs. Gordon
Attending were the Mesdames
uttng much to the making of brokvisitors at the home of Rev. and
a few days at Holland Hospital.
February meeting. Mrs. Don De Boone; Etha Nagler with Mrs. were united in marriage at tl
Carnival will be held Saturday.
Briggs, Cunningham. Lang. Josef.
en homes and causing many need- Mrs. Matt J. Duven.
Bruyn will conduct the devotions, Willard Walker Jr. and Mary Jean Borculo Christian R e f 0 r m e
Rev.
Bebee
was
guest
minister
Feb. 13 at 1 p m. at Smallenburg less accidents and deaths on the
Sanger, Davis, LaMar Grisham,
Mrs. H. II. Vander Molen accomat
the
local Christian Reformed and Group I will present the an- Tennant at the home of Miss Church.
Park.
highways The gospel opposes panied Mrs. C. Meeuwsen of South Robert Long, Herbert Johnson.
Church last Sunday for both ser- nual Patrioticprogram and tea Martha Bird.
Ushers for the month of Fe
Because of weather conditions, everythingthat hurts mankind and Blendon to Grandville last Wed- Richard Lawyer, Paul Tucker.
vices, using as themes, "David’s following the business meeting.
ruary at the local church for 0
the Carnival has been postponed promotes all things that glorifies nesday evening where they attend- Russell Simpson. Chester Smith
Assurance c( Divine Leadership” Mrs. Robert Verplank is in charge
morning services are Paul Dri
and Richard Brown.
twice. If weather conditions are God and blessesthe human race.
Mr$. Van Vranken Speaks senga and Lawrence Vander Ko
shower honoring Mrs. Steand
"The Anchor of the Soul." of the nursery.
The
hostess was assistedby her
not satisfactoryon Saturday, the
wart Becker at the home pf Mrs.
The annual Men’s Fellowship To Fourth Church Guild
I-ocal pastor, Rev. Paul Veenstra,
and for the evening services tto
mother, Mrs. James Becoske.
Carnival will be cancelled until World War II Mothers
Darwin Zandstra.
had
a
preaching
appointment
in dinner meeting will be held on
are Ronald Ensing and Jim Va
next year.
Mrs. H. Van Vranken, retired der Kooi.
large crowd attended the
Detroit. Sunday School followed Tuesday. Feb. 16, in the Second
All children who have made Hold Regular Meeting
missionary, who had spent
..... ....
hymn sing held at the local Chris- Connie Sue Veele, 8,
the morning service with “Are We. Reformed Church. *
Thursday
evening at 8 p.m.
applicationsare eligible to take
Mothers of World War II held tian Reformed Church at 7:30 on Given Birthday Party
years
on
the
India
mission
fields,
annual
GoMen<au^"mee^«v
The
next
meeting
of
the
Adult
Blind
Also?”
as
the
topic
for
part and have a chance at the
study. The Cadet Corp and the Fellowship will be held in Second was the speaker at the meeting of be held in the First Reform
their regular meeting at the Odd Sunday evening. The songleader)
prizes.The children should bring
was Thomas Vanden Heuvel. A r Conrfie Sue Veele was honored Men's Society held meetings on Reformed Church on Wednesday, the Women’s Guild for Christian Church of Zeeland. The speak
any accessoriesthey will need for Fellow Hall Wednesday evening Sextet from Unity ChristianSchool at a party celebratingher eighth
Monday evening, the latter group Feb. 17, at 7:30 p.m. The speaker Service Tuesday evening in Fourth for the evening wiU be Dr.
their snow building.
with Mrs. Fannie Pardue in favored with special selection. birthday Saturday given by her
Reformed Church. She also showed Meadows, president of the Inti
studying from the book of Daniel at the meeting will be Dr. Elton
charge. Mrs. Marie Huizer.ga The sing was sponsored by the mother. Mrs. Donald Veele and on "The Dissolutionof the King- Eenigenburg, professor at Western slides about her work.
national Christian Endeav
chairman of rehabilitationread School Society.
Dr. Benes to Speak
her grandmother, Mrs Mmvcl dom.’’ At a meeting of the Golden Seminary.He will speak on “The Mrs. E. Schutt and Mrs. J. Society.
her annual report.
Local folks are urged to attend limiting.
At Rose Park Church
Hour Circle on Tuesday evening, Appeals of the Cults," a treatment Dykema of the “Mary" Circle The annual Men’s Fellowah
Mrs. Melva Crowle and Mrs. a special inspirationalservice bewere in charge of the program, dinner meeting will be held to t
A Valentine theme was carried! tiie
.... .
.......
same
subject was VUIIJ,lucrBUi
considered. of many of the modern sects and
Devottons were conducted by Mrs.
Dr Louis Benes. editor oi the Pardue gave a party on Jan. 27 ing sponsored by the Golden Chain out in the table decorations,hats Catechism classes were scheduled "iims”.
Second Reformed Church of Zi
for
the
children
at
Prestatie
Huii.
J
Nieuwsm and prayer was land Tuesday. Fab. 18, with t
CE
Union
at
the
First
Reformed
and
favors
which
were
topped
j
for
this
afternoon
and
evening,
Church Herald, will ipeek and
The Rev. Edward Tanis, pastor
Mrs. Melva Huntimer took the Church at Zeeland at 7:30 on wiih liny umbrellas. A two course Rev. Veenstra spent this week at of Faith Reformed Church, used offered by Mrs. W. Ooifing. "My Rev. G. De Witt as speaker. T
show slides of Us "World Tour of
obligationanu is a new member Thursday evening. The guest luncheon was served at the Veele . the annua I board meetings of for his Sunday worship topics: Father Watches Over Me” and
mippnr will be served to both t
Our Foreign Mwsion Fields' at Mrs. Blanche Shaffer received the speaker will be
Clyde home at 38b fofih
i Foreign Missions in Grand Rapids.
"The Salt of the Earth” and "Then Jesus Came" were sung by First and
Reform
the Rose Park Reformed Church surprise package.
Meadows, president of the InterMrs. J. Boyce accompanied by Churches.
(.aines were played and prizes as a delegate from the Holland “Christian Commitment ”
Thursday
7:30 p.m.
national Society of Christian EnMrs. Frances Ensing fractur
,0 '‘*rv
1 touting. ) Class is, Announcement was
made At the First Baptist Church, the Mrs. D. Vander Meer.
deavor.
There
will also be special
During the business meeting in her arm last week when she $
ally Timmer. Belly Sparks. Con of the Elder* Conference to be held Rev. Douglas Gray, pador. chose
St Teresa's Study Guild
by the Guild for ChristianService
*i
music and an InspirationalSong
charge of Mrs. Catherine De Row, 00 the ice.
irf i
• a , Sl,‘*r'ma' ,y night at the First Christian Re- for his morning top "Communion
Service.
and is open to the public Instru PlanS 5fcon® °Pen
tormed Church of Hudson villt, Meditation" His evening topic president of the guild, members Theodore Snyder was admitt
voted to adopt the charter.
to the Zeeland hospital Sundi
lOlher guosU attendingwere Kathy! with the Kev E. Ooslendorpas was "Deliverance”.
b>
• Study Guild met at
j Bell. Denise Dodd, Karen Peffel
Kefreshmdmswere served by morning for ahairvtionalter t
Robert and James F dander ac- the home of Mrs David Kaffenaud Answer False Alarm
The Rev. L. G. Holman, -pastor
Uisciumon leader. The Holland and
Carol Ringewald. Linda Steiieng Zetland deacon* conlarenco I* to of North Street ChristianReformed the Afternoon Circle.
Lumpamed by their mother Mrs. Monday evemne with vtr« Merrill
tog iU at heme tor g weak.
Holland firemen answered a
U.
.H p^td. ,
Sandra Stewart, Kathleen Vereek
Ml». Esther Bartels sang ti
tie held at Holland Height* Chris Church used for his morning topic
false
Saturday to a Holly Wolter*. Lynn Mane Vee
al i * orga* Airing the evening Several new books for the Orat*
Hu In\ured in Crash
select ions at the evening aervic
iian Hef Armed Church An Feb. || "The Forgivenessof Sms
\ ladies douW duet composed of Church library arrived and were house at the corner of loth St and Laurel Dee Veele
^evtaing topic
''Victorious
Kenntth Miller. 83.
West Sunday for the special music.
at 7 4$ pm.
Meedonwo feter Van Ktmpea. eumined and tocussed by the and Pint Avt. foremen said a vail
>*h 81., was reieuMNl
mmn) irom
irwr Hoi
(»eor*e Lawrence.AJ Mreoga and member*
Tho Rov W Hekman of Beaver- land Hospital after treatment lor Marriage Licenses
*a* received Irom a person who *RetiirvfttatKiAof eul-wer tiiiu«
are U.nt taiu-ab*In
land in the American
John VandM Brand accumpamed
v study and thaeusiuMiwas held ideal it wti himueU as a neighiw
Urerauom oi the left ki.ee
Vw York Ot>. WaMui***. D C
t»? Mrs founder, He\ and Mrs
: i% nn* bring amxnpiitiWHit
in preparstioafor the second open slating that flames wore "glMrt*
right baud suffered when the car
Troy LemmeM, as.
hrhrofwrr
To
provide
an
1 narlei Vender Beek wiQ he in
a v
much * mailer pup.
mooting of the Guil on Feb 88 mg through the wind** s '* A check
he w« dmiag left the road and arbara Alloa. IT. rout* l uup.
distributionof ared. die vu|*i
charge <4 dev«aai> A tteo-wdi to w-ftKt ;nter«atodpee inns tm
ui *mm. hna
‘ ever on MU St near Hud
with the occupMI* oi the house re- | titoe over an 41 v*a (wore if
oUtnni will * taken
mvittd Topu will be The Church I ported to t* oa tire reveaiml noth
wn.wU tune
n*M angii*
A sotml hour *U1
and toil
mg wiOMg.
1 Uw ttr*.
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Edward annual Chamber of Commerce
Strunk. Mrs. Wayne Wolters, Mrs. membership meeting March 10 at
Leon Hulsman, Mrs. Gilbert Lug- 6:30 p.m. in Civic Center, accordten and Mrs. Lawrence Bakker. ing to Ab Martin, chairman of
Money received through other the event.
sources for the Heath Township Dr. Lee who recently affiliated
Drive has not yet been tabulated. with the public relations depart-
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Hope Loses Game
To Central State
Dutch

Drop

\

82-81 Tilt

14 and Jim Vander Hill, eight.
Ritsema now has 340 points in
15 games for a 22.10 average
while Vander Hill, who was forced
to the bench in both halves for
about a total of eight minutes because of fouls, now has 405 points
this season for a 27 point average.
Vander Hill, who had three fouls
early in the first half, made 10
of 31 shots, six of 18 in the second half. Ritsefna hit on 14 of 27,
eight of 14 in the first half including five of his first six on jump
shots from the corner.
Jim Vander Hill had five for 10,
includingfour of six in the second
half and Vander Bilt had four for
six. Russell led the winners with
18 points.
Hope made 35 of 90 shots for
38 per cent with halves of 16 for
46 and 19-48. They hit 11 of 15
free shots. The winners made 37
of 87 for 42 per cent with halves
of 15-42 and 22 of 45. They made
eight of 18 free shots.

Zeeland

Oilers Split

Paul Phillips will be guest
speaker at the Tuesday, Feb. 9
meeting of the Zeeland Literary
Club at City Hall. Mr. Phillips, of
Grand Rapids, is a former member of the Board of Directors of

In Tournament

the Council of Social Agencies; a
member of the InterracialCommittee of the Council; National
Conference of Social Work; Grand

NORTH LIBERTY,

Ind. (Spe-

’

cial)— Cook’s Texaco Oilers of Zee-

Hospital Notes

CE

Rally

Held

At

Maplewood

won the consolation championship in a five-team basketball tournament here Saturday.
The Oilers lost to Marion Kay
Products of Brownstown,Ind., 82Four Junior ChristianEndeavor
76 in the opener and . then deSocietiesfrom the Holland area
feated Robert’s Gulf of Valparaiso,
will share the attendance banner
94-78r-4nthe consolation-game.
In the opener, the Oilers had a for having 100 percent attendance
tight game with the Marion Kay at the Junior C.E. rally Sunday
quintet with the lead changing afternoon in Maplewood Reformed
hands frequently. With six minutes
Church.
remaining, Marion Kay built up a
Close to 500 children,sponsors
nine-point lead, mostly on baskets
by Ray Scott and moved to the and visitors gathered in the church
auditorium for the rally as part
six point win.
Scott formerly played at Butler of the observance of Christian EnUniversity and made 21 points deavor Week.
Socieites having 100 percent atSaturday. He was topped by Lee
Merriweather, former Purdue Uni- tendance were Maplewood, Ebenezer, Sixth and Christ Memorial.
versity star with 24.
The Oilers led 23-17 at the end of Each will have the banner for a
the first quarter but the winners three month period.
Serving as mastei of ceremonies
took a 36-35 halftime lead. The
winners were also ahead, 54-52 at was Dick Schaap of the host
the end of the third quarter.
church. Alvin Kapenga, First ReBill Fox paced the Oilers with formed Church choir director, led
27 while Don Koopman followed the group in singing choruses. At
with 14. Tiger Teusink had seven the organ was Miss PhyllisBaker
while Don Vroon, Joe Lee, Ron and at the piano Mrs. Kapenga.
Nykamp and Jim Kok each had
The devotions given by the Censix. Dave Vander Hill added four. tral Park group included an obIn the consolationgame played ject lesson on “How to Get Rid of
Saturday night, the Oilers ran Sin,” presented by Lynn Matchininto a hot-shooting club and trailed sky, Mary Nickel, Nancy Looman,
until late in the third quarter.
Sharon Looman and Jack Teusink
But many fast breaks resulted which was followed with prayer by
in easy layups against the tired Esther Teusink.
Gulfers with Koopman and Fox
Special music was given by
getting most of the points Koop- Sandra Bakker of Calvary Church
man led with 21 and Bill Fox who sang a solo and Mark Volkers
followed with 20.
of Fourth Reformed Church who
Vander Hill, who made 10 points played a saxophonesolo.
and Koopman, were strong on the
Highlightof the afternoon was a
boards. Nykamp added 13 points chalk talk given by Mrs. Joe
while Jim Kok had 12. Vroon and Dalman and Mr. Dalman at the
Teusink made six: Lee, three and organ and also providingthe vocal
Dave Kempker, two. Bob Truck solos.
and Bill Hendricks each had 22 for
James Kroll of ChristianMemothe losers.
rial Church gave the attendance
The Oilers trailed28-26 at the announcement and presented the
end of the first quarter and 44- banner to Dick Schaap of Maple41 at half. They took a 64-62 wood church.
third quarter lead. Paul Benes of
A group of childrenof the host
the Oilers didn't make the trip.
church served as deacons. The

land

Rapids Chapter, Michigan Committee on Civil Rights; Citizen's
Advisory Council, Juvenile Home;
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Kenneth Lambers, Grand Rapids Council on World

Affairs, and a member of the
757 Ottawa; Jack Payne, 30 East
board, Departmentof Public Rec17th St.; Mrs. John McKenney, 164
Highland Ave.; Larry Nichols, reation. In 1951 he was elected as
Hope College’s basketballteam
a member of the Grand Rapids
route 1, Fennville;Ricky Bosman,
saw a 15-point lead vanish in the
route 1, Zeeland; Mrs. Gerald Charter Commission in a cityfinal ten minutes here Saturday
wide nonpartisan election,serving
Prince, 123 Vander Veen; Harry
with that body for a period of
night and lost a one-point,82-81
Craft, 205 Pine Ave.; Ade Van
18 months.
decision to Central State College
Langen, 75 West 13th St.; Harold
Music for the afternoon will be
Driscoll, 1734 West 32nd St.; Sally
before 2,500-plus surprised fans in
provided by Mrs. George LumsElzinga, 603 West 23rd St.; Mrs.
the Civic Center.
Robert Reber, 955 Holland Rd.; den, soprano soloist. Hostesses
It was Hope’s fourth loss against
Mrs, Edna Hindert, 135 West 19th will be Mrs. H. Karsten and Mrs.
W. Karsten. Coffee will be served
11 victoriesthis season and its
St.; FrederickKnoll, 1350 West
second to the Wilberforce, Ohio
32nd St.; John Dziedzik,276 West at the meeting.
Zeeland March of Dimes chairAll-Negroschool. Central State,
29th St.
which has a 9-4 record, stopped
DischargedFriday were Mrs. man Hannes Meyers reported that
Hope, 79-71 in December.
John Harthorn, 236, West 18th St.; The Mothers March in Zeeland and
Central State was trailing by ten
Henry M. Grit, 728 Apple Ave.; Zeeland Township last Thursday
points, 80-70 with 3:40 left. But
Edward Cammenga, 1512 Lake- night brought in a total of $2,214.27
then puttingon a full-court press,
wood Blvd.: Mrs. Glenn J. Brower toward the local drive goal of
$5,000. This is nearly half of the
they completelybroke the Hope
and baby, route 2, Hamilton; Carol
offense and scored six baskets to
Lynn Aardsma, 165 East 12th St.; amount sought in the city and
Hope’s one free shot in the time
Pamela Sue Johnson, 206 West township combined. In the mothers
Hope (81)
march, Zeeland chairman, Mrs.
remaining.
DEADLY WEAPONS
Allegan Police Chief Howard Falk
FG FT PF TP Ninth St.; Mrs. Ronald Nienhuis Jerald De Vries reported $280.25
The Marauders lived up to their
examines
an
array
of
homemade
weapons which teenagers
and baby, 358 East 30th St.;
w. Vander Hill, f
10
0 4 20
from the canvass in New Gronnickname as they raided the Hope
George
Speet,
5924
Washington
surrendered
to
him
during
the
weekend.
A group of Allegan
Vander Bilt, f
4
3
1
11
ingen, and $1,330 in the City of
backcourt and intercepted a few
Rd.;
Nancy
Wheeler,
231
Washhigh
school
youths
planned
a
fight
with
boys from rival
Ritsema. c
14
5
33
1
passes and riddled the Hope deington Blvd.; Mrs. Theodore Zeeland. Township chairman,Mrs.
J. Vander Hill, g
5
Otsego
high
school
Friday
but
called
it
off
when
authorities
2
2
12
fense with some clever under the
Renkema and baby, 511 Jacob John H. Brouwer, reported $604.02
Reid,
.......
2
0
5
4
learned
of
the
"rumble"
and
appealed
to
the
bays
to
let police
in
the
Zeeland
Township
Mothers
basket work in the closing minutes.
Ave.; Mrs. Wesley Benaway,
Siedentop,g ......
1
1
1
March. Mrs. De Vries said that
solve the dispute. The weapons included two "zip" guns which
Reserves Bob Hutson and Adol10471 Paw Paw Dr.
Oosterbaan, f ....
0
0
2
0
phus Ward each made two baskets
fire .22 caliber bullets, a sawed off shotgun mounted on a
Admitted Saturday were Paul the collectionsin Zeeland and
Boy ink,
.....
0
0
0
0
New Groningen amounted to about
in the drive with Walt Stovall addRaggl, route I, West Olive; Stanley
pistol grip, billy clubs, metal pipes, filed down hay hooks and
Hesselink, f ...... 0
0
0 0
ing one basket and Jerry CumWinn, 2 West 19th St.; Ellen Van $250 more than was contributedin
a bicycle
(Joe Armstrong photo)
last year's polio drive. The collecmings the final two-pointerwith 54
Deusen,
77
East
34th St.; Mrs.
Totals
35 11 16 81
seconds remaining.
Martha Raffenaud, 225 West 16th tion in Zeeland Township also exceeded that of last year, Mrs.
Central State (82)
Ray R i t s e m a, who made 33
St.; Debra Barrow, 107 West 14th
FG FT PF TP St.: Diane Kay Zuidema, route 3; Brouwer said.
points in his best effort of the
Meyers also said that the Kiwan4
season, sank the lone free shot Wagner, f ........
Larry Zuidema, route 3, Michael
is
Club has reported an additional
Riggins,
f
.........
2
with 2:51 left. Warren Vander
A. De Geus. 118 West 18th St.;
1 13 Richard Herbert, 510 Maple St., $81 besides the solicitation among
Hill, who had 20 points, made the Blaine, c ..........
business and industry last week.
0 18 Saugatuck.
final two Hope baskets on jump Russell,g .........
Harris, g .........
2
shots with 4:31 and 3:40 left.
DischargedSaturday were Adding this to the Mothers March
total, the $388.33 taken in by the
Farley,
c
.........
4
This Hope duo figured in an
Timothy and Mary Jane Langen1 0 13 berg, 637 Concord Dr.; Joann Rotary polio plank and the $36.91 ALLEGAN (Special) Allegan
out-of-boundsplay with 24 seconds May, g ............
collectedby the Z-Club, makes a high school students have volunto go that didn't count. Vander Cummings, g .....
Valentine, 312^ East 11th St.; John
2 12 J. Dziedzik, 276 West 29th St.; total of $3,132.01reported so far tarily turned over to Allegan
Hill threw the ball into Ritsema Stovall, f ..........
in the local drive.
6
who made a layup but the play Hutson, f .........
Mrs. Charles Schultz, 103 GrandPlans are completed for the an- Police Chief Howard Falk a cache
was nullified by a timer's buzzer Ward, f ...........
view; Ronald Allbee. 77Vi West
nual
Lincoln Day Dinner sponsored of 19 home-made weapons after
signallinga Central State substiNinth St.; Mrs. Fredrick Koenig
The Marion Kay team won the offering for the afternoon amountTotals ... 37 8 12 82 and baby. 967 College Ave.; Mrs. by the Executive Committee of Falk urged them to “let the
tute.
tournament and defeated the In- ed to $53.97.The Rev. Harland
Officials.Don Mason and Bob John J. Dwyer, Jr., and baby, 24 the Republican Party, to be held police handle’’ a rumored “rumThe crowd was standing and the
diana Mainers. 81-72 in the finals. Steele, pastor uf Trinity Reformed
Thursday at Van Raalte’s in Zeetimer couldn't see over them as Haines, both of East Lansing.
West 27th St.; Mrs. Ralph Lowry
The Oilers now have a 10-5 sea- Church, gave the closing prayer.
ble" between rival gangs from
land.
to when the ball was put into
son's record. They will play Grand
and baby, 591 Central Ave.; Anita
Otsego
and
Allegan.
Arrangementsfor the rally were
About
20
persons,
equally
divided
RepresentativeRobert T. Griffin,
play and he sounded the buzzer
Rapids Sullivans for the fourth made by the Junior C.E. Union
Joyce Terry, 258 168th Ave.; Mrs.
Falk
said
Saturday
that
the between private nursery operators
co-author
of the new labor reform
just as the play went into motion.
time Saturday, Feb. 13 in Grand board of which Mrs. Richard Staat
John De Witt, 549 West 22nd St.;
bill, will be the speaker. This will weapons included home-made “zipand state conservation agencies, Rapids Burton Gym and then on
The play was ruled dead and the
Mrs. Nelcy A. Pedersen, 2717 132nd
is president.
be one of his seven scheduled guns” designed to shoot .22 short
basket didn’t count. Previously
Ave.; Robert Schwander. route 3:
gathered in City Hall Saturday Wednesday, Feb. 17 will play in
appearances in Michiganfor simthe ball had gone on the stage
Eugene Barnhart,121 East 13th
rifle bullets, hay hooks with their afternoon for a hearing to investi- Lansing against the Lansing Sheeilar Lincoln Day dinners. Dr. Wiland time was out while the ofhans as part of a doubleheader.
St.; Carol Jeanne Smit, route 2,
liam Creason, ex-mayor of Grand points ground down to needle gate claims that state tree farms
ficial retrieved it. The timer, Bob
Sullivansand the Northern Indiana
Hamilton: Frederick Knoll,
Haven, will be toastmaster for the sharpness,a bicycle chain, a are competi.ig with private nurSmith, thought that time was still
All-Stars will play the other game. Dies at
1350 West 32nd St.: Kathy Lynn
of
evening. The invocation will be leather black-jackfilled with steel series.
out when he hit the buzzer.
The next home game for the
Several persons appeared in Zwagerman, 149 Highland Ave.; given by the Rev. Edward Tanis
ball-bearings,
several
billie
clubs
With 12 seconds to go. Central
Oilers will be Feb. 20 against GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Debra Barrow, 107 West 14th St.;
Municipal Court the last few days
of Faith Reformed Church, Zee- turned on lathes, a pair of clubs The hearing was set up by a
State missed a free shot and Jim
Michael De Geus, 118 West 18th
Senate
interim study committee Fort Wayne, Ind., in the Zeeland William E. Melcher Jr., 46, of
land. Entertainment will be pro- made from halves of an autoVander Hill caught the rebound on varying charges.
St.; Larry and Deine Zuidema,
14575 Mercury Dr. died Friday
consistingof Sen. Harry Litowich High gym.
vided by the B Naturals, a wom- mobile axle, a variety of homeAppearingwere Henry D. Rick- route 3.
and called time out. Hope set up
afternoon of a heart attack shortof Benton Harb r, Clyde Geerlings
en’s barbershop quartette, who made saps and black-jacks, and
its play with Warren Vander Hill ers. Grand Rapids, disorderlyconAdmitted Sunday were Mrs.
ly after leaving the office of a
of Holland and PKi Rahoi of Iron John Fik Is Honored
sang at the recent opening session a sawed-off, 12-gaiigeshotgun
duct.
$14.70;
Rose
Marie
Tubbergfiring with two seconds left but
Donald Endean, 52 Birchwood;
Grand Rapids physician.
River. Also oresent at Saturday’s
On 70th Birthday
mounted on a hand-carved pistol
the ball bounced off the hoop. en of 619 Steketee,speeding, $15 Gilbert Marroquin,708 Goldenrod of the MichiganLegislature.
Mr. Melcher was a member of
hearing were Zen. Edward HutchJohn
B.
Martin, National Com- grip stock.
suspended
after
traffic
school;
IsaJohn Fik who celebratedhis 70th the St. John's Lutheran Church,
The first half was close with
Ave.; Rex J. Bird, 1148 Adams
inson of Fennvilleanu Rep. Riemer
Falk credited state police cobirthday anniversary Saturday was active in the church’s Cub Scout
Hope taking 20-15 lead at the bel Bultema, of 579 Crescent,speed- St.; Mrs. Lawrence Ladewig, 131 mitteeman from Michigan,State
Senator Clyde Geerlings and State operation for frustratingthe gang- Van Til of Holland.
ing,
$12
suspended
after
traffic
guest of honor at a birthday party pack, and previously a board of
ten-minute mark. Central’s Jim
East 29th St.; Mrs. Fanny Nykerk,
Problems
in
the
so-called
comwhich, according to
given in the evening at the home trustees member and member of
May, who later sprained his ankle, school; John Langejans, of 199 461 West Lakewood; Jacqueline RepresentativeRiemer Van Til are
petition have been developing over
also expectedto attend.
rumors in Otsego and Allegan..
of Mr. and Mrs. James Stoel, 198 the board of educationof the
hit a basket just before the half East 37th St., speeding, $10 sus- Barnes, route 3. Fennville.
Several members of the Zeeland was scheduled to be held at Eko a number of years. Local nurseryto narrow the count to 37-35 at pended after traffic school.
DischargedSunday were Paul
church.
men have been more concerned Aniline Ave.
Elmer Talsma, of 1214 136th Raggl, route 1, West Olive; Henry Kiwanis Club are planning to at- point, in the Allegan State Forest, than others since 50 per cent of
The honored guest received 23 Surviving are his wife, Emma;
intermission.
tend an inter-club meeting with followingFriday night's basketball
silver dollars, arranged in the num two daughters. Mrs. Martin GoldHope had a fine offensivespurt Ave., assured clear distance,$12; Czypranski, route 3. Fennville;
the Holland Kiwanis tonight to game between the two schools in commercialseedlingsin the state ber 70, to represent the anniverearly in the second half and scored Robert Lee De Ridder, of 1301 Sena Havinga, 655 Washington;
berg of Sewerd, Neb., Miss Doroare
raised
in
Ottawa
and
Allegan
help the Holland club celebrate Allegan.
sary. Miss Janet Fik, sister of the thy Melcher at home; one son,
14 points to Central'ssix. Leading Waukazoo Dr., driving without Mrs. James Kenemer and baby,
counties.
its 21st anniversary.
State troopers checked out the
45-41 with three minutes gone, lights, $2; Catherine Robeson, of 2100 Williams St.; Bonita E. StasLocal nureerymen interpretthe guest of honor, arranged the gift. Ernest, at home; one grandchild;
Dr. Paul Davies joined the local rumors and found there was
Games were played and refresh- five sisters,Mrs. Henry Stille,
Jim Vander Hill hit a basket, Bob 205 East 35th, speedingand no sen, 254 East 18th St.; Ade Van
law
to read that no soil conservaKiwanis at this week’s meeting. enough fact to warrant concern,
ments
served.
Reid picked up two quick buckets operator’slicense,$30; Merry; Langen, 75 West 13th St.: Mrs.
Mrs. Russel Burghorn, Mrs. Stuart
George Van Horne attended the and action. Together with Falk, tion districtmay sell seedlings Attendingwere Mr. and Mrs.
and Warren Vander Hill threw in Lane Cobb, of 10836 Paw Paw Dr., Roger Brumseli and baby, 352
Vander Wall, all of Grand Haven,
outside
their
districts.
meeting as a guest of J. Ray state police searched cars and
a jump shot to make the score imprudent speed-racing,$15.
Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Erville Hoeve
The interimstudy committee has John Fik, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fik, Mrs. Joseph Helmer of Chicago
Jones.
lockers at Allegan high school.
Jon Fletcher Shashaguay, of 299 and baby. 54 West 35th St.; Mrs.
the Misses Janet and Bertha Fik, and Mrs. Jack Buckner of Grand
51-41 before the Maraudersscored.
Superintendent of Falk believes the youths had ad- no official status since it does not
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Vries, Mr. Haven Township, and two broThe Dutch then added six more West 11th St., imprudentspeed - Donald Miller,139 West 19th St.;
Schools, J. F. Schipper, will be vance knowledge of the search, carry over into the new legislative
points, four by Ritsema and two racing. $15; Terrence Earl Nien- Richard Herbert, 510 Maple St.,
and Mrs. James Nienhuis,Mr. and thers, George of Grand Haven
term.
However,
the
committee
is
guest speaker at Tuesday’s meet- however, since they found no
by Bill Vander Bill to make the huis, of 66 East 34th St., speeding. Saugatuck.
studying information brought out Mrs. Jerry Lookerse. Mr. and and Charles in the Army stationed
ing of the Kiwanis Club.
weapons.
score 57 - 43 before Central hit $10; Kenneth Dale Scholten of 823
Hospital births list a son, Scott
at the hearing for possibleuse in Mrs. Roger D. Kragt, Mr. and Mrs. in Korea.
The North Zeeland Home ExtenIn a direct appeal to several
again. Baskets by Ritsema and Bertsch Dr., stop sign, $5; John Alan, born Friday to Mr. and
Ron Morley. Mr. and Mrs. Ted Fik
sion Group met Thursday evening, Allegan youths, believed to be in- the future.
Warren Vander Hill made it 61- A. Mokma, of 249 East Ninth St., Mrs. Alvin Folkert, route 3: a
and son, Miss Karen Nienhuis, Charles Wadsworth
Soil
conservation
districts
in
Alat the home of Mrs. Peter Pyle. volved in the impending battle,
Peter Vander Wal, Ron Nienhuis.
45, the biggest spread of the game red light, $5; Gunnar Ole John- daughter, Debbra Lynn, born FriMembers presentwere: Mrs. Peter Falk urged them to let the police legan, Ottawa, Barry and Manistee
with 12 minutes to play. The ten- son, Jr., route 4, red light, $7; day to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Arnett,
Miss Mary Lou Elferdinkand Mr. Succumbs at Age 80
were
represented
at
the
hearing.
Pyle. Mrs. Albert H. Pyle. Mrs. handle any trouble that might deJames Dale Wilson, of 216 West Saugatuck; a son, Daniel George,
minute score was 63-48.
Chairman Litowich. a former and Mrs. Stoel and family.
ClarenceNagelkirk,Mrs. Jacob velope.
FENNVILLE Special )-Charles
Hope was still 14 points up, 69- 14th St., imprudent speed, $25; born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Unable to attend were Mr. and
nurseryman,
is chairman of the
Lamer, Mrs. Tom K. Vanden Falk said the local youths did
Wadsworth. 80. of Fennvilledied at
55 with eight minutes to go but Karl Slayer, of 1968 West 32nd George Kroeze, 125 East 22nd St.
Mrs. Andrew Vander Wal of East
Senate AgriculturalCommittee.
Bosch, Mrs. Bert Kraai and Mrs.
Douglas Hospital Saturday mornSaugatuck.
Central State, led by clever Turner St., expired operator’s license $3.
A daughter, Judith Lynn, born Russell Everts. Furniture Arrange- not respond immediately to his
ing
urging
and
for
a
time,
city,
state
Betsy Ruth Knoll of 20 East Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Russell,then scored nine straight
ment for Family Living was the and county police worked on a
He is survived by his wife,
points to cut the margin to five 30th St., improper backing, $12: Boeve, 244 West 17th St.; a son,
Two Cars Collide
subject of the lesson. The next plan for massing all available ofAura; one sister. Mrs. Edith Betzpoints.69-64 and this gave the Howard John Pippel, of 195 East Timothy Scott, born Saturday to
GRAND HhVEN (Special) - er of Madison Wis., and several
meeting will be held Feb. 25 at ficers in the area Friday night.
Marauders new life and on they 29th St., stop sign, $5: Sherwin Mr. and Mrs. Robert Zeh, 223
Cars driven by Carl Frederick nieces and nephews.
the home of Mrs. Tom K. Vanden Then, late Friday afternoon, one
Vliem of 369 W West 19th St., red Scotts Dr.; a son, Mark born Sat*
Erickson, 20. and Wiley Nicholas
Bosch.
of the local youths contacted Falk
The Dutchmen picked off 45 re- light, $7; Stuart Westing, route 5, urday to Mr. and Mrs. James
Bryant, 38. both of Grand Haven.
Members of HospitalGuild 12 and showed him where he had
bounds in the game and Ritsema expired operator’slicense, $3; Vande Vusse, Jr., route 1.
LAWRENCE (Special) — Tony
. were involved in a crash at 10:40
will meet tonight at the home
led with 17 while Vander Bilt had Rosemary Lynn Dekker, route 2,
A daughter, Catherine Grace, of Mrs. Vern Van Kley to work concealed several of the weapons Hinson, the Al-Van League's lead- p m. Saturday on Beacon Blvd. at
in the garage at his home. The
speeding, $10.
born Sunday to Dr. and Mrs.
on their project for the May weapons were confiscated and, ing scorer hit 31 points but Sau- 1 Jackson St. Bryant, who failed to
John Paul Wolterink,of 723 East Donald Endean. 52 Birchwood
SiLTi'1 -r
League Coffee.Plans will be com- around supper-time, more mem- gatuck lost to Lawrence, 76-61 stop as Ericksonwas attempting
Lincoln, Zeeland, red flasher, $2: Ave.; a son, ChristopherRobin,
a turn, was given two tickets by
pleted for the coming Valentine's
bers
of
the
gang
appeared
at
Allan Valkema, of 1341 West 32nd born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
here Friday night for its ninth city police, one for failure to
Dessert Coffee at Bosch’s RestauFalk’s home and turned over the
St., overtime parking, $2; Leonard Arnold Pitcher, 2003 West 32nd
loss in 10 league starts.
yield right of way and the other
rant on Feb. 12 at 1:45. Hostesses
balance of their armament
Duane McGuire, of 112 W*st 10th St.; a daughter, Laureen Elizabeth
for the evening will be Mrs. Jason
Hinson now has 177 points in 10 for failure to identify himself after
Chief Falk reported he was
St., careless driving,$12; Vernon born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Gus
a property damage accident. No
Schrotenboer and Mrs. Van Kley.
satisfied thit the boys actually league games for a 17.7 average.
Cubs and Scouts in the Chippewa Leeuw, of 376 North Franklin, Feenstra, 242 West 17th St.; a son,
one was injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward De Pree. had been arming themselves over
•v . . .*«
The Indians have four league
District will have window displays Z’eland,failure to report acci- Craig Alan, born Sunday to Mr. East Central Ave. entertained
a
long
period
of
time
out
of
fear
games
remaining.
aent, $5.
and Mrs. Russell Borgman, 677 with an “Open House” in honor
in several stores throughoutthe disof the Otsegoans. He said he felt •Lawrence jumped off to a 10-0
Whitman Ave.
trict during Boy Scout Week, Feb.[
of her father, Alex Benoist, who
that their willingnessto turn over leai' and led at the end of the
8-13.
Mrs. Fred Graham, 87,
celebrated his 94th birthday. The
the weapons
__r ___
to
__ officers
_____________
after be- first quarter. 16-7. The halftime
Packs with window displays and
tea table was beautifully decorated
Succumbs in Hospital
ing assured of police protectionscore favored the winners, who
the locations include. 3001 - Van
with pink carnations,blue iris and
“seemed to oe pretty good mdi- gave Saugatuckplenty of trouble
GRAND HAVEN Special )-Mrs.
Raalte and 3003-Lincolnat Montpink candles. The Misses Evelyn
at home and
cation of
j with a
press. 36-24
Fred
Graham,
87,
of
Robinson
gomery Ward; 3006-Washington at
and Charlotte De Pree poured.
NEW YoQK CtTlES
Local police who examined the | The third period score was 57De Nooyer Chevrolet 3020-Zeeland; Township died Saturday morning
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Van Koeverweapons
Saturday
said
the
home44
Lawrence
again
used
the
press
WOULD BE HEEDED TO
at Wiersma Furniture in Zeeland. in Holland Hospital.
ing of Dexter spent a few days
Holland firemen answered two
made fire-arms probably would be effectivelyin the last quarter to
She lived in the area all her
HOUSE STATE FARM
3028— Saugatuckat Rexall Drug
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
more dangerousto the user than move to the 15-point win.
Store in Saugatuck; 3033-Hamliton life and was a member of the alarms Sunday afternoonin the Edward De Pree.
POLICYHOLDERS’
FAMUlES \
Freshman Rod Cornwell scored
anyone else. The zip-guns probably
at Five and Ten cent store in Ottawa Reformed Church and the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Pree
Th#f*
over
It
mMon
pooplo
whoso lamtfy
22
points
for
the
winneri.
Saugawould have exploded the first time
Hamilton; 3052— Northside Grocery Order of the Eastern Star. Her
At 12:55 p.m. firemen were of South Centennial St. left last they were fired.
<v» or# protected by State Ferm'a“Hometuck
will host Bloomingdale next
in Beechwoodand 3055— Longfellow husband served on the board of
town Servlet wherever you drive." Yel
called to the home of Forrest Monday for San Francisco. Calif.,
Parent* of the youths involved Friday night. Bloomingdalehas
supervisors for 14 years.
the heed oi the tenety pay* lew rite* lor
at Taylor's in Holland.
to visit their children. Dr. and
expressed dismay when shown the lost 44 straightgames. Saugatuck
thl* valuable proSurviving are two sisters, Mrs. Blackburn on 48th St. just east Mrs. Kenneth Me Cormick.
3056— Montelk at Vander Maat's
YOUR
HOSTSi
is
4-11
overall.
tection. becauee
cache of weapons. They told police
Anna
Weir
of
Grand
Rapids
and
of
the
US-31
bypass
after
a
can
at Washington Square; 3148— HudMr. and Mrs. Chris Verplank
Stele Farm atm* te
The Saugatuckreserves staved
they thought the boys had been
PAUL AND IONA VAN RAALTI
sonvUla at Frozen Locker store on Mrs. Myrtle Bloemers of Holland: of paint thinner in Blackburn's car returned last Saturday after vacamture only careful
working
on
old
cars
in
a
shop off a late Lawrence rush to win
driver*.Con you
burntd F.r.n.en tioning on Treasure Island and
M-21 in Hudson villa and 3008 - St. liw gr»Ddohil<ir.nand 17 l*.t tI^odtd
ACROSS PROM POSTOf NCI
provided by one of the parents. 58-57. The Indians were leading
eueMyf Four out
Francis de Sales at Raffenaud’s
other interesting places in Florida.
..id th. entire interior .1 the
of Ave con. Atkme
The hardwood billie-clubs,some of by 12 points with about two minZIKIAND
Sport Store
Wayne Tanis of Zeeland has been
SbtMl it
which had been loaded with lead utes to go Dennis Nicol had 18
car was burned, and they estimatTroop Six of the First Reformed Holland Coin Club
named a reporter on the staff of
CLOUD SUNDAYS
for extra weight hat been turned for the winners and Steve Smith
ed damage at 1400
Church has a display in the John
the Central College. Pella Iowa,
Ion Van L«nt«, Aftnt
followed with IS.
Elects New Officers
oo
lathes
in
the
school
shop
The
At
25 p.m firemen were called newspaper. “The Ray". Tanis is
Good buildutg while Troop 21 of
177 Celle**Avo. Pb. IX Mill
following officers were to Wester* Theological Seminary a sophomore *nd a son of the boys had told their instructor they
the Second Reformed Church in
were making lamp stands.
after
someone
apparently
threw
Hcted
at
the
regular
meeting
of
Zeeland has a display a Ver Hage
Rev. and Mrs. 1.
Tams of
the Holland Coin Club for 1980; phosphoruson the steps of the 212 West Central Ave.
Hardware
H. 'Jim* Frans, president; building There was no damage lo Che new staff of Central'snew*, Driver Loses Control
Troop
of BeechwoodReChtsttr L laumtnn, Aftnt
formed Church has a duplay in Lloyd .Nivisoo,vice president; the building, firemen said, but they paper traditionallytakes over
ZEELAND Special* —
car
IIS l JSth s». Pb.
4-12*4
K Rank's1 Dairy Maid and Troop Robert R. Taft, »ecrelary trea- warned would-be pranksters of the pc’.uittuon«f the paper si the driven by Clams* Vander Huiit,
Itt of the Sixth Reformed Church surer; Lester Ceek. Dr Clarence daitgor involved in handling phoa- beginning of the second temeater 37. o! 388 West 20(h St . Holland
loft the road after the driver lost
has a display la ihe Nuw L P L l.oew and Charles O. Murrell,
of tack year.
The highly combustible chemical
board of governors.Frans and
M-31 one quarter mile
Gas.
__ _ _ to must be stored to water, they said.
Troop II el the haugatuck Co*
Ave . and crashed into
llito
box next lo thr
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booses and other temporary facili- an old building around which the improvementsin basement facilities. The old high school building new facility was built 10 years ties; Apple Ave. school nee
abo would house the Board of Ed- ago, will be converted into class- some improvements in heatin
ucation administrativeoffices rooms.
safety and health features.
which now occupy an old house.
Existing school sites need enVan Raalte school needs changes

Washingtonschool needs important revisions in lighting, some
alteration of mechanical and electrical equipment and storageroom.
Lincoln school needs a new gym
and the present aD-purpoee room,

Bond

and heating; Longfel- largement and some new sites
low schdal needs fire escapes, floor should be acquired for future
repair and *otne improvementsin school needs such as junior high
plumbing and heating in the old and elementary schools.
portion;Montello Part school reEstimated costs appear to be a
quires repair of outside Walls and mighty imposing figure, but the bill
in plumbing

II, 1960

Is not so large as it might be.
course lunch was served, feature Safety Council to Meet
Mrs. Adeline Ryder
Selectionof this most economical
ing a large decorated birthday
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - The
plan has trimmed many dollars Feted on 80th Birthday cake.
Ottawa County CitizensSafety
from the bill. And Holland's exThose presentwere Mrs. Blanche Council will hold its annual meetMrs. Adeline Ryder of 835 Paw
cellent reputationfor bond repayLamberts, Mr. and Mrs. Bert ing March S in Grand Havea
Paw
Dr.,
was
guesi
of
honor
at
a
ment should make the sale of
Shoemaker,Mrs. Dan Fillingame, ChristianSchool. Paul Jones, pubbonds easy— at a low interest rate. surprise birthday party Thursday
Mrs. June Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. lic information officer of tha NaThe CitizensCommittee wel- evening when relatives and friendi Henry Woodruff. Mrs. Delia Val- tional Safety Council of Chicago,
comes any questions people may celebratedher 80th birthday anni- kema, Mrs. Miles Folkert, Mrs. will be the weaker. Avery D.
have. They will be answeredin a versary.
George Regnerus and the honored Baker of HoUand is county trafquestioncolumn in the Sentinel.
fic safety director.
Gifts were received and a two guest.

Issue Election

Scheduled Feb. 23
In Holland District
Holland’s proposed high school
follows the nnit plan, a concept
new in Holland but one which has
beamsed in a number of pla
elsewhere.

m

Unit plan means one school, but
several buildingsor wings, each
designed for its specificpurpose.
This plans offers the flexibflityof
adding units and meets a real educational need by separating activities which tend to conflict with ooe
anotherif boused in a single build-

r.-

A:
r;

v»

a:

.

ing.

Moreover, the unit plan is cheaper. Unit schools eliminate much
costly corridorspace. School leaders have visited several such
schools, two of them in Michigan
at Traverse City and Chelsea.
Property owners in the Holland
school district will vote Feb. 23 on
a new high school for Holland as
well as needed improvementsto
other schools. Total bond issue
lists $3,638,000 which includes the
new high school development, renovation of the present Junior high
and Senior high into a Junior high
plant, some needeo improvements
to elementary schools, and refunding $138,000 of debt in the former
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Apple Ave. and Montello Park

^

districts.
Site selectedfor the new school
is a 40-acre plot lying south of
24th St. and west of Van Raalte
Ave. The Board of Education has
been acquiring property in this
area over a period of years for
this purpose.
Voters will face two issues at
the Feb. 23 election, one for
$3,388,000 for the new high school,
renovation of other buildingsand
refundingof debt, and $250,000 for
a swimming pool.
In recent years. Holland floated
two bond issues for primary
schools, ooe in 1949 and the other
in 1953. Both issues are now paid
up and the district is debt free.
The 1953 bond issue which financed
Thomas JeffersonSchool and other
improvements called for a millage
of 4.75 on state equalised valua-
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The millage requirement for the
proposed 1960 bond issue will be
less than 4.25 on state equalized
valuation. Based on 1959 valuations,
the fee will be approximately $6.50
per $1,000 assessed valuation.
Studies for a new high school
for Holland have been going on for
several years. More important than
the brick and mortar or the layout
of classrooms, is the plan for a
good curriculum, one to meet the
complete educationalneeds of the
community for some time to come.
Since his retirement,J.J. Riemersma, longtime principal of the high
school, has given his time, effort
and the benefit of long experience
to coordinatingthis study. This report was given to architectsas a
guide to producing a plan to fit the
curriculum.
For years, Holland High School
has been overcrowded. Built in
1912 for 450 students,the building
for more than a decade has handled
1,000 to 1,200 students.Coordinating classes with the junior high
school, some overloads were relieved when the seventh grade was
relegated to elementaryschools
for two years. Classrooms at Third
Reformed Church, a rented store
building two blocks away, conversion of an old house, and staggered
lunch hours, all helped but never
solved the problem.
Solutionto these problemsearlier were difficultto resolve. While
serving a large suburban and niral
area on tuition fees, there were
several years when students from
outside the city provided well over
50 per cent of the high school enrollment. Annexationhas solved
much of this problem with Apple
Ave. and Moniello Park districts
now annexed to both the city and
the school district, and Lakeview,
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Maplewood and Van Raalte districts annexed to the city.

Plans for the new high school in-

HWmrrn

clude initial construction of some 60

classrooms to accommodate 1,200
studentsin the 10th. 11th and 12th
grades There is provisionfor expansion in units of 300, with the

next expansioncaring for

1,500

M-

and the final expansion 1,800.
Initial construction would include
an auditorium, physical education
areas, shops, library and cafeteria
adequate for enrollments up to
1.800. The long hoped-for swimming
pool for school and community use
is a separate bond issue.
Here is a breakdown of costs anticipated in the $3,638,000 bond
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,

issue:

New high

school.

furnishedand equipped $2,515,000
Present junior-senior
high renovation
240.000
Apple Ave. School
10.000
Lincoln School
130.000
Longfellow School
25.000
Montello P«rk School
30.000
Van Raalte School
25.000
WashingtonSchool
40.000
Site development
235.000
Refund indebtedness.
Apple Ave. and
Montello Park
138.008
3

Swimming Pool
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318.000
250,000
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$3,638,000

Use of the present junior high
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Couple to Hove 50th Anniversary Polio Drive

Contracts

mmmm

Will Be Let

At $11,000

49

In Holland

and Junior High School entered 90

A

separate entries as soloistsand

in Holland area for the annual
March of Dimes, it was reported of the Michigan School Band and

Interstate Expressway

committeeearlier
The local quota

Will Bypass Both
Saugatuck, Douglas
Contracts

in

Zeeland Church

Ratings

Holland Christian High Schools

total of 611,000 has been raised

at a meeting of the

—

First Division

Wed

Six Motorists

ensembles in the district festival

Late in '61

LANSING

Couple

Christian Schools Receive

for

Mr, or.d Mrs. Jacob Hdder
In celebrationof their 50th wed- 7 to 9 p.m. in the church baseunder
study will hook up at the US-31 ding anniversary which they ob- ment.
The couple who were married by
bypass and US-31 business route served on Feb. 10, Mr. and Mrs.
near the south city limits of Hol- Jacob HeWer of 10967 Riley St., the Rev. J. Mannie at East SaugaHolland held an open house Wed- tuck, have three sons, John who
land and head southwest.
lives at home, Henry J. of Holland
It will cross present US-31 nesday.
Relatives,friendsand neighbors and Elmer of Noordeloos,and one
approximately two miles north of
Saugatuck.The expressway will were invited to Noordeloos Chris- daughter, Mrs. Frank Vande Bunte
remain east of US-31 to a point tian Reformed Church for the open of Burnips. They have 12 grandabout one mile south of Douglas house to be held from 2 to 4 and children.

500.000.

The Expresswayroute

Table Settings Featured
At Garden Club Meeting

Seek Driving

Orchestra AssociationSaturday in

last week.
is $25,500 cover-

Ionia.

Of the 90 entries,49 took
38 second division

Privileges

first division,

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Several drivers appeared before
the License Appeal Board of the
Secretary of State's office in Grand
Haven this morning seeking driving privileges.
Jack Arthur Dunn, 24, Ferryshuis, clarinet.
burg, whose license was revoked
Joe Lang and Gordon Cunning Junior high ensembles in first
Jan. 25 for a year because of an
ham, south Ottawa co-chairmen, division; string quartet,Bill Beckunsatisfactorydriving record, had
reported that the campaign in outman, Merrie Holwerda, John Lap- the suspension reduced to six
lying areas was progressing sat r
pinga, Wes Vanden Brink; clari- months.
isfactorily. Goal for the entire net-flute duet, Martha Beelen and
Nelson Schut, 27, route 1, Hudcounty is $64,000.
Mary Timmer; clarinettrio, Judy sonville, whose license was susThe local group discussed ways Gebben, Jane Zwers, Diane Van pended for 30 days because of an
and means to meet the Holland Til: flute-clarinetduet, Ruth Reid- unsatisfactoryrecord, was grantquota, pointing out that the usual sma, Janice Visser; flute trio, Lois
ed a restricted license allowing
contributionsfrom Community Fredericks,Kay Compaan, Eileen driving only to and from work.
Chest or Single Solicitation no Stegink; flute trio, Jean Rypma,
The application of Robert C.
longer was forthcoming. During Marilyn Schierbeek,Ruth Reid- Neuman, 20, Allendale, whose lithe 1959 polio drive, $6,000 came sma; flute trio, Marcia Bos, Myra cense was suspended30 days effrom these sources.These organi- Heerspink,Mary Tinholt; flute fectiveFeb. 10, was denied. The
zations have now been replaced duet, Jean Rypma and Marilyn same decision applied to Walter
by the United Fund.
Schierbeek;flute duet, Janice Charles Shafer, 21, Grand Haven,
Mrs. Loretta De Weerd, Ottawa Dykema and Barbara Bos; saxo- whose license was suspended 30
county chapter chairman, an- phone duet. Lauren Hop and Mari- days effective today. Both bad
nounced a chapter meeting to be elle Blankespoor; cornet duet, unsatisfactoryrecords.held at her home Feb. 9, and that Benny Becksfort and David De
Clarence Frank Timmreck, 34,
the annual meeting of county of- Boer; cornet duet, Judy Hemmeke Grand Haven, who has had four
ficers, chairmen and workers and Dan Kroenemeyer;cornet trio, drunk driving convictions,was alwould be held Feb. 15 at Grace Gary Smith, Jack Brieve and Jack lowed to drive under restrictions
Episcopal Church.
Ritsema;cornet trio, Judy Hem- of the financialresponsibility law.
Polio canisters will remain in meke. Dan Kronemeyer and David There were convictions in Alpena
public places until Feb. 15.
De Boer; trombone duet, Gene in 1949 and 1950 and in Grand

ing the city and Hyland and Park
townships. Of the amount collect
ed, more than $8,000 came from
the Mothers March, conductedby
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
Auxiliary and the Kiwanis Queens,
assisted by hundreds of volunters.

Interstate96 (US-31) from the
Ottawa-Allegan County line south
to the Berrien • Van Buren County
lines are expected to be let late in
1961, according to Highway CommissionerJohn Mackie.
The cost of the 25 miles of
Expressway is estimated at $12,-

where it will again cross US-31.
A new bridge will be erected to
carry the Expressway across the
Kalamazoo River. After crossing
US-31 near Douglas the new highway will continue on the west
side of US-31 to north of Glenn,

Inter-Club

and three third divison.
Junior high soloists in first division were Marcia Bos and Janice
Van Huis, piano; Bill Beckman,
violin; David De Boer, Henry Bierling, Gary Smith. Jack Brieve and
Loren Bakker, cornet; Roger Ny

Table arrangements varying
Mr. ond Mrs. John Dovid Bokale
where it once again crosses exist(de Vries photo)
from a child’s birthday party to
ing US-31.
Marriagevows were exchanged Vogler was groomsman. Ushers
From this point, north of Glenn, "grandma gives a party" highby Miss Myrtle Jean Bosch and were Jim Vogler and Richdrd
the Expressway will be east of the lighted the Holland Garden Club
meeting
Thureday
afternoon
in
Bill Wilson, Ray Miller. Norman
existing trunk line to the BerrienJohn David Bakale in a double Bosch. Bobby Driesenga was ringBratt and Allen Steenwyk: trom- Haven in 1953 and 1957.
bearer.
Grace Church parish hall.
Phelps and Bud Bekken left Friday
Van Buren County line.
Fred William Scheibach, 77. of ring ceremony performed Jan. 23
bone
duet, Gene Bratt and Allen
The organist Linda Hansen acAs
members
entered
the
parish
The route under study contains
for
weekend fishing trip to
Steenwyk; trombone duet, Bill 274 West 10th St., whose applica- in Third Christian Reformed companied Mrs. Harold Slagh,
two interchanges in the Sauga- hall they were greeted by the Houghton Lake.
De Mots and Darryl Lokers; trom- tion was denied Dec. 7 because of Church of Zeeland.
soloist, when she sang "Because”
Party”
tuck area, one two miles north of colorful"Let's Have
The property wh|ch was the site
Palms, ferns and baskets of and "The Lord's Prayer.”
bone duet, Earl Weener and Calvin physical disability, was permitted
Saugatuckand one about a mile table settings. The tables were for of the Baldhead Hotel has recently
Poppema; baritone duet, Ward to drive daytime only and must pompons were includedin the set- For her daughter’swedding Mrs.
neighbor’s been purchased from Harry Jacksouth of Douglas. Both inter- informal buffets,
Walters
and Bob Strabbing; per- appear before the board within a ting for the ceremony performed Bosch chose a black velvet dress.
changes will be at the points where birthday coffee break, a picnic, son by Walter Coburn of Chicago
The mother of the groom was
cussion
trio, Delwyn Langejans, year with a statement from bis by the Rev. J. H. Bruinooge.
Interstate
crosses existing dinner for two, a strawberry fes- and Saugatuck. Improvements
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. dressed in blue. Both had corsages
Wesley
Hulst
and Ricky Coleman; eye doctor.
Albert Veen A wf. to Arthur C.
tival, a golden wedding, seafood have already been started on the
US-31.
Corrie Bosch, 303 West Main St., of red roses.
Exact plans for the new Express- luncheon, bridal breakfast, an place. The dock will be built with Stewart A wf. Pt. EV* SWVi SEV* cornet duet, Tom Wedeven and Ed
Zeeland and the groom’s parents
Seventy guests were entertained
Zylstra.
way will not be unveiled until a Austrian buffet and a Japanese steel piling and machinery is on the 17-5-15 Twp. Holland
are Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Bekale of at a reception held in Van Raalte's
Senior
high
soloists
placing
first
Robert
Vander
Heide
A
wf.
to
public hearing is held later this table. '
job which has been contractedfor
West Olive.
Restaurant. Miss Carol WesterMrs. Glen Stewart of Parchment by the Canonie ConstructionCo. of Chester Prins A wf. Lot 48 Pine division: Esther Timmer and Beth
year, Mackie said.
of
The
bride approachedthe altar back and Jerry Leitske presided
Bouwman,
violins;
Carla
Riedsma,
Hills
Sub.
Twp.
Park
Plans to build several inter- National Council judge, gave a South Haven.
in a floor length gown of Chantilly
changes and grade separationson delightfulinformal talk on "The
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ronner Robert Vander Heide A wf. to flute; Rosemary Kaashoek,clari- Mr. and Mrs. Roger Reynolds lace featuringa front panel of net at the punch bowl while Miss Linda
Bakale was in charge of the guest
net;
Mary
Gommers
and
Ronald
Bill’s
Dozer
Service
Lot
47
Pine
the M-21 bypass around Zeeland Appropriate Thing" in the line of spent a few days at Spring Lake
have returned from a honeymoon and ruffles appiiqued with lace. book. Serving as master and misWolthuis,French horns.
and the US-31 bypass around table settings. She said the trend with friends from Chicago. They Hills Sub. Twp. Park
and are establishedin a home at Other style featureswere the long tress of ceremonies were Mr. and
Holland have been dropped now is to the Oriental style for enjoyed fishing and got a fine Kate Kardux to Harold McKeage High school ensembles placing
first division: violin duet, Esther 3443
A
wf.
Pt.
SWi4
SEV«
16-5-16
Twp.
West 96th St., Evergreen tapering sleeves, scalloped neck- Mrs. Howard Bosch and arrangits
use
of
natural
growth
and
Mackie said.
catch of Bass and Pike.
line and front bodice covered with ing the gifts were Mr. and Mrs.
Timmer
and
Jean
Piersma;
violin
Park
The Highway Commissionersimplicity.If the setting is appro- Don Bryan, Ralph Troutman and
Park, 111.
sequins and seed pearls. The veil Vern Casemier and Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Klomparens A wf. to duet, Beth Bouwman and Nancy
pointed out that the cost of con- priate to the occasion, if it has Bob Jones drove to Jones cabin
The bride, the former Ruth Ilona
was fingertip length. She carried Melvin Greving.
vertingthe existingroad would be beauty of balance in design and near Baldwin Saturdayafternoon John J. Brower A wf. Lot 10 Sher- Bolan : flute-clarinet duet, Carol Grevengoed. daughter of Mr. and
a white orchid on a Bible.
For the honeymoon the new
wood Forest. Twp. Park
Goody ke and Linda Hertel;clarinet
prohibitive because of roadside rhythm and if it is pleasing to the and returned Sunday.
Mrs. Donald Grevengoed of HolMiss Irene Bosch assisted as Mrs. Bakale changed to a chamMyra
R.
Van
Leeuwen
et
al
to
trio,
Beth
Lokers.
Joan
Lieffers
development on the four-lane arranger, it is appropriate. She
land and Mr. Reynolds, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Cole have
maid of honor. She wore a Copen- pagne lace sheath with fur jacket
stressed the term "relax" when moved from the Crane farm in Robert G. Byrne A wf. Lot 15 Blk and Pat Stegink; flute trio, Carla and Mrs. Lewis Reynolds of Dendivided highway.
hagen blue velvet sheath dress with and beige accessories.
10
Assessor’s
Plat
No.
2,
City
of
Reidsma,
Ruth
De
Weerd
and
These two sections will not be- entertaining or when entering Douglas to the former Joseph
ver, Colo., were married Dec. 29
overskirt of blue net. The dress
The bride, a graduateof HolHolland.
Marjorie Plaggemars; flute duet,
come a part of the Interstate flower show competition.
in Western Theological Seminary has long sleeves and a V neckline.
Dempski home on Culver St., Sauland ChristianHigh School,is emRoger
W.
Knoll
A
wf.
to
Irma
Marjorie
Plaggemare
and
Kristin
System or InterstateRoute 96.
Taking each table, Mrs. Stewart gatuck.
Chapel by the Rev. Stanley SchipA. Knapp Pt. SWV4 SEV4 32-5-15 Vogelzang; woodwind trio, Lucille per, of Niewkirk. Iowa, uncle of Sh wore a blue leaf hat and carried played at the Holland Furnace Co.
Long range plans call for the told the Club her criticisms of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Slenk have
De Roo, Rosemary Kaashoek, An- the bride. The double ring cere- a colonial bouquet of blue and office. The groom was graduated
City
of Holland
construction of a new limited each. The praise of the arrange- returned to their home on Spear
white pompons. Dressed identical- from Grand Haven High School
Martin
DeYoung
A
wf. to Donald drew Blystra; saxophone duet,
access expressway from the ments far outweighed the items of St. after a trip to Orlando, Fla.,
mony was performed before an ly was the bridesmaid, Miss Patand is employed at Oldbergs. The
Huisman
A
wf.
Lot
12
Rose
Park
David
TuLs
and
John
Stephenson;
Grandvillearea to the Ottawa- criticism.
altar decorated with Oregon fern,
where they accompaniedMrs.
ricia Koning. Matthew Bakale as- couple will make their home on
Sub.
Twp.
Holland.
cornet
duet,
David
Boyd
and
Jim
Allegan County line over an enA list of the tables included: in- Slenk’s mother on her heturn to
large bouquets of white chrysansisted as best man and , Charles route 2, West Olive.
Bruce W. Hicks A wf. to Harold Rillema; cornet duet, Dick Landtirely new route, although it will formal buffet, Mrs. J. M. Van Als- her home there.
themums and pompons,spiral and
D.
Holtrust A wf. Lot 38 Bouws man and Alvin Machiela;cornet
be close to the existing four-lane burg; seafood luncheon, Mrs.
kissing tree candelabra.
Mrs. George Young has returned
trio. David Boyd, Jim Rillema and
bell Ct.; a daughter, Sherie Lynn,
highways.
Robert Sessions: picnic, Mrs. C. from her winter vacation and is Sub. City of HoDand
The bride, who was escorted by
Harvey Knoper A wf. to Paul Dick Landman; trombone trio,
born today to Mr. and Mrs. John
When built it will be known as C. Candee; chocolate brunch, Mrs. at her home on Water St.
her father, wore a floor length
Van Dort A wf. Pt. Lot 5 Hui- Bruce Staal, Jack Steigenga and
Beukema, 428 West 22nd St.; a
Interstate 96. It probably won't be R. A. DeWitt and Mrs. W. F.
gown of white peau de soie feaMrs. Olga Kobemik has been
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
zenga s Sub. Twp. Holland
Jerry Vande Vusse; baritone trio, turing a portrait neckline of Alenson, Scott David, born Friday to
built for 10 years or longer. Mackie Beebe: French breakfast,Mre. visiting in the home of Mrs. KilLevi E. Van Ommen A wf. to John Dahm, Jim Fredericks and
Thursday were Mrs. Charles Mr and Mrs. Sherwin Terpstra,
said, because a divided four-lane Louis Hohmann and Mrs. John goure while Mr. Kilgoure has been
con lace, sprinkled with pearls
Harold Hulst A wf. Lot 1 Boerman Paul Van Wyk; brass sextet, David
highway now exists between Donnelly: child's birthday party, a patient in Douglas Hospital.
and sequins extending into the Schultz, 103 Grandview;Paul route 2.
Plat, Twp. Zeeland
Boyd,
Jack
Steigenga, Bob LubGrandville and Holland.
Mrs. Lincoln Sennett: bridal
sleeves which were long and Breuker, 122 East 15th St.; Robert
The Community Hospital Auxi- James Haasjes A wf. to Raybers, Randy Jansen, Ron Wolthuis, pointed. The bouffant skirt was enshower breakfast,Mrs. Robert De liary will hold open house at the
Schwander, route 3; Mrs. John De Mrs. Toon Prins Feted
mond Haasjes A wf. Lot 10 Blk Jim Rillema.
hanced with pleated back termin- Witt, 549 West 22nd St.; Lu Ann
Nooyer: strawberry festival, Mrs. new hospital' from 2 to 8 p.m.
At Surprise Party
6 Southwest Add. City of Holland. Junior high soloistsin second
ating in a chapel train. The match- Van Der Wege, 138 West 20th St.;
Edward Herpolsheimer;Viennese Sunday. Feb. 14, and are inviting
Carlton Bodine A wf. to Jerry division: Bill Dahm, Maryann
ing headdress of lace adorned Bonita E. Stassen. 254 East 18th
drawing room, Mrs. W. A. Butler; all residents of the area which
A surprise birthday party SatMeeuwsen A wf. Lot 20 Southeast Dahm, Janice Van Hemert, all
with seed pearls held her finger- St.; Carol Smit, route 2. Hamilton;
neighbor's spring birthday, Mrs. will be served by the hospital.
urday
night honored Mrs. Toon
Heights Add. City of Zeeland
piano; Wesley Vanden Brink, Mary tip veil of French illusion.She carWilliam C. v'andenberg Jr.; golden There is still quite a lot of work to
Mrs. Clyde Tackitt, New Rich- Prins of route 5 who will celeErnest Vander Hubt A wf. to Vander Kooi, Carol Dyk, John
Mrs. Dorothy Filkins, worthy
ried a white Bible with philanopsis, mond; Mrs. Carolyn Moore, 148
wedding anniversary, Mrs. James be done before the building will
Lloyd J. RiemersmaA wf. Lot Lappinga, M. Gunther, Kay Fredmatron of Star of Bethlehem Chapbrate her 80th birthday anniorchids and atephanotis.
B. Walsh: grandma gives a party, be completed.
Central; Timothy and Mary Lanter No. 40, Order of the Eastern
66 Essenburg s Sub. No. 2, Twp. ricks, G. Sikkel, S. Van Maastricht,
Mrs.
Edwin
J.
Fuder
of
Ann
Mrs. Carl Harrington, and JapThe nurses of Allegan County Holland
genberg. 637 Concord Dr.; John versary on Feb. 9. The party was
Star, presided at the business
all violin; Linda Dyk, cello; Roger Arbor, sister of the bride, was
anese table. Mrs. William Schrier. will hold their district meeting at
Essenberg, 125 West Lakewood held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
meeting held Thursdayevening in
Peter R. Baar et al to Marcellus Grevengoed and Benny Becksfort,
matron of honor and Miss Clara Blvd.; Mrs. Jennie French, Fenn- John Prins of route 5.
Mrs. Butler conducted the busi- 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Gristhe chapter rooms of the Masonic
De Jonge A wf. Pt.
cornet; Wesley Hulst, drum; Del- Jean Heusinkveldof L y n d e n,
ness meeting and quoted a well- wold Auditoriumin Allegan. Dr.
The guests enjoyed a chicken
ville.
SW V4NW *r4 20-5-14 A Lot 12 Maple wyn Langejans, tympani; Merrie
Temple.
Wash., and Miss Noel Reynolds, Discharged Thursday were Aus- dinner and later in the evening
known
preacher
when
she
said Bert Vander Kolk of Hopkins and
Memorial serviceswere held
Lane Sub. Twp. Zeeland
Holwerda, cello.
of Boulder. Colo., sister of the tin Cramer. 1905 Lakewood Blvd.; cake and ice cream were served.
and the altar was draped in "Service is the rent we pay for CorrinneOtto of Kalamazoo will Hilbert Flokstra to Gerrit John Junior high ensemblesin second
groom, were bridesmaids. Their Adrian Vander Sluis. 139 West 18th A gift was presented to the guest
the space we occupy here.” She speak.
memory of Mrs. Minnie Evans
Flokstra A wf. Pt. NWV4 10-5-14 division: fluet duet. Marcia Bos
gowns of red crystallettewith St; Mrs. Walter Johnson, route 1, of honor.
announced
the program committee
Mrs.
Marge
Breckenridge.
who
Keyes who was a Past Grand
Twp. Zeeland
and Mary Tinholt; flute duet, Kay matching jackets featured soft
Attending the party were Mr.
Fennville: Mrs. Cyrus Vande LuyMatron of Michigan and a Past appointments of Mrs. Robert De has been in Holland Hospital for
GertrudeVanden Brink et al to Compaan and Lois Fredericks;corwhite drapes extending around the ster, 144 Dartmouth: Mrs. George and Mrs. Tony Dannenberg,Mr.
Nooyer,
chairman:
Mrs.
Carl several weeks, is again at her
Right Worthy Grand Secretary of
Ida Elenbaas et al Lot 36 Roosen- net duet, Roger Grevengoed and
neck to the hemlines in back. Heidema, 219 Calvin Ave : Mrs. and Mrs. John Prins, Mr. and
Cook, Mrs. James Pollock, Mrs, home in Maplewood Hotel and is
the General Grand Chapter.
raad’s Plat No. 1, City of Zeeland Henry Bierling; comet duet, Ken
They had matchingheadpieces and James Clemens,2484 Prairie.
William
Hakken
and
Mrs. 'Jack considerably improved.
Mrs. Dewey Van Dyke, Mr. and
Grand Sentinel Newcombe HockPeter Kalkman A wf. to Edward De Boer and David Buursma;
nose veils. They wore short white
Glupker.
Mrs.
James Prins. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Irene
Brady
is
visiting
in
Hospital
births
list
a
son,
Glen
ing has been appointed to assume
O. Ruddick A wf. Lot 81 Waverly trombone duet, David Vanden
gloves and carried white fur muffs Alan, born Thursday to Mr. and Gerald Rutgers and the guest of
the duties of the Associate Grand Mrs. C. J. Me Lean will chairman the home of her daughter and Heights Sub. Twp. Holland
Berg and Dali Gemmen; drum centered with large red poinsettias.
Mrs. James Kiekintveld,982 Blue- honor.
Patron. Harry Clark Treynor who the nominatingcommittee assist- family, the James Flemings of
Henry Haasevoort to Bernard J. duet, Wesley Hulst and Delwyn
Lewis Todd Reynolds of Ithaca,
ed
by
Mrs.
T.
F.
Coleman,
Mrs.
Zion.
111.
was killed when hrs car collided
DeVries A wf. Pt. ShNW^SWti Langejans.
N. Y., was his brother's best man
Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson 7-5-15 Twp. Holland.
with a truck near Charlotte re- Sidney Johnson and Mrs. W. C.
Senior high soloist in second and ushers were Joe Stevens of
KooLs.
entertainedthe Johnson Fox
cently.
division:Karen Van Huis, piano; Boston. Mass., and Mitchell ReyWorthy Patron Henry Filkins Mrs. D. K. O'Meara gave her family for dinner last Sunday.
Joan Ten Hoor, Jean Piersma. nolds, brother of the groom, of
report
on
the
Christmas
tea
at
the
Mrs. Joseph Unwin is visiting
announced that a proficiencyclass
Sandy Holwerda.violin: Marjorie Berkely. Calif. Roger Grevengoed.
had started and will meet again home of Mr. and Mrs. Josepn her daughter and family in Palos
Plaggemars,Ruth De Weerd and brother of the bride, lit the
Lang. There were 23 arrangementsHeights, 111.
Tuesday,Feb. 9, at his home.
Lucille De Roo, flute; David De candles.
placed
in
the
Lang
home
by
memMrs.
Clem
Jorgensen
is
visiting
Invitationswere read for comWitt, clarinet;Dick Landman,
Dan De Vries was organist and
bers
of
the
Club.
relatives in Phoenix, Ariz.
ing events including the Holland
comet.
Miss Audrey Klaver of Chicago
Mrs.
J.
J.
Brower
reported
on
Mrs.
Sarah
Sheridan,
who
has
Chapter No. 429 Valentine card
Plans to conduct a communityto yourself
Senior high ensemblesin second was soloist.
party on Feb. 9, the Coopersvillethe library project.She said that been a patient In the hospital at wide “My True Security” prodivision:
string
quartet,
Jean
Assisting
at
the
reception
for
Chapter annual luncheon card preliminary plans on the plantings Iron wood has improvedenough to gram were announced today by
Piersma, Beth Bouwman. Nancy 135 guests were Dr. and Mrs.
party and style show Thursday. have been received and approved return to the home of her son
that you
Boyland and Linda Dyk; flute trio. l>eonard Vander Linde of Grand
Kenneth
E.
Scripsma,
chairman
and
the
final
plans
will
be
availJames
and
family.
Feb. 11 at 12:30 p.m.
Kristin Vogelzang. Lucille De Roo Rapids. Miss Barbara Marcusse.
The degrees or the order will be able soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Quade have of the program for the Holland
and Linda Hertel: clarinetduet, Miss Jean Holwerda, Mrs. Stanley
Mrs. J. M. Van Alsburg has been returned from
exemplfied by the Grand Officers
month trip Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Joan
Lieffersand Barbara Hoek- Jacobs, Miss Donna Mulder, Miss
appointedto the Junior Garden through the western states.
of Allegan on March 22.
"My True Security” is a script- sema; clarinet trio. Mary Sharpe, Marguerite Ten Brink and Mrs.
Club
Committee
of
the
State
Board.
Mrs. Bonnie Tregloan was inMr?. Jack Tyler and Mrs. writing and delivery competition
Carol Goodyke and Hildrene Paul Grevengoed.
Guest tickets for the March Joseph Prentice were hostesses to
stalled as organistand Mrs. Goldie
at Stores
Mrs. Reynolds was graduated
Fox as Adah. Installingofficer meeting are in charge of Mrs. Joe the Douglas Past Matrons Club which encourages high school sen- Bankespoor; French horn duet,
Paul Brink and Mary Gommers; from Calvin College and is now
was Mrs. Estelle Schipper and Moran.
Tuesday at a desert luncheon at iors to think, write and speak
baritone duet, Paul Van Wyk and teaching English and Bible at the
give
Mrs. Athalie Clark was installing
the Tyler home.
on the importance of initiative John Dam.
Oak Lawn Christian Junior High
marshall.
Rev.
J.
R.
Mulder
of
Western
and
self-reliance
as
the
basis
for
Missionary from Africa
School in Oak Lawn. 111. Her husMrs. Filkins welcomed Mrs. Kay
Theological Seminary, Holland, real personal security. Entries!
band is an alumnus of Harvard
Talks
to Church Group
Pace, a member of Bethlehem
was the guest minister at Sauga- are judged on the content, originSlagh, 64,
College, class of 1958, and is now
Chapter in Kenmore, N.Y.
Mrs. Edgar Smith of Grand tuck Congregational Church last ality and delivery of a five-minattending Law School at the
Two sewing bees on Dutch cos\
ute script on the subject “My
in
University of Chicago.
tumes and fancy aprons are plan- Rapids highlightedher missionary
Lynn McCray, Jack Beuzkamp True Security
The American^
ned for the coming week. Tues- travelogue entitled "Daybreak in and Robert Jones drove the Sauga- Way.”
John Slagh, 64. who lived with
Surveys by the nation’s
day afternoonat Mrs. Alberta Dark Continents” with slides of tuck School buses Saturday and
All seniors graduating from) his aon-in law and daughter.Mr. Birthday Dinner Given
foremost economists hnve
Simpson’shome and on Wednes- Nigeria Wednesday when she took 175 children to Grand Rapids Holland and Zeeland High Schools
For Mrs. H. Dozeman
day evening with Mrs. Ruth Anys. spoke to the Missionary Group of to the Shrine Circus for the morn- in calendar year i960 are eligible) and Mrs. Roger Brunsell of 352
proved beyond a doubt
A special meeting for initiation of the Guild of Third Reformed ing performance.
Mn. Henry Dozeman of Zeeland
to enter. Following school elimina- Fourth Ave.. died Sunday noon at
that most housewives buy where they get best
new members rs scheduled for Church.
was honored at a dinner Saturtions. a community winner will! Holland hospital.
values. Check it yourself! Compare values at stores
Usinf her knowledge of Africa
Feb. II. A report on the relief
Day evening at Van Raalte'i
be selected to represent the Hol-|
He was born in Holland and
Young
People's Group
and
her
years
as
a
missionary
departmentof the Grand Chapter
Restaurant.The event marked her
and service stations which give S&H Green Sumps
land-Zeelandarea in the state]
waa self employed as a painter 71st birthday anniversary.
a background Mrs. Smith spoke rlOS Guest Meeting
was given by Mrs. Simpson.
finals.
with those at non-sump stores. You’ll find that
Those having birthdays and of the evangelism, education and
The state winner will receive and decorator He served in the Present wert her children in-*
Grace
Church
Young
People's
SAH sump stores offer you: competitive prices,
anniversaries in February were medical projects followed in her
• $100 scholarship and an all-ex U S. Marine Corps during World eluding Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Doze
Fellowship met m the parish tall pense trip to the national awards War I, was a member of the man, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Doaesound values in merchandise, and courteous, attenhonored guests at the head table work
Valentines and miniature heartTea was served by Mr* William Sunday night lor ml evening of program in Washington. D C. ml First Methodist Church and of the man. Mr. and Mrt. Glenn Dozetive service— plus your choice of more than 1,500
•taped cakei decorated the dining Vander Schel and Mrs Henry pizza, games and dancing It was June During this program the na Disabled
Veterans man, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Huisitems
of DistinguishedMerchandise available at
room table arranged by Mrs Pelgnm to the 44 women attendman. Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Kapentional winners will be announced organization
a guest meeting sponsored by St.
SAH
Green
Sump redemptionstores or by mail.
Jeanette Vander Ven and com ing the meeting Guests were
The first -place national winner Surviving are five sons John 0! gn, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Clemittne Refreshments,In keeping Mrs. Fannie Boersma. Mrs. John Teresa s Guild.
will receive • $3,000 scholarship, Pompano Beach Fla . Dr Ed- ments. Mr and Mrs. Henry Geer
with the Valentinemotif, were Breen and Mrs. Smith, all of
Attending were Dick Brownell, while second and third place re- ward of Castro Valley. Calif.. Wil- lings and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney De
served by Mrs. Agnes Sham and Grand Rapids, and Mrs Arthur Dave Knell, Bob Hottman. Brine ceive II .DIM and $7 JO u holai ships liam
,
Bum 1498 ,
of Holland.Marvin of
her committee.
Kuiken. Marlene Knoll. Pam Hater
Unable to he present were Mr
City and Janes of Grand
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PROCEEDINGS

Public Schools Send Four

Busloads to Music Festival
Four busloads of Holland High kamp, Nancy V*r Hulst, Janet
School and E. E. Fell ^Junior Walker; cornet trio, Lee KleinhekHigh School instrmfientSlisti went sel, Carl Van Vuren, Rex Jones;
string quartet. David Tubbergen,
to Ionia Saturdayto appear as
Shirley Schippa, John Ellert and
soloists or in ensembles at the Jean Gray; trombone duet, David
10th district solo and ensemble Casting and Dave Bultema.
festival of the Michigan School
Senior high soloists placing secBand and Orchestra Association. ond division were Joan Haworth,
Placing first division in high Bob Burns, Albert Oosterhof, all

Forty-three applicationsfor
building permits totaling$136,054

were processed by City Building
Inspector Gordon Streur during
January, a review of the records

school solo awards were Leslie violins; Mike Jones, Bruce Van
Clark, violin; Holland Swank, clar- Huis, Albert Oosterhof, cornets;
inet; Tom Steffens and Palmer Sue Prins and Mary Lou Van Til,
Veen, cornet: Brian Dytostra, piano; Mary Lou Van Til, alto sax.
Jeanne Frissel, Jane Wichers,
Junior high soloists placing secKelly Baker and Belle Kleinheksel, ond division were Suzy Bosman,

revealed today.
Included in the figure were six
new bouses. $109,011; one nonreskJentiaJ garage. $1,350: one gas
station alteration. $300; nine
commercial repairs and alterations, $12,000: 26 residentialrepairs and alterations. $13,393.
There also were two permits for
demolition,one house and one

all piano.

Mary Slag, Margo Hakken, violin;
Junior high soloists placing first Sandra Vande Water, flute; Bonnie
division were Dave Tubergen, Jim Van Dyke and Craig Hills, clarThomas and Jeffrey Padnow, all inet; Tom Working, Allen Aardsviolin; Pam White, flute; Marilyn ma, Rex Jones, Carl Van Vuren,
Swank, clarinet; David Billerbeck, cornet; Lance Reidsma, tuba;

store.

Lee Kleinheksel. Jim Diekema, Rick Coleman, tympani; Davis
Danny Mller and Mike Ooster- Costing, Susan Eenigenburg, piano.

During the past week. 17 applications for building permits were
filed, calling for an outlay of
$61,323.

They

baan, cornet; Marilyn Swank and

follow:

Tulip City Builders. 43 West 37th
St., (Timmer's subdivision'house

and garage, brick front, $24,200;
self, contractor.

William Wiswedel. 304 West 31st
St., house and garage. $16,098:
Kane Construction,contractor.
John R. De Jonge. 312 West 13th
St, change location of stairway,
$100; self, contractor.
Alice and Emma buyers. 316
West 21st St., new cupboard doors

RAILROAD SUPPLY LINE' — The men in the
photo are shown working on the spur being
laid to provide suppliesnecessary to the
construction of the Consumers Power
Company plant at Port Sheldon. The spur

will also

be used to supply the completed

plant and for moving equipment.The spur

is

being constructed to allow for alterationsand

removal as the power plant expands beyond
its present
(Sentinel photo)

site.

Senior high ensemblesin second
Tom Arendshorst,piano; Ward division follow: woodwind duet,
Rooks, tuba.
Nancy Denig and Karen Barber;
Senior high ensembles placing string trio, Leslie Clark, Barbara
first division were flute duet, Sue Plewes and Jean Gray; woodwind

Prins and Linda Lucas; clarinet
duet, Peter Riters and Holland
Swank; alto sax duet, Roger
Mulder and John Crozier; flute
quartet, Linda Lucas, Sue Prins,
Barbara Huizenga and Jeanne
Frissel: mixed clarinet trio, Barbara Kouw, Karen Barber, Judy

quartet, Nancy Denig, Barbara
Kouw, Marsha Kaper, Leon Van
Dyke; saxophone juartet, Karen
Mokma, Cheryl Grotler, Cal Lehman, Bruce Masselink; saxophone
duet, Karen Mokma, Mary Lou
Van TU.
Junior high ensembles placing
Baker; mixed clarinet quartet, second division:flute duet, Mary
Clyde Tilton, Holland Swank, Carl Piersma, Judy Reinking; flute
Woltman and Barbara Kouw; cor- duet, Diane Rutgers, Pam White;
net duet, Tom Steffens and Doug- flute duet, Kathy Notier, Gail Rutlas Hartgerink:mixed woodwind gers; clarinet duet, Judy Van Eerquintet, Clyde Tilton, Marilyn Mar- den, Susan Eenigenburg;clarinet
tin, John Crozier, Necia Veldhoff duet, Carol Oosterink, Ann Wisand Judy Martin.
sink; clarinet duet, Ginger DalJunior high ensembles placing man, Barbara Stoner: clarinet
first division: flute trio, Judy Rein- quartet, Craig Hills. Dennis Ferking, Mary Piersma, Pam White; ris, Roberta Hallan, Barbara
flute trio, Judy Jacobsgaard, Stoner; clarinetquartet, Sally
Diane Rutgers and Judy Reinking; Hallan, Susan Townsend, Janice
flute trio, Miriam Lucas, Lois Ten Lievense, Mary Lievense;cornet
Have, Christy Zuverink; flute trio, duet, David Billerbeck, Allen
Linda Cuperus,Ruth Van Dyke, Aardsma; cornet duet, Carl Van
Charlene Bloomfield;clarinet duet, Vuren. Jim Diekema; French
Marilyn Swank and Carol Ooster- Horn duet, Tom Denig, Caroline
ink; woodwind trio, Sheryl Ny- Ruhlig.

of the

Board of Supervisors
Ottawa County,

Michigat.

JANUARY 1960 SESSION
from State Representative Frederick

First Day's Session

Yates presented at yesterdays station
be received and placed on file which
motion
prevailed.
suant to adjournment on Monday. JanuMr. Fant moved that the Resolution
ary 11, 1960 at 1:» p.m. and was
from Grand TraverseCounty atatlng
called to order by the Chairman. Mr.
that County and Township elected ofRobert L. Murray.
Mr. George Swart, retiringmember ficers are exempt frtm coverage under
Workman’! Compensation Law, and reof tbe Board of Supervisor*pronounced
quest the Legislature to consider athe Invocation.
mendlng the law that thla resolution
Mr. Pant Introduced the following be received and placed on file, and in
new member* representingGrand Ha- the event any furtherInformationis reven City. R.V. Terrill. City Manager ceived the Clerk la Instructedto refer
and J. Nyhof Poel, City Clerk who this to tho County OfficersCommittee
replace Mr. Boon and Mr. Swart, this
for study and recommendationwhich
changa was mad* due to the new motion prevailed.
Grand Haven City charter,and moved
The Chairman Inatructed the Clerk
that they be seated as members which
to change the date of meeting with the
motion prevailed.
Muskegon Pip# Line Corporation t o
Mr. Pant on behalf of the City of Thursday.January 21. 1960 gt 10.00
The Board of Supervisor*mat

pur-

Grand Haven expressed

appreciation
to Mr. Boon and Mr. Swart for their
time and services rendered to Ottawa
County aa members of the Board of
Supervisor*.

Dr. Bloemendaal IntroducedM

r.

Corey Van Koevering of Zeeland City,
and moved that he be seated to serve
at this sessionof the Board, which motlon prevailed.Thla vacancyoccurred
due to the death of Nick Cook.
Present at Roll Call: Messrs. Ken-

a.m.
Mr. Kennedy. Chairman of the Water
and SanitationStudy Committeestated
that there an several problems to be
conaidered by this Committee and a
careful study will bo made of these
problems and a full report will be aubmilted at the April Session. ..
Mr. Cook moved that the Humane

Committee meet with the Sheriffs'
Committee to study the dog problem
Dept, which motion pre-

vailed. ^ —
In tbe Sheriffs’

nedy. Vollink, Hassold. Hecksel. H.
The Annual reporti of the County
Walcott. Reendcra.Brower. Tlgelaar,
Clerk, County Treaturer. Register of
Veldheer, Windemuller, Murray. Mea- Deeds. Probate Court, and Juvenile
aom. Sioplnski.Bottema.B. Walcott, Court. Probation 4 Friend of the Court,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Kooienga was cared for by her
Slaughter.Geerlings.Cook. Fant. Stap,
Sheriff,Civil Defense. Traffic Safety,
grandparents.Mr. and Mrs.
Poel. Terrill. Holt. Koop. Wade. TownThe Rev. G. A. Aalberts and
and West Ottawa Soil Conservation
send. Schreur, Vande Bunte, BloemenGeorge Vruggink.
were preaented.
Rev. L. J. Bars! of Grand Rapdaal, Schemer, and Van Koevering.
Mr. Szoplnskl moved that tha Reand closet room, $100; Ed ids. a former pastor exchanged Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander
(31)
ports be received and placed on file
Wal and Mr. and Mrs. Justin
Kleinjans.contractor.
Absent: Mr. Hertel (1)
which
motion prevailed.
pulpits Sunday evening. Alvin
Mr. George Swart and Martin Boon,
Ted Baker. 176 River Ave.,
Wabeke recently spent an eveMr. Townsend presented the followKuipers of Jenison played two
retiringmembers from Grand Haven Ing Resolution:
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Claude
aluminum canopy, $1,500; Miller
City appearedbefore the Board and
numbers on the marimba as the
RESOLUTION
expressed their thanks to the members
Tenckinckat Zeeland.
Glass Co., contractor.
WHEREAS, the Ottawa County
special music at the evening
BORCULO
(Special) - The Blenfor the cooperation given them whUe
Board
of
Supervisorsfeels a very real
K. J. Murley. 1165 Beach Dr
Mrs. Herman Brink. Miss Hilda
serving as members of the Board.
service.
losa in the death of one of Ha most
finish off storage rooms. $150;
Stegeman and Mrs. Jacob Vrug- don and Olive Township fire deA Letter from Mrs. B.L. Thompson. valued members, namely. Mr. Nick
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Meeuwsen
gink visited Henry Fikse at Hol- part menLs assisted by firemen from
self, contractor.
LegislativeChairman of the League of
Cook, of Zeeland; and
of Zeeland spent Sunday afterWomen
Voters of Grand Haven was
WHEREAS. It Is fittingthat this
land last week Thursday after- Zeeland battleda blaze early SunLambert Bosman. 100 East 22nd
Kad by the Clerk, commending the Board should acknowledgewith gratinoon with the family of their son,
noon.
Mrs.
Effie
Vruggink
of
ZeeSC. dry wall in kitchen and bath.
Board on the use of the Clemlnshaw tude the outstandingcontributionmade
day morning which caused an estiMr. and Mrs. Cornelius .Meeuwmethod of Appraisal.
by said member over tha years to the
land accompanied them.
$900; John Zoerhof, contractor.
sen.
Mr. Cook moved that the letterbe sound operationof county government;
Mrs. Harold Ziuyghuizenand mate $3,500 damage to the Borculo
Michigan Bell Telephone Co..
and
received and placed on file which moWe-Que-Naw-Btngplat in Central Mr.and Mrs. Jacob Wierenga Linda of Jenison, Mrs. Willard Farm Service building on 96th Ave.
WHEREAS, said member’s good
tion prevailed.
judgment, friendlinessand sense of
Park, additionto office. 174 by of Jenison were Sunday guests of Van Ham of Zeeland.Mr. and just north of Port Sheldon Rd. in
Mr. Henrik Stafseth of the Ottawa
humor will be sorely missed by this
County Road Commissionappeared J>e374 feet, $8,500; self, contractor. Mrs. Wierenga s sister, Mrs. Hel- Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen, Mrs. Borculo.
body;
fore tbe Board and presented a Resoen
Groendal.
NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT REEffie
Vruggink
of
Zeeland.
Mrs.
' Paul Vander Hill. 88 East 22nd
lution regarding Rules 4 Regulations SOLVED that:
Firemen confined the blaze to
Mias Gloria and Donald Vrug- Milton Vruggink and children of
for County Parks under the Jurisdiction
St., panel room in basement. $150;
1. The Ottawa County Board of
the roof and rafters of the building
of and operated by tbe Board of County
Rhine Vander Meulen. contractor. gink were the leaders at the Sen- Hudsonville,Mr. and Mrs. Justin
Supervisors hereby expresses its sinHoad Commissioners of Ottawa County
but water and smoke damage to
cere
sympathy to the Cook family.
ior
C.E.
meeting
Sunday
afterWabeke. Mrs Martin V a n d e
Jim Townsend. .5 West 25th St.,
cling as a Board of County Park
2. The Board desires to publicly
the contents of the building were
Trustees.
noon.
Vicky
Bluhm
and
Carol
Guchte
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
construct vanity chest. $75; Rhine
expressits appreciationof the outsince he was a child in The NethMr. Slaughter asked that this be reSchepers were the leaders at the Vruggink all of this place and expected to raise the damage conatanding service* rendered to said
Vander Meulen, contractor.
erlands.
ferred to the Prosecuting Attorney to
siderably,
according
to
George
Board and to the People of Ottawa
Harold Wise. 105 East 25th St., Junior C.E. meeting Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey and
study and to report back at tomorrow’s
County
by the late Nick Cook.
Overweg, Blendon Township Fire
The program will be under the session.
Miss Jacqueline Barron, daughevening.
3. This Resolutionshall be entered
construct dormer. 14 by 30 feet,
Marijaneof Wyoming City were
Chief.
direction of Lynn Wheaton. He is a
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
BarThe Report of the Finance Commitupon the minutes of this body and a
$1,000: Henry Smeenge. contractor. The Mens Brotherhood held visitors and callers during last
copy thereof tent to Mrs. Nick Cook
Several hundred bags of feed ron, was presented the award as graduate of King's College in Briar tee was presented.
Hessel Berens, 986 Howard Dr., their monthly meeting Tuesday week at the home of Mrs. Marian
January 11. 1960 _ and family.
Cliff Manor, N.Y., where he mathe
1960
Betty
Crocker
Homemaker
and
several
contaLers
of
poultry
To the Honorable Board of Supervisors Mr. Townsend moved that the Resonew house and garage. 26 by 52 evening. Rev. Aalbertsled the Vruggink and family.
lution be adopted which motion preremedies stored in the building of Tomorrow. She received the jored in music, He also serves as Ottawa County. Michigan
feet and 20 by 24 feet. $16,000 and discussion on “Inspiration.
vailed.
were damaged by water. In addi- highest score in a 50 minute writ- musical director at Immanuel Gentlemen:
The
Ladies
Mission
and
Aid
A Resolution from the School and
$1,200; Koops and Vork. contraction some office equipment and ten examination on home making Church.
Education Committeewas read by the
Society held a meeting last week
tor.
other machinery suffered some knowledge taken by nine senior Mr. and Mrs. Steve Klekovich Your Committeeon Finance would re- Clerk, asking that the Ottawa County
Thursday afternoon.Mrs. Claus
Bill Fortney. 171 West 27th St
Board of Education be provided with
pectfully report that they have exgirls. Her examination paper will were honored with a dinner party,
water damage, Overweg said.
adequateroomi in the old Jail when
amined all the claims presented to
finish upstairs, $400; self, con- Zwyghuizen, Mrs. Abe Elenbaas
on
their golden wedding anniver- them since the October1939 Session it la vacated.
be
submitted
for
competition
with
The
fire,
which
apparently
startand
Mrs.
Herman
Avink
had
in
tractor.
and In pursuance of a previous order
Mr. Bottema moved the adoption of
ed from a short circuit due to de- other high school winners, to name sary at the home of Mrs. Adolph of
the Resolution.
this Board we have orderedthe
Henry Steenwyk.347 Washing- charge of the program.
Howader.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Klekovich
the
state
“BettyCrocker
Homefective wiring, was discovered
foregoing paid by the County TreasurMr. Townsend moved that the motion
ton Blvd., build bicycle shed, $150; Mrs. Dena Kart was hostess.
er:
be amended and the matter be reabout 11:50 p.m, Srturday by the maker of Tomorrow.” The award were born in Yugoslavia and came
Mr. and Mrs. Roy La Huis had
self, contractor.
ferred to the Building and Grounds
Total bills allowed for October 9,
owner of the farm service. Her- was presented by Principal Gene to this country in 1907. They first
1959 - 16.495 89:
and Ways 4 Means Committeefor this
Harold Homkes. 81 West Eighth Sunday dinner with son and famrequest and any further requests,and
Terry
Allen Stygstra, 17, of 338 schel Weaver, who lives next door Thurber, at an assembly.
Total bills allowed for November
lived in Chicago, coming to FennSt., remodel kitchen, upstairi ily, Mr. and Mrs. Fred La Huis
13. 1959 _ 112,353.66;
that the Committeesstudy the problem
East Fifth St., was given a sus- to the building.
The Fennville schools held their ville in 1914.. Mr. Klekovich is a
and make a recommendationat the
Total bills allowed for December
apartment. $100; self, contractor. at Jenison.
11. 1959 - 119.988 98;
next session of the Board which moWeaver
said
he
had
just
stepped
semester
examinationslast week, retired farmer.
Nies Hardware v*,.,
Co.. -w
43 1.00,
East . Mrs. Stella Lind berg of Grand pended fine of $25 but paid $3.90
Total bills allowed for December tion prevailed.
Mrs. T. E. Van Dussen was called
Eighth St., stone siding. $500; Rapids wag a Sunday evening costs on a recklessdriving charge out of the house to dump some with no school scheduled for Fri29. 1959 - 911.120.57.
A resolutionwas presented from the
to Pontiac last week by the Altrash
when
he
noticed
the
blaze.
day,
allowing
the
faculty
to
correct
RespectfullySubmitted. Ottawa County Press Club thanking the
guest at the home
HoUand Building Co.,
----of- Mr.
1*- and
"J Mrs. after attending traffic school.
Board
of Supervisorsfor the chairs for
ness
of
her
mother.
Richard
L.
Cook
Weaver immediatelynotified the papers and make out reports.
Jack Schouten,Ninth and Colum- Richard Vruggink.
Edmond R. Me atom the reporters.
Mrs.
William
Bush
entertained
Other
appearing
were
Arlene Blendon and Olive Township Fire
The
Fennville
Rubinstein
Club
Fant moved the Clerk present
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Petroelje
bia. cupboards in bathroom. $200;
Mr Cook moved the adoption of the theMr.
with a family dinner Sunday, hon- report which motion prevailed a
Pay Roll which motion prevailed.
Rhine Vander Meulen, contractor. and children, Miss Hilda Stege- Windemuller, route 5, assured Departments.When they arrived met Thursday afternoon at the
The
Pay Roll wat presented In the
by the following vote: Yea*—
man and Gerrit Brink visited clear distance.$12 suspended after at the scene, the Zeeland Fire De- home of Mrs. Richard Barron, with oring her daughter's birthday, shown
Messra. Kennedy. Vollink, Hassold. sum of 1746.52.
Mrs.
Richard
Moore.
Guests
inMr. Fant moved the adoption of the
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stegeman traffic school; Joseph Johnston, partment was called for assistance. Mesdames Wayne Woodby and Roy
Hecksel. H. Walcott. Reendert. Browcluded Mrs. Moore's husband and
er. Tigelaar. Veldheer.Windemuller, Pay Roll which motion prevailed as
and children at New Groningen Dearborn, speeding and no oper- Firemen said they believed the Schueneman as co-hostesses.
shown
by the followingvote: Meat—
son, Mr. and Mr.. Richard Bush, Murray. Measom. Siopinakl.Bottema,
building had been burning for some
Sunday afternoon.
Messrs. Kennedy. Vollink.Hassold.
The meeting was called to order
Slaughter.B. Walcott. Geerlings.Cook,
ator1^ license, $15; Kenneth MurReenders.Brower, Tigelaar,
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Olson and ray Hill, of 573 West 23rd St., time before the fire was discov- by the president, Mrs. Albert Kon- and Mr. and Mrs. Manie Bolles Fant. Stap. Poel. Terrill.Holt. Koop, Hecksel,
Measom. Szoplnskl,Bottemai
of Glenn.
Wade, Townsend. Schreur.Vande Murray.
Phyllis and Henry Avink visited speeding, $15; John Mark Voss, of ered. Firemen were at the scene ing, who conducted a short business
Slaughter.B. Walcott.Geerlings,Cook,
Bloemendaal.Schermer, and
The Mother'sMarch of Dimes Bunte,
Fant, Stap. Poel, Terrill, Holt. Koop,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Vruggink and 17 East 30th St., improper right for one hour.
VanKoevering.
meeting. A program was presented
Wade. Townsend. Schreur,Vande
GRAND HAVEN 'Special) - boys Sunday evening.
campaign was held Thursday eveMr
Szoplnskl,
Chairman
of
the
by the chairman, Mrs. John PattiBunte. Bloemendaal. Schermer and
Two breakins are being investi- Mr. and Mrs. George Vrug- turn, $5; Jose Miguel Castaneda,
ning, with the ladies of Bethel
Building and Ground* Committee reVan Koevering. (28)
son. The hymn of the month,
of 321 We$t 15th St., improper
viewed the progreas made on renogated today in Ottawa County.
Chapter,
O.E.S.
having
charge
of
The Minutes of the Days’ Session
grink recentlyentertainedat their
"Where Cross the Crowded Ways
vating of the Court Houae recommend- were read and approved.
The Ottawa County Sheriffs De- home Ralph Heuvelman, Mr. and passing. $12.
the drive for funds. They returned ed by the Fire Marshal and changing
Mr. Koop moved that the Board adof Life.” by Frank Mason North,
Katherine S. Donnelly, of 131
partment Ls investigatinga breakto the American Legion Hall, the parking lot. at a cost of 96404.68. journ subject to the Call of the ChairMrs. Henry Heuvelman and chil- West 26th St., red light, $7; Alvin
was
sung, accompanied by Mrs.
Mr.
Szoplnskl
moved
the
adoption
man.
in at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
where coffee was served by the of the report which motion prevailed.
dren. Mr. and Mre. Nelson De
Opal Barden. Mrs. T. E. Van
ROBERT L. MURRAY.
Bernard Miller, 529 Taft Rd. in Jonge and girls all of James- J. Ash. of 50 West 15th St.,
American Legion Auxiliary.
A Letter from R.R. Flghtmaster of
Chairman of the
Dussen
read a short sketch of
speeding.
$15;
Dennis
Wiersma,
of
Muskegon Pipe Line Corporation of
Wright Township which occurred town: Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth HeuBoard of Supervisors
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Chopin’s life, and played some of The Woman's Club held a “cof- the
Tulsa, Oklahoma was read by the
1623
Elmer
St.,
stop
sign.
$5;
sometime between 8 30 and 11 velman and children of Allendale
The Cttawa County Road Commis- his records of his Waltzes and fee,” at the Clubhouse Tuesday Clerk asking that a meetingbe held VIVIAN NUISMER
Gerrit Van Hill, route 2. Zeeland,
Dep. Clerk of
p.m. Thursday.
to discuss 1960 assessmentof Pip*
Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert De Kleine speeding, $15: David Lee Hume, sion has taken under study pro- Nocturnes. D a i .i t y refreshments morning to benefit the “Polio” line
Board of Supervisors.
Property.
According to the sheriff'sDefund.
of Hudsonville and Mr. and Mrs. of 287 West 13th St., assured clear posed changes in plattingregula- were served by the hostess,with
Mr. Szoplnskl moved that the Clerk
partment. the thievesgained entry
be Instructedto notify Mr. Flghtmaster
Francis Hagerheide of Grand distance,$12; Harold Breuker of tions for land developers.
Mrs. Nelson Warren pouring.
and the State Tax Commission that
by breaking a side window, and Rapids.
Lynn Chappell attended a Semthey would meet on January 25. 1960
MeadowbrookPoultry Farm, no Previously, the commission apGirl,
took five $100 government bonds,
proved
a
plat
on
filing
a
cash
or
at 10:00 a.m. which motion prevailed.
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Me- address fisted, violation of egg
inar of the Michigan Funeral Dione $25 bond, two shotguns and a
Mr. Brower,a member of the Spesurety bond assuring roads, streets, rectory held last week, at the White
ter and their mother, Mrs. Van law. $13.90.
cial Committeeto investigatethe poi.22 cal. automatic rifle.
to
and
drainage
in
plats. It is now Poplar’s Motel, in Lansing.
Meter of Grand Rapids left last
Gerrit Bronkhorst, Jr., route 5,
libllltyof the Dept, of Social Aid
The breakin was discovered by week Saturday morning for a
proposed that this work be compaying part of the rent for office space
driving while license suspended,
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews of
in
Mrs. Miller when she returned month's vacation in Florida.
in the City Hall in Grand Haven, adpleted before the plat is approved.
three days and $10; Russell 1/ee
Colorado, former Fennville resivised the Board that they would not be
home at 11 p m.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Buiskool Slot, of 68 West 27th St., speeding Several other items of business dents were week-end guests of Mrs. Two Holland families will take able to contributeto the rent.
Spring lake village officer and Mr. and Mrs. John Holstege
Resolutionsfrom Iosco County, Grand
and stop sign. $15; Richard Kim- were discussed at a regular meet- Andrew’s brothers and their fam- a European boy and girl into Traverse
A new co-operative,known as
County and a Proposal from
^Richard L. Levingstone is investi- left Monday morning on a three
their homes for a year on the
ing Thursday afternoon.
ber
Geake,
Ferndale,
red
light,
State Representative FrederickYates
ilies,
Senator
and
Mrs.
Edward
gating a breakin at a service weeks trip to the west. They exMichigan’s
West Shore Nursery
“Youth
for
Understanding"
teenwere presented to the Board.
$7; George Mitchell Burleson, The commission rejected a re- Hutchinson,and Mr. and Mrs.
station at 201 Savidge St. in Spring pect to spend a week witn their
Mr. Cook moved that the Resolu- Marketing Co-operative,has been
age
exchange
program
sponsored
quest
from
Martin
Geerlings
for
Watervliet, red light, $7: Jose
Robert Hutchinson and sons.
and Proposal be referred to the
Lake, which occurred sometime relatives.Mr. and Mrs Martin
by the Michigan and the Ann tions
Rules and Legislation Committee to established with central office at
Vincente Montanez, of 179 East using the road embankment of
Lyle Gates, of the Conservation Arbor - Washtenaw Council of report back at Tomorrows’ session
during the night.
Holstege and family at Lakeland ......
18th St., speeding. $20 suspended 96th Ave. as one side of an agri96th Ave. and M-21 in Zeeland.
which motion prevailed.
Department,has returned to his Churches.
Owner of the station, John Calif and a bo other points of in- 1 after
culturalpond. This was denied in
traffic school.
Mr. Cook stated that the City of
The co-op was organized by 35
home
from
the
Allegan
Health
CenPietila, who discovered the break- terest on the return
Mr. and Mrs. H. B.. Renick of Grand Haven la entitledto *2.000.00
the interestof public safety and
growers doing business in Ottawa.
ter, following an attack of pneu- 278 West 10th St. will take a girl
in at 7:30 am. today, said that
from
Ottawa
County
on
Dog
refund!
Gene Wabeke. a student from
c
passibe damage to the road by
for year* 1956-56. and moved that this Allegan and Muskegon cuunties.
monia.
a window on the west side of the Hope College spent the weekend ^^s*0r^tl0nbought
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Penna matter be referred to the Ways t
water seepage.
These growers deal in ornamenstation had been broken, and $118 with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
A
daughter
was
born
at
the
AlMeans Committee to make a recomof 23 East 26th St will be hosts
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Gary Also rejectedwas a request
tals, annuals, ' oerennials. bulbs,
mendation
and
to
report
back
which
in cash and $63.51 in checks had Justin Wabeke. Calvin and Jack. Datema, 46. of 719 Ruth Ave., Holfrom Ray B. Knooihuizen to widen legan Health Center,Saturday,Jan. to a European boy.
motion prevailed.
pine seedlings and Christmas
been taken from a cash register
30,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sam
MoreMr and Mrs Melvin Scholten land, has petitioned Ottawa Cir- the shoulder of the road in front
The Junior Class of the Holland
SheriffBernardGrysen appeared beand cigar box. The thieves over- and children who have been liv- cuit Court for restorationof his of his building on Van Dyke Ave. head. She has been named Mary High School is sponsoring one stu- fore the Board and stated that some trees. Primary purpose is to
solution
muat be made regarding con- establishand furnish to its memlooked $200 in another box, Pie- ing in a house trailer since last operator's license which he surin Holland. It was denied because Lou. she has three sisters, Hedy, dent and the Student Council the
trol of Dog Complaint! to the Sheriffs’
bers and other facilities for and
tila said.
fall have moved into their garage rendered after pleading guilty road commission funds are not Judy and Vickie.
other. As a joint effort they will Dept.
Mr. Fant moved that the matter be service of receiving, handling,
A
third
daughter
was
born
to
Mr.
house.
pay the' $150 service charges to referred to the Sheriffs’ Committeeto
Jan. 15 to a drunk driving charge. intended for constructing private
Central Park Members
and Mrs. Phillip Bale of Hutchins bring the Europeans into the United inveatlgate what ihould be done in standardizing, packing, advertisMr. and Mrs. Elmer Kooienga Datema, a truck driver for the last parking areas.
matter and report back at tha ing, distributing and marketing all
and Mr and Mrs. Gerald Kooi- five years, claims his work reHear Talk by Mrs. Huf
The commission approved pro- Lake. She has been named llene States and plan to provide the thla
April session which motion prevailed.
kinds of horticulturalproducts.
enga returned home Sunday af- quires him to drive to Plainwell, posed layout plans of Consumers Jean.
estimated $10 a month needed for
Mr. Cook moved that tha Board adOfficers are Marion Van Slooten,
The Guild for Christian Service ter a two weeks pleasure trip to Otaego. Fennville and Saugatuck. Power Co. for its steam genera- Miss Judy Green, of Saginaw, a incidentalsand spending money journ to Tuesday. January 12. 1960 at
president;
Frank Millard, vice1:30
p.m.
which
motion
prevailed.
of the Central Park Reformed Florida. Little Wanda Kooienga, Hearing will tie held Feb. 19.
college friend is a house guest of for the teenagers.
ting plant at Port Sheldon.
ROBERT L. MURRAY, president; Dennis Walters, secreChurch welcomed29 new members
Miss Mary Lou Pattison, in the The host families accept the
Chairman of the
tary-treasurer;Gil Van Moved . asinto its organizationat it* FebBoard of Supervisors
home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. studentsinto their homes furnishing
VIVIAN NUISMER
sistant secretary-treasurer
and ofruary meeting held last Tuesday
John Pattison.
room and board. The foreign teen- Dep. Clerk of the
fice manager. Kenneth Keizer of
evening
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dickinson agers will arrive this summer and Board of Supervisors
Grand Rapids was engaged as
Mrs. George Huf. a Wesleyan
leave Thursday for Pompano will spend a year in the comsales representative to promote
Methodist mnsionary since 1945,
Beach, Fla. They expect to be gone munity becoming acquainted with
Second Day's Session the sale of products handled by
was the speakei of the evening.
six weeks
the family, the communityand
The Board of Supervisors met purthe co-op.
suant to adjournment on Tuesday. JanShe presented an interestingtalk,
The Women s Society of Chris- thus with the United States.
uary II. 1969 at 1:30 p.m. and was
To coordinate the many segsupplementedby colored slides,
tian Service of the Methodist The teenagers will be about 17 called to order by the Chairman.Mr.
ments, the following committee
about missions work in Africa. The
Church will meet for a dessert lun- or 18 and will be placed in the Robert L. Murray.
changes and improvementswhich
Mr. John Stap prohpunced the Invo- chairmen were appointed:Dick
cheon Thursday, at the home of senior class of the high school
cation.
Zwiep. annuals and bulbs; John
had taken place in past years in
Mrs. Nelson Warren, with Mrs. participatingin as many activities
Presentat roll call: Messrs. Kenthe area served were strikingly
Charles Sears as assistant hostess. as possible. Their school work will nedy. VeUInk. Hassold. Herkaol. Keen- Zelenka, ornamentals; Marioa Van
dora. Brower. Tigelaar. Murray. Maa- Slooten,seedlings;William Osner,
depicted.
This will be a business and sewing include English, American history
aom. Stop task!, Bottema. Slaughter.B. Christmas trees: Dennis Walters,
The Guild is consideringthe purmeeting, v
and civics.
Walemt. GoerUaga.Cook. Fant. Map.
perennials. Chairmen were authchase of chairs for use m the
The Fennville High School Band
A few teenagers came to Michi- Poel. Terrill. Halt. Koop. Wado. Townroad. Schreur. Vande Bunte. Blromen- orized to appoint their own comLadies’ Lounge of the Church's
will hold a joint concert with the gan under the sponsorahip of the
daaL Schermer and Van Koevering. mittoe and plan a workable pronew Educational Building, which
Bangor High School band at Ban- program in 1951 but American t*>
gram to fit the particularneeds.
la nearing completion.
gor. Feb l. The bands will hold a youngsters didn't complete the exAbsent: Messrs H Walcntt. VoidUnder the present arrangement,
boor. Windemuller. Hertel U»
Smorgasborddesserts were pro
rehearsal in the afternoon,followed change until 1954. Last year the
The Minutes at the Ftret Days’ sot- a handling fee will be charged
vided by tbe hoateases (or this
by a dinner, given by the Band program mushroomed with 27S •ten wore road and approved
for members participatingin the
meeting
Booaters of Bangor. The directors Europeansspending a year in the
Duo to tho now members on tho
program. ProducU of non-memBoard,
tho
( tuiimaa Notwrt L MurRoger Thompson, of Bangor, and slate and 200 Michigan students
ray presented a tut at CnmmMtoo *p bers. who alio aro invited to list
Roy
Schueneman
of
Fennville
were
spending
two
months
in
homes
of
potm manta to bo rood oatu tho April
Driver Cited in Crash
their products with the co-op. will
i talents of NorthwesternUoiver. Europtanfamiliesduring the »vmOttawa County deputia* cited
Mr.
Itataotb appeared httero I bo be handled through the office
mer
•By.
Henry Decker. 7$. of 417 Lake wood
•atud and anted tbai tha “—Witoi with handling fee* These ft«
A concert of sacred music will
Exchanges are made in Gar' Attorney bad approvedthe tUeoterien will finance the co up
Blvd for interfering with through
rogMdten Bute* and UngulatteMter
be given at the Eennvilte Bible many, England. Belgium. Finland.
troffic after the car he ww driving
A program of
inuhly Path* proroatod *4 tetiordaxa
t huren Wednesday evening A lea
The >jethertnnd>>. France and the
railJdnd with • car driven by Una
chasing else ia
lure of Dio ovemng will bo a girls’ ScnndutaviM countries.
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Engaged

Economics

Chopin PJqyed by Hautzig
Delights Civic

Workshop
Proposed
Plans for an economics workshop

summet which would include a tour
for high school students next

which would subject the students
and commerce in a

to government

real education experience were
outlined at a meeting of the
of Education

Monday

Board

night.

As a preliminary plan, the sum

mer workshop would be designee
for a class of high school age,
possibly sophomores and juniors
preferred, to hold four weeks of
classroom instruction and two
weeks of travel to Washington,
D.C., and New York in which students would see government and
industry in action. Fees per student would run $250 to $300.
The proposed program is part of
a new concept of summer schools,

a

plan which would appeal to

11, 1960

Miss Judith Ann Eastman
Mrs. Betty Eastman of Lebanon
announcedthe engagementof her
daughter, Judith Ann Eastman, to
Jack E. Faber, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Faber, 115 South Division, Zeeland.

Miss Eastman is a junior at
Hope College where she is a member of Delta Phi sorority. Mr.
Faber, a graduate of Hope College
where he was a member of Omicron Kappa Epsilon fraternity, is

above average students. Too often,
summer school is thought of as
remedial courses.
Robert Van Dke of the public
attendingthe Dental School of the
school faculty and Vern Schipper,
University of Michigan where he
summer session director, have
is a member of Phi Alpha Kappa
been working on plans for this
fraternity.
economicsworkshop which would
be open to students of the local
area, not just the public school
system.
The program is proposed
keeping with the school system’s
responsibility
for initiating, developing and implementinga program of teachingof economics and

Audience

brilliantly .played

"Andante encores, a waltz by Brahms, a
Grande Polonaise mazurka,a favoriteChopin polonBrillante,Opus 22," known more aise and a series of short Schubert
popularly as the Grande Polonaise. waltzes— the "hit parade of Vienna
Spiahato

and

a

Hautzig opened the concert with 100 years ago," and
modern
Spanish suite for children.

CHECK FOR BAND UNIFORMS-Mrs. Fred

member band for the first time Jan. 8 at an
appearance at the Universityof Michigan in

Kobes, treasurer of the Holland Band and
Orchestra BoostersClub, presents a check
for $2,679 to Carl C. Andreasen,president of
the Board of Education Tuesday night toward
the purchaseof band uniforms for the Junior
High School Band. Modeling the new uniforms
are Bonnie Van Dyke and Carl Van Vuren.
The new uniforms were worn by the 85-

Ann Arbor. Left to right are Miss Van Dyke,
James Hallan and Andreasen of the school
board, Dwight Ferris, Boosters vice president;
Mrs. Kobes, Mrs. Andrew Dolman, secretary,
and Carl Van Vuren. The Board of Education
provided $2,000 toward the uniforms.
(Sentinel photo)

"Aria" by Marcello-Bach.Han-

means to change such

Ottawa County Shoplifting
Farm News
Is Discussed

Saugatuck

Club

St. Francis

Holland audiences will probably del’s "Passacagliain G Minor,"
never hear Chopin played as beau- as played by Hautzig, showed the
extended use of arpeggios, scales
tifully as they did Monday night,
in octaves and choral passages.
when the brilliant young pianist, The first portion of the concert
Walter Hautzig, devoted the last concluded with Mozart’s "Fantasy
portion of his concert to Chopin's in F Minor, K. 608," never pubwork. The young Vienna-born lished and now part of a private
musician played before a large collection at the disposalof Hautaudience in the Civic Center.
zig.
It was evident from his selecThe "Wanderer Fantasy" by
tions that Chopin was Hautzig’s Franz Schubert was interpretedby
favorite. The fourth sectionof the the artist as only a Viennese could
program started with "Nocturne play it, with true feeling for the
in C Sharp Minor, Opus_Posthu-simplicity and unforgettablebeauty
mous.” The Nocturneplayed in a of Schubert’s best work for the
somber key has been called a piano. The four movements were
masterpiece and "the gloomiest played without interruption.
and grandestof Chopin’s moody
After a brief intermission the
canvases."
program continued with two pre
Three Mazurkas,Opus 33, 1, 2, ludes by Claude Debussy, "La
3 in G Sharp Minor, C Major and Cathedrale engloutie" and "GenD Major were a contrast to the eral • L a v i n e." Bela Bartok’s
preceding music. One of the best Rumanian Folk Dances were
loved of the 15 Vaises composed charminglyplayed as the finale
by Chopin, "Valse in E Minor," of the midsection of the program.
and the "G Flat Valse" continued Responding to the continued
the section which concluded with applause, Hautzig played five

the

Scott Addresses

hours,

Walter W. Scott, superintendent
of Schools, spoke Sunday evening
to members of the Christian
Family Movement of St. Francis
de Sales. The meeting was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Marcinkus. Twenty-fivepersons
leard Mr. Scott describe the need
for the new high school.
The present Holland High was
built in 1912 for 450 students.It is
now struggling to accommodate
1,200 students, he said. Population
studies indicatethat this number
will rise to 1,810 by 1970.
Mr. Scott showed proposed plans
for the new school and explained
the value of .the Unit system of
using several smaller buildingsor
wings rather than one large building. The units cost less to build
because more economical construction methods can be used. The
smaller buildingsalso satisfy the
strong need of studentsto feel they
are an integral pajt of a group.
Sociologists and educatorshave discovered this is an important factor
in learning.

A question and answer period
followed the talk. The group
learned that the proposed swimming pool will add only 40 cents

per $1,000 of local assessed valuation to the taxpayers’yearly bills.
The pool will be available year
round to the entire community.
Admittedto Holland Hospital Mr. Scott told the group that
Monday were Mrs. Ernest Balks, members of his committee will be
293 Lincoln Ave.; Ernest Wingard, happy to speak to any group in
244 Wps! Ninth St.; Myron Veld- the community desiring to learn
heer, route 2; Marilyn Guilford more about the new Holland High.

Hospital Notes

Scott said.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Deike Jr.
have moved from the Dennison
By Richard Machiele
guest house to the Deike home on
Ottawa County Extension Director Shopliftingin local stores was
Takken Street.
discussed briefly by Supt. Walter
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hoffman Congratulationsto Harry Sutton
T'246 Howard Ave.; Christian Arrangementscan be made
W.
Scott who informed the Board
have returned from a months vaca- our D.H.I.A tester in the Ottawa
ZEELAND (Special)
Mrs. Helder,1622 Waukazoo (discharged through Mr. Scott’s office.
No. 2 Association.Harry received of Education Monday night that he Edith Palmbos. 76, widow of
tion in Florida
same dayi; Gerald Blood, Kollen After the meeting Mrs. MarAt the regular monthly meeting an outstandingtester award at the had been conferring with various Martin Palmbos, of 918 Dorchester Hall; Harold Oostendorp, 182 East cinkus served refreshments from
of the SaugatuckVillage Council annual dairy day held at Michigan retail establishmentson the prob- S. W., Grand Rapids, died unex- 29th St.
a table decorated with a valentine
understandingof economic enlast Monday evening representa- State University. This award is lem.
pectedly at her home Monday
motif and floral centerpiece.
Discharged
Monday
were
Her
deavor. Among aims are to protives of the Michigan Gas Utilities made each year to the testersin
He said the problem is more morning.
man De Visser,12146 James St.;
vide education and vocational
Company of South Haven appeared Michigan who have done an out- widespread than merchantsor the
She formerly lived near Burnips Mrs. Gerrit Yonker, route 5; Mrs. Resident of Pullman
guidance, and to perpetuate the
seeking approval of a 30-year standing job in Dairy Herd Im- schoolswould like to admit, but he and moved to Grand Rapids about Warren Wolters, 151 North Diviprivate enterprise or capitalistic
franchise to pipe gas into the provement Associationwork. Harry seriously questioned whether 14 years ago. She is a member sion; Duke Van Kammen, 516 West Dies in Grand Rapids
system. The four-week classroom
village. Approval of the prelimin- has been with the No. 2 Associa- school age youngsters were as of the Forest Grove Reformed 21st St.; Mrs. Paul Van Eyck, 359
FENNVILLE (Special) - Mrs.
sessionin Holland would have lecary steps to the proposal was tion for 11 years and during those much to blame as some would Church.
East 27th St.; Jack Payne, 30 East Martha Pursley, 64, of Pullman,
tures, research, problem analysis,
given in Saugatuck. No action was 11 years has had an excellent think. He said there is a particuSurviving are two daughters, 17th St.; Mrs. Delbert Fogerty, died in Blodgett Hospital,Grand
case study, and discussion.
taken by the Douglas Village testingprogram.
lar danger of generalizationin Mrs. Hugo Larm of Grand Rapids 691 Myrtle Ave.; Mrs. Merle Top Rapids, Monday afternoon after a
Hope College is assistingwith
Also at the dairy day at MSU facing such problems.
Board. Any franchisemust be apand Mrs. Bernard J. Klinesteker and baby, route 3; Mrs. Sherwin lingering illness.
plans. Those completing the course
proved by a vote of the village four Ottawa County farmers re- Scott said if a public school stu- of Forest Grove; four sons, Perle Terpstra and baby, route 2; Rev.
She is survivedby two sons, John
would receivea regularhigh school
electorateat a general or special ceived special honors for outstand- dent is apprehended in shoplift- and Clarence, both of Grand John Hagans, 69 West 10th St.; of Freeport. 111., and Peter of
credit
election. The company, seeks rights ing records in dairy production. ing, merchantsare asked to Rapids, Lawrence of Dorr and Mrs. Marian De Vries, 275 West Grand Rapids and eight grandThe board voted to grant Van
children.
to lay mains in the streets and These four were honored as being notify school officials. Counselors Francis of Carson City; eight 19th St.
Dyke some released time to study
alleys to provide gas for heating members of the 500 Club in dairy wih work with youngsters involved grandchildren; three great grandA son, Kelly J., was born in Hoiplans further with Purdue Univerand lightingof homes. This ser- production.The 500 Club is made and parents will be called in at children;one brother, Edward land Hospital today to Mr. and Driver Cited in Crash
Miss Ann Marie Kleis
sity, Universityof Illinois,Univervice is in operationin a number of up of herds with an average of 500 an appropriate time for consulta- Clark of Byron Center, and four Mrs. James Boeve, 344 James St.
Holland police charged Mary B.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Kleis of
sity of Michigan and Michigan
communities along the big pipe pounds or over butterfat produc- tion. Some merchants who have sisters. Mrs. Guy Shuck of Byron
Tackitt, 31, of New Richmond, with
State University.
30 Graves Place, announce the line east of here.
tion for the last five years. In tried to deal with parents direct- Center, Mrs. Perry Raab of Grand
failureto yield the right of way
The buildingsand grounds com- engagementof their daughter, Ann
Guy Francis is home from Alma presentingthe awards it was noted ly have been subjected to severe Rapids, Mrs. Sylvester Raab and Marriage Licenses
to
through traffic after the car
mittee submitted a report on needs Marie, to Gordon James HoekOttawa County
Mrs. Arthur Moomey, both of
College for mid-semester vacation. that the average production in tirades, Scott said.
she was driving and a car driven
at Lincoln School which has 393 sema, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Mr. and Mrs. William Gorz are Michigan for 50,405 cows was 11,Junior Vredeveld, 20. route 3 by John J. Crane, 33, of 165 West
Teenagersoften are blamed for Dorr.
pupils with all classrooms occu- L. Hoeksema of 161 East 26th St.
231 pounds milk and 426 pounds shopliftingsince it frequently ocvacationing in Florida.
Zeeland,
and Mary Ellen Kalman 17th St., collidedat the intersecMiss Kleis is a senior at the
pied. The committee listed the
The Jerry Plum family are here butterfat for tb$ 1959 testing year. curs during lunch hours when
Soviet
steel
mills
produced
an
18, Zeeland; Roger Dale Prince tion of Washington Ave. and 15th
need for a new gymnasium com- University of Michigan where she
from Detroit visiting Mrs. Plum’s Ottawa county farmers honored in store personnel is limited. Mer- estimated 60,500,000 tons of steel 21, route 2, Holland, and Carol St. at 3:40 p.m. Monday, police
plete with showers, locker rooms, is affiliated with Tau Beta Sigma.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe the 500 Club are: Gerrit J. Buth chants are considering ways and in 1958.
Jean Reus, 17, Holland.
said.
kitchen, adequate storage; also Mr. Hoeksema, a senior pre-dental Funk.
Sons, Coopersville;Gerald
additionallibrary space since the student at Hope College, is affilAfter visiting Mrs. Claudia San- Poest, Zeeland; Harold Ter Haar,
present library is too small to ac- iated with Beta Beta Beta, Nafon‘ for three weeks, Mrs. Elsie Zeeland; and James Busman,
commodate one class; also space tional BiologicalFraternity.
Thein has returned to her home Coopersville.
for music, foreign language, testnear Taylorville, 111.
ing, conferences,visual aides,
In the recent steer show held at
Miss Viola Fox was in Kalamaclinic, books, paper, supplies as
zoo last weekend to attend the MSU, Lawrence and Esther Langewell as additional storage for
golden wedding celebrationof her land of Lament did very well.

Mrs. Palmbos
Dies at

Home
-

&

DAV

SERVICE DIRECTORY

Chapters,

custodians.

Auxiliaries

One solution may be to remodel
the present gym into a library,

Meet

aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Haas.

in City

clinic and custodianstorage. These

added facilities could be used by

The Zone 2 meeting of the

Dis-

special teachers for foreign lan- abled American Veterans was held
guage, music, clinic and special at the American Legion Club
classes. The present librarycould House last Saturday. The meeting
be used for a visual aides and opened at 1:30 p.m. with Edwin
conference room. The administra- Oudman, adputant - treasurer of
tion was instructed to interview the Holland chapter turning the
an architect.
gavel over to A. Dale Stoppels,
Bills for the month totaled $130,- state department first junior vice750 of which the February payroll commander from Grand Rapids
listed $114,750.
presentatives from 25 cities in
A communicationsigned by 46 Michigan.
persons requested considerationfor
extending services in the special
education departmentto serve the
needs of retarded children up to
18 years old.
PresidentCarl C. Andreasen presided. Harry Frissel gave the invocation. Wendell A. Miles and

They had three firsts, and

the

LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU

Reserve Champion of the entire
Carlton Hutchins and Mr. and show. First place in rate of gain
Mrs. Joseph Wilson are vacation- per day — 2 pounds per day; first
place

ing in Florida.

—

calf

and

senior year-

Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry ling classes, and as mentioned
Hopper for the weekend were Mr. before, Reserve Champion of the
and Mrs. John Westerdale of Union show. The Langelandshave done
Lake, Mich.
Mrs. Maurice VanOi has reservations to fly to London. England,
Feb. 20 and will be gone three
weeks.

The Johnson Fox family visited
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Monroe in
Kalamazoo for the weekend and

Guest speakers were Walter R. attended the basketball game at
Haedke and Denull Adams, Na- Western Michigan University.
tional Service officers from DeMr. and Mrs. Gordon Thomas

a real good job of their beef herd
and are repeated winners at the
Farmers Week event. Congratulations to the Langelandsfor a job
well done.
Any breeder or feetier of beef
cattle is eligible to enter this contest. If there are any others in the
county interested, we will be happy
to send out entry blanks and help
with weighing in of the steers.

Douglas H. Me Garrity of
Allen Park, deputy commander;
Lawrence Sylvesterof Detroit,
deputy adjutant; Cliff Me Mann
of Grand Rapids, field service officer and Bernard Killin of Benton
Harbor and Chester Clute of Battle

Rentals
• ICE
•

i

AIR

MACHINES
CONDITIONERS

INDUSTRIAL

EQUIPMENT
Sales and Service

KEN RUSSELL

troit;

and family of Kalamazoo and Mr.
Enrollmentsfor the "Farm-toand Mrs. Cornelius Hagewald of
Grand Rapids spent last Sunday Prosper" contest— now called the
with their parents, Dr. and Mrs. "Community Cooperation" contest are starting to tricklein to
Thomas.
Jack Plewes w-re absent.
Stan Showers of Colorado our office.The first enrollment was
Springs, Colo., spent mid-year from the GeorgetownGrange;
Creek, legislative chairmen.
vacation in Douglas with his second — FerrysburgP.T.A.; and
Problems facing veterans today family.
third — Tallmadge Grange. We are
were discussed and explained. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wicks have interested in receiving many more
Veterans having problems which
moved from Chilton.Wis., to the enrollments. If any group is inrequire service work are asked to
West Shore Golf Links, Douglas, terestedin knowing what the concontact their service officer,C.
test consistsof we will be happy
which they nave purchased.
Mrs. Minnie Bulthuis, 90, died Havinga, Len Smith and Mart
A
joint school of instructionfor to send information to them.
Monday afternoon at the Wood Japinga are service officers for
Saugatuck and Douglas chapters
Haven Convalescent Home in Zee- Holland Chapter 14.
This past week we received the
of the O. E. S. will beheld in
land following a lingeringillness. An invitation was given by Past
Douglas Thursday evening, Feb. 11. information on the oat trials held
For the last 10 years she had Department Commander William
Doris Waldo, Grand Conductress^ throughout Michigan in 1959.
lived at the home of her son-in-law Badour of Bay City for the state
Among major factorsin determinwill be Conductress.
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit convention to be held in Bay City
ing the performanceof oats are
Mrs.
Ann
Bruce
and
Mrs.
Vera
De Haan of 316 West 19th St., but in June.
Bale and children have returned night temperatures,lodging and
had been a resident of Grand
Meeting in another room of the
certain diseases. Our tables show
Haven for 77 years. She was the American Legion clubhousewas from their vacation in Florida.
Mrs.
Francis Walz was hostess that early planting will help avoid
oldest contiguous member of the the auxiliarywith 25 units being
to her bridge club Monday eve- high night temperaturesand be
First Christian Reformed Church represented.Jean Oudman, adbeneficial especially for such variening. *
in Grand Haven being on the rolls jutant of Holland auxiliary,welMr.
and
Mrs.
R.
W.
Shield of ties as Garry and Rodney. In the
for 90 years. She was active in comed ail members and guests and
Beverly Hills. III., visited their case of Rodney, in areas where
church organizations.
then turned the meeting over to
high temperatures prevail, the
parents last weekend.
Surviving are three daughters, Department Commander Virginia
The New Richmond Methodist yield was 83.9 and for Garry —
Mrs. J. Van Beukeringof Grand Hays of Paris, Mich.
Church is planning a series of 83.8.
Haven, Mrs. De Haan of Holland
Reports from variouscommittees
However, in areas where the
special
services to be held during
and Mrs. Robert Peabody of Indio, were given with highlights on
nights were cooler Garry yielded
Calif.; two sons, Klaas Bulthuis hospital, community service and the four Sunday evenings of Febof Holland and Abram of Grand child welfare work. Commander ruary. The services will begin at 100.8 bushels per acre and Rodney
yielded 106 bushels per acre. In
Haven; 15 grandchildren,39 great- Hays emphasizedthe importance 7:30 p.m.
other
words if you plan to use
Among
the
names
drawn
for
jury
grandchildren;a sister-in-law,Mrs. of being an auxiliary member and
BenjaminVan Loo of Zeeland, and the need for many more to help duty in Allegan County for the either of these two varietieswe
February term of Circuit Court suggest you use them when plantseveral nieces and nephews.
veterans.
ing can be early in the season. If
Special guest speaker was Ber- was Marshall Greene of Douglas.
Mrs.
Cora
Bliss Taylor has en- there is a later planting which
nard Killin of Benton Harbor who
Couple Exchange Vows
cannot be avoided because of
explained the various bills being rolled in anvart class at the UniAt Local Parsonage
weather
conditionswe . suggest
versity
of
DVnver.
She
plans
to
discussed in Lansing and Washingreturn to hei Saugatuck home such varieties as Clintafe, Clinton,
ton. D.C.
Miss Marietta Vander Ploeg,
Ajax or Clintland.These do much
Luncheon was served in the main about the fir/t of April.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Word from/ Dr. and Mn. Justin better with high night temperadining room to approximately 200
Vander Ploeg of Holland,and
Dunmire is that they are enjoying tures.
Ronald J. De Marrow, son of members of the DAV Auxiliaries their vacation
and
Chapters of Michigan.
Mrt. Blanche Colby of Holland,
Florida. \
Matt Krompotich, 76,
formerlyof Myrtle Creek, Ore.,
were united in marriage last Transporting Nursery
Succumbs in Hospital
Mrs. F. Kostncr Dii
Thursday evening in the parson- Stock Nets Man Fine
GRAND HAVEN (Special) age of the Ninth Street ChristiM
Following Heart Attack
Matt
Krompotich,78. of Mercury
Reformed Church
Charles J. Bizio, 52. of Grand
GRAND HAVEN (Special’ -Mrs. Dr , Grand Haven Township died
The Rev. Wiimer R. Witte per Rapids, pleaded guilty Monday afformed the double ring ceremony tenmon in the Justice Court of France! Kwtner. <9, of route I, late Monday in Blodgett Hospital
with the bride's sister. Miss Wilbur E. Kouw, to a charge of Grand Haven Townihip.was pro(Henna Vander Ploeg. and the transportingnursery stock without nounced dead on arrival at Muni- in Grand Rapids followingan IIIgroom's brother, Jerry Vander a license on complaint of the Agri- cipal Ht>pital following a heart neaa of (our yean
Surviving besitk* hi* wile, Mary,
culture Department. Unto was attack at her hume Monday night
G^,f^7lu]|haU«dleMuikeauesM'd a hoc of $25 and $4 30
She was a member oi the St are lour daughter*.Mrs Arthur
goo wort pro *oet at the dimtor costs
Patrick * Catholic Church and the Porto of Grand Haven. Mrs.
ItNltibn hold •( Bosch’s rotlsu- 1 The altoged ut tense involvedmovIlC*achu.sioYakui
Spencer Jliek and Mrs Roser Nett
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BUMP SHOP
Quality

PHONE

AVE.

EX 2-3195

ELECTRIC
MOTOR SERVICE
8th &

WASHINGTON
Repairing

CARBRETORS
GENERATORS
DISTRIBUTORS
STARTERS

AIR CONDITIONING-

DUCTS
COPPER DECKING
EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL CO.
PHONE

17 EAST 8TH ST.

couronv

and

ilite
We

RefillMl

Conditioning

KninuDMCAseotmt

One We

Sell or Service

Mov. A. IriingviihfHandy

PEERBOLT'S

AUTOMOTIVE

SHEET METAL CO.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

St.

Ph. EX 2-9728

TULIP CITY

BLACK TOP
CAN PAVE YOUR

107 E. 8th St. Ph. EX 2-2351

LET US KEEP YOUR
• FACTORY
• OFFICE
• RESTAURANT
• STORE

• DRIVEWAY
• PARKING LOT
NEXT SPRING

CLEAN
W#

clean walls, carpel
rugs and upholstery.

Call

Commercial — Reeldentiai

EX 4-8281

Call

Cracker- Wheeler Motor*
Gate* V-Belte4 Sheaves

lor

FREE ESTIMATES

ROOFING

DURACLEAN
EX 6-8435
an eittmate on a
complete cleanlnq service.
lor

FENDT'S
Auto Service

ALUMINM

SpoaahsU

SIDING

in

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS

HOLLAND
READY

Go*

-

CALL
“TONY"

and

G.

E.

—AT
Heating

FURNACES

LOW COST

#

Air Conditioning

Eaves Troughing
Ph. EX 6-7716

& ED

5-8353

bosbbsebbdbs

Oil - Cool

Wf CLEAN and REPAIR
ALL MAKES OE EURN4CEJ
lorrict

WASHER PARTS
and

APPLIANCE
SERVICE

Types of Fire El-

AIR

Distributor!lor

-MIKE'' VH/

SALES and SERVICE
tiofuitlMni ad Repster Each

II E. 6th

ARMSTRONG

CALL KSB’n'XBSi

OVERKAMP'S

,efr«t

Installation4 Service

PHONE EX 4-4000

EX 2-3394

82 EAST 8TH ST.

and

OAff

HEATING

Ball 4 Sleeve Bearing*

WAGNER MOTORS

BOUMAN

WORK

SPEEDOMETERS

PHONE EX 6-7983

Rewinding

ON POWER EQUIPMENT

—

HEAVY SHEET METAL

•-BUMPING

159 RIVER

BREMER

Specialists in

Workmanship

• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK
R. E. BARBER, INC.
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INDUSTRIAU-

Electric

Service

HOUND

Mrs. Bulthuis

Club.

Auto

SERVICE 4 REPAIR
REBUILT UNITS

We

Service and Install All Makei

• ELECTRIC RANGES
• WASHERS
• ELECTRIC
•
•

WATER HEATERS
DRYERS
VENT DRYERS

325 LINCOLN

Ph. EX 6-8531

HAROLD
LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
and

HOME BUILDER

« REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial— Reeldentiai
No lob Too Largo or Too Small
38 W. 34th
Phh. a 4-6183
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Congratulations

week Boy Scouts

This

promise:

United States have

in the

"On my honor

I will

renewed

their Scout

do my duty to God and Country and

myself

obey the Scout law. To help other people at all times. Keep

awake and

physically strong, mentally
district includes

Chippewa

morally straight." The

Holland area, Zeeland, Hudsonville, Hamilton, Fenn*

West

Olive, Jamestown, Saugatuck

and Robart.

There are a total of 2,230 Scouts and, leaders in the

Chippewa

ville,

Douglas, Ganges,

according to i. Von't Groenewout, executive.

district,

The 1530 present Boy Scout memberships in the Chippewa

District

are broken down into 26 troops, 11 explorer units and Sea Scout ships

and 25 cub packs.

Boy Scout
Since

its

Week

and men

beginning in 1910, more than 35,000,000 boys

February 7th

have been members of the Scout movement.

thru 13th
Tht

First Scout

Law

A SCOUT

IS

The Second Scout Law Is

Is

A SCOUT

The Third Scout Law Is

we

hove been one

A SCOUT

rrustworthiness.

We

rir

feature only the highest quality lines of

nationally

IS

known merchandise that you can

be certain will give you complete satisfac-

Loyalty is

a

HELPFUL

principleof cooperation.

He stands by ready to

Ottawa Savings and Loon Associationis
loyal to everyone in the whole

the finest Ready-to-Wear at reasonable

m

help wherever

he goes — in his home, school, troop

commun-

and with civic activities.

He

The Hollond
many years ha>

is o friend to oil ond a brother to every Scout.

Taylor's stands ready to help you In

Association of InsuranceAgents over o period of

your problem of clothing the Scout as

established a reputationfor friendliness.

oil.

tion,

61 years of eiperienceis your guarantee of

I

FRIENDLY

ity working together for the betterment

of

IS

A SCOUT

of

Holland's leading deportment stores. We
have built up on enviable reputationfor

Is

\
IS

TRUSTWORTHY LOYAL
For many yean

The Fourth Scout Law

Loyalty in Scoutingand cooperation leads

well as his Dod. Official Boy Scout

to success.

clothes

and

Holland Associationof Ins. Agents.

shoes.

Hertel

prices.

Morsile Agency, Inc.

Agency

McBride-Crowford Agency

Korsten Agency

Nykomp Agency
Klaasen Insurance Agency
Vinkemulder Agency

Koop Agency

Visscher-BrooksInsurance

Lemmen Agency

Of HOLLAND

Agency

Lievense Agency

Wolbrink Agency

Gene Vande Vusse

The

Scout Law

Fifth

A SCOUT

Is

The Sixth Scout Law

IS

A SCOUT

COURTEOUS

Is

IS

KIND

The Seventh Scout Law

A SCOUT

Ins. Agency

The Eighth Scout Law

Is

IS

A SCOUT

OBEDIENT

Is

IS

CHEERFUL

Courteous treatment for all customers is our law too. You're
always welcome at Standard Oil Wholesale ond Retail Outlets.

He obeys exactly any

Remember, Marla Boas for oil your Standard Oil needs.

order from

recognized authority.
He

MERLE

is o friend to onimols. He will not hurt or kill any living

He dees

We

heartily congratulatethe Boy Scouts of America

50th Anniversaryand highly commend

BOES

oil

on

can. Holland'srepresentative for Official Boy and
their

HOLLAND BOARD OF REALTORS
Russell

De Roo Realty Co.

/

•oi-

Dutch Boy Baking Co.

EX 2-2255

Cub Scout Shoes by

their activities.

John Arendshorst

STANDARD OIL AGENTS

A.

A SCOUT

Is

The Tenth Scout Law

IS

A SCOUT

THRIFTY

Isaac Kouw Realty Co.

Wm. Wood,

Golien Agency

MOOR SHOES

Realtor

Jacob Grosmeyer

Raven, Kramer It Raven

Horry Hopper

John P. Rods

Is

his opportunities.
that ha

may pay

He

makes the best

Law

IS

his way, he i« generous ta

these in need end helpful ta worthy prefects.

Many

Scouts ha*o their eivtagi

at

counts

IS

an emergency, if

seed ef fmensml help dan

m

t

^Hc

in

is

clean in mind, henrt nnd body,

believes in

hestitntcta call

dean

nnd dean

us.

speech, clean

habits.

Ha

travels

Member el the
*
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He

is reverent towards Gad.

He

is

faith-

\w mi

tul in his religiousduties end respects the

Hahhys help create deaa

We

con-

gratulatethe Scouts, their leadersand
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far g successful year af Scoutingin I960.
hohrts!

COMPLIMENTS OF
HOIST SHOP FIRST FLOOR

^ ST

Holland Loan Association

imaiva Isttem

IS

REVERENT

y

with a clean ctawd.

Peoples State Bonk
Mambas of the Federal Popes** laeoraase Carp

A SCOUT

religious convictions of ethers.
s» the right time. In

ALWAYS COURTEOUS

tlf.eee*

Phone IX 2-2812

St.

right thing,

hata.

Sopoefts tasurod Up ta

1 East 8th

The Twelth Scout Law Is

*

CLEAN

nf

He het the courege to de the

Is

A SCOUT

BRAVE

saves his money in

1

The Eleventh Scout

He does not went to destroy, he works faithfully,westas nothingand

Buster Brown.

Klossen

HOME OF DUTCH BOY BREAD

The Ninth Scout Law

-

his duty cheerfully and he smiles whenever he

creatureneedlessly, but will strive to protect all harmless life.

IS
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Reliable Cycle Shop

do
Rtoet Ate.

BREWER
CITY COAL DOCK, INC.

